WEDDING BELLS.
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William D. Erskine, who survives her, together with three sons, John, Willie and
Arnold B., and one daughter, Rose ErsHon. William M. Woods died at his late kine.
Funeral services were held July 13th,
residence on Cedar street after a long ill- Rev. W.
Carver officiating.
ness, July 13, 1905. Mr. Woods, the oldest
death
son of the late Colonel Moses and Elizabeth
of Mrs. John A. Lord, wife of
.The
tne Poruand
taxerdermist, occurred at the
McGray Woods, was born in Unity Novem- Maine
General Hospital, Sunday evening,
ber 9,1821, and was therefore 83 years and
!>th. Mrs. Lord was suffering from
to L.
8 months old. Mr. Woods received his edu- blood poisoning. Her age was 34 years and
7 months.
Besides her sorrowing husband
cation in the common schools and at Searsthere are three children left to mourn the
and
on
the
death
of
his
port Academy
father, loss of a loving mother, Coleman, aged four
who was in business at “The Head of the years; Alice, seven years; Edwin, ten
Mrs. Lord was the daughter of John
Tide,” this city, iu 1840, he taught two or years.
B. Chase of
Winterport. Her sister, Mrs.
three winters but quite early iu life entered Nellie
Bartlett, arrived in Portland Mon*
and tuok the body of Mrs. Lord on the
the store with the late Prescott Hazeltine,
^ay
where he proved an efficient clerk and where 12.20 train for Winterport where the interment took place.
he remained until

OBITUARY.

-Bnowx. One of the prettiest
ng ceremonies to take place in
3 o'clock Weda- performed at
::.-rndon, July 19th, at 2 Peach
home of the bride's parents,
:. L mise, daughter of assistant
and Mrs. Frederick W. Brown
was married to Willis Clement
'pringfield. Mass. Rev. A. A.
Universalist church performed
The bride, who was daintiwhite! was attended by Miss
as
maid of honor.
The
who were classmates and
bride and who were also
te and carried a daisy chain,
k eiise W. Richards, M. Helen
Carter, Marion B. Wells,
Bernice G. Rogers, Ada A.
-ara E. West,
Mrs. Carrie F.
.t.d Mrs. Cleora R. Reed. The
Miss Janet Wallace of
The groom was attend'las?
—t Dexter of Springfield as
The house was very prettily
pally in green and white.
irty stood under an arch of
•..eh w as suspended a w edding
which flowers were promi.■ rations.
Mr. and Mrs. Ar■

about 1S50, when he or-

ganized “The Mutual Store" in the Allyn
block on Main street and was the first to
adopt the motto of “quick sales and small
profits" which has revolutionized business
not only iu this city but throughout the
country. In 1855 he with the late Noah M.
Mathews bought the stock of the Mutual
Store and continued the business under the
name of “Woods A Mathews.” The business proving successful it was enlarged until just before the civil war when the late
Capt. Chas. Baker was admitted to the firm
and the name changed to Woods, Mathews
A Baker.
At this time the business was
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: for Springfield, where they
usekeeping at 90 WestmiusArnold has a flue position
on Manufacturing Company,
1 owing to illness in the firm
-d to return immediately,
oinembered by their frieiids
gifts which included sil-.
china, etc. Although Mrs.
—it iti Belfast only for a short
.miner for theppast few years

greatly enlarged by adding the buying and
shipping of large quantities of hay, potatoes, wool and other farm products and was
successfully carried on until 1880, when the
death of

Mathews occurred and Mr.
Woods retired, leaving his son-in-law, L. T.
Shales, the present mayor of Belfast, iu the
firm, which became Baker A Shales. Some
time after Mr. Baker's death Mr. Shales
took Win. Follett to partnership, and the
firm is now Shales A Follett. Mr. Woods
was a Republican in politics and voted for
the national candidates of the party from
Fremont to Roosevelt. He represented the
city in the Maine legislature, and for several years held the office of county treasurer
and filled the positions with honor and with

.—i a host of friends here
-hs-s go with her to her new
of town guests were Miss
Miss Moilie Arnold, and Mr.
: .dd,
Broad Brook, Conn. ;
rule, Holyoke, Mass.; Mrs.
\\ Glace and Miss Janet Waii, Mass.
Mrs. George Peirce of Winter:: :-I to Charles Jewell, soil of
harles P. Webber of Bangor,
•rational church, Winterport,
;. 12th.
Following the cemeoii was held at the home of
Rents ou Cushing street, after
1 led pair ieft fur a bridal tour
! to the Great Lakes and
ida. The ceremony was perIiobert L. Paddock, rector
f tlie Apostles of New York
b\ Rev. John S. Penman of
X. Y., formerly of Bangor.
-.
a sister of the bride, was
uni the bridesmaids were
-ister of the groom, Miss
f Washington, I). C., Miss
Helen Peirce of Montclair,
mces Peirce of Flint, Mich.,
;
Baldwin of Boothbay.
-.•:. of Bangor was best man
were Ralph W. Merrill of
t
Peirce of Winterport, a
bride, James Foss, Newton,
.:
p Richmond, Brookline,
Bunting of Boston and KdMr. and
'aiein, Mass.
.11 he at home in Bangor in

director of the Belfast A- Moosehead Kailroad and one of the incorporators of Belfast
Savings Bank, lie was married quite early
in life to Miss Celia J. Frye, with whom he
lived fifty-one years, she having died in
May, 1901. His only child, Emily, married
Mr. Shales and died in 18!*ti, leaving a
daughter, Mrs. Alice Iiayford, and a son,
Arthur shales, who survive him. Of his
father’s family of seven children but one is
left, Mr. Henry J. Woods, formerly a resident of this city, now of Newton, Mass.
While the deceased never made a publci
profession of religion he was always identified with the Methodist church and for
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The home of

Burkett, Thomaston, was
rery pretty home wedding
when her daughter, Mrs.
Biigtou, was united in mar!i.-i<- Tibbetts of Rookport.
as performed by Rev. K.
tlie Congregational church,

;.

of the two immediate famEvie Day of Rockland
:.ug march,
l'hyllis Wylie
-•.trer and with Miss Wylie
carried a
who
Riackiugton,
The house was prettily
I- green and white.
At the
on; ny punch and cake was
1 Mrs. Tibbetts will occupy
Rage at Oakland during the
:t.

.'.bition in Prospect.
he word was passed around
rcles and other centers of
Hie railroad laborers were
.-d to have their wine, beer
it was said that Sheriff
bis deputies had decided to
i of wine and beer, even if
)
smash tlie whole railroad
mulish the purpose. But, as
i by any kind of investigahorse-loads of liquor are
..
and drank,every day in the
A are the railroad laborers
anybody who cares to can
or he wants and can pay for.
in this
never
so plentiful
has been since the .Sturgis law
tlie statute hook. Liquor has
-old here more or less for the
but there are a new lot of
■
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Carleton would like to
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mage, Belfast, has adopted the
-solutions:
hath has again entered our
lie Supreme Architect of the
i- summoned to that undiscoverfrorri whence no traveler ever
respected brother, Aubrey G.

-refore,

'that the members of Seaside
■•■nd to the bereaved wife and
heartfelt sympathy and eomm Him who alone can comfort
auble.
1 hat a copy of these resolutions
afflicted wife a copy sent to
■■an Journal and Waldo County
tor publication and a copy
"in recuids.
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MEDY FOR HAY FEVER
|
t

Other Treatments, Hyouie
a
-eil With Perfect Success.

discovery of ilyomei the only
could give his hay fever
to go away from home, but
who is subject to this disease
"inei is used, stay at home withihe annual attack of sneezing,
-lean

■■as
■

-.and other discomforts.
■es, a well known Western railwhose home is at McCook,
writes “I have never had any
>
any remedy for hay fever, even
y, until I (fiscovered the merits
'n-i
1 always recommend it when
c'
:'-'iuires.”
no
offensive or dangerous
losing when Ilyomei is used. This
for
the cure of al! diseases
■••medy
respiratory organs is breathed
a neat
pocket inhaler that comes
outfit, no that the air taken inmoat and lungs is like that of the
■‘"untains or other health resorts,
fever is unknown.
to re.■".{•‘■■•t that R.to II. Moody agreessufferer
...
money
any hay fever
Ilyomei without success, should
nfidence in its power to effect a
'■
icomplete outfit costs only 81.00
"p>tia bottles hut 50 cents.
■
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Mr.

|

years was one of the. trustees and was interested in its success and contributed to
its support. Holiest in his dealings, faithful to his duties and conservative in his
views he will be remembered by the older
inhabitants as one who always bad the interests of his city at heart and will be
missed from their councils. The funeral
services were at his late residence Saturday, July 13th, and were conducted by Kev.
J. W. Hatch of the Methodist church. The
number in attendance as well as the many
fioral offerings testified to the esteem in
which he was held In the community. The
interment was at Grove cemetery.

Theodore H. Buck, a retired lumber
dealer of Chelsea, Mass., who was born in
Bucksport, Me., 05 years ago, died at his
summer home in Winthrop,
Mass., Julv
Uth. Mr. Buck was a veteran of the Civil
war, a mason of high degree, and a trustee
of the Chelsea .Savings Bank. lie leaves a
widow and one son.
THE

CHURCHES.

Gospel meetings will be held in the tent
Condon street, Sunday, Wednesday and
Saturday eveuings at 7.30 p. in., and Sunday
on

at

2.30 p.

m.

The services next Sunday at the Universalist church will be as follows: at 10:45 a.
m. regular service with a solo by Miss
Katherine Bickford, at 12 o’clock, Sunday
school.
Christian Science services are held at J.
F. Fernald’s, No. 57 Cedar street, every
Sunday morning at eleven o’clock, and
Wednesday evenings at 7.30, to which all
are cordially welcome.
The services at the North church will be
as follows: Weekly prayer meeting at 7.30 p.
Thursdav.

Morning worship Sunday
at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at noon;
evening service at 7.30 p. m.
in.,

Service at the Unitarian church next Sun
day at 10:45 a. m.; preaching by the pastor,
Kev. Harry Lutz; subject, “Sunshine.”
With this service the church will close for
the usual summer vacation until September.
A

baptismal service was held at the
Baptist church last Sunday morning. The
ordinance was administered by the pastor,
Rev. E. S. Phiibrook, to five candidates,
making in ail thirty who have recently
beeu received by baptism or letter into the
membership of the church. During the
summer and early fall new furnaces will be
placed in the church and needed repairs
made.
Rev. Harry Taylor, associate pastor of
the First Baptist church of Lowell, Mass.,
will occupy the pulpit of the Baptist church
next Sunday at 10:43 a. in., and will speak
in the evening at 7:30. Other appointments
are as follows:
Men's meeting at 10a. m.,
Sunday school at noon, Y. P. S. C. E. at
The weekly meeting of the
6:45 p. m.
church for prayer and conference will be
held this, Thursday, evening at 7:30. All
are welcome.

Sunday, July 16th, was observed as
“Flower,” or “Rose Sunday,” at the Unitarian church, the Sunday school taking part
in the morning service. The pulpit was
beautifully decorated with pinks and white
roses,

the work of Mrs. Frederick and Mrs.

Ryan of the decorating committee. The
Miss Mildred Munroe, oldest daughter of following program was given:
Mr. aud Mrs. L. G. Munroe of Thorndike, Organ Voluntary.
Choir.
died at her home, June it;*, lyos, after an ill- Anthem,
Pastor.
“Flowers,”
Reading,
ness which lasted about one year, she was Singing,
Sunday School.
“What shall we children bring?”
born April 9, lSsu, and lived at home, atfrom
Floral
Pastor.
Service,
Reading
tending the town schools, until the fall of
Song, “The Two Voices,” Alice Thorndike.
ltiOO, when she went to Searsport to enter Responsive Service,
Pastor and Sunday School.
the High school, remaining there until she
Sunday School.
completed the course with houor, graduat- Singing,
“He careth for us.”
ing with the class of lyoi. Miss Munroe Prayer.
was possessed of many sterling qualities of
Choir.
Response,
Pastor.
young womanhood, which endeared her, Reading,
Song, “The Dream of a Rose,”
not only to the members of her own family
Katherine Quimby.
and her schoolmates but to all her friends Address, “What the Flowers Say-,”
The Pastor, Kev. Harry Lutz.
aud acquaintances. During the autumn of
Singing,
Sunday School.
1901, in a series of meetings conducted by
“The Beauty of Duty.”
Miss Nellie Thompson, the evangelist, in Congregational Hymn.
the M. E. church in Searsport, she was led Benediction.
Organ Postlude.
iuto the Christian life. She held her faith
with an intelligence that was quite remarkable for oue of her years, requiring
for herself at every advance step the reaAs her sickness kept proson therefor.
longing itself it was a trial to her to think
that she might not be able to give herself
to the work of life, with all the charm that
it had for her spirit, but her faith stood her
in the great experience, for she believed
that she might serve some purpose of her
Master in another world. In this faith she
comforted her family and went on peacefully and hopefully to the better world,
where “His servants shall serve Him and
they shali see His face,”—verily, of such
is the kingdom of heaven.” According to
able to be present at her funeral, the service
at which was conducted by Rev. T. 1*.
Williams of the Searsport Coug’l church,

July 1,1903.
Elizabeth Winston Thompson of Clayton,
New Mexico, died June 17th after a distressing illness of seven weeks. Mrs.
Thompson was born in Princeton, Ky., in
1873. She graduated from Hanover College,
Indiana, in the class of 1893, the youngest

girl that had ever graduated from that college. That year she accompanied her
mother to New Mexico, where both were
engaged as teachers In 1899 she married
in Albuquerque Albert W. Thompson, son
of the late Horatio P. Thompson of Belfast.
She was, loved and respected by a host of
friends, lie sweet submission to her great
suffering and her trust in God gave comfort to her bereaved mother and husband.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson were both members of the Congregational church of this
city and in her visits to Belfast Mrs.
Thompson made many warm friends who
sincerely mourn her death and extend heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved.
Miss Marion Sweetland of
Camden
went last week to the Knox hospital in
Rockland for an operation and died Monday morning of blood poisoning. The Rockland Star says: “The deceased was 20 years
of age and a young lady who had hosts of
friends.
Of sunny disposition, excellent
character and always kind and obliging,
her untimely death will be mourned by all.
A father, George Sweetland, of Belfast, a
sister Mrs. Fred Leacb of Glen Cove, and a
brother, Fred, of Belfast, survive her and
to them is tendered the heartfelt sympathy
of all in their hour of sorrow.”

Mary A. Erskine died July 11th at her
home in Rockland aged 71 years, 7 months
and 3 days. She was born in Freedom, and
was the daughter of William Larrabee and
Ruth A. Horton Larrabee. She married

YACHTS AND BOATS.
Mr. Churchill has sold the naphtha
launch he built the past winter in his shop
over Damon’s blacksmith
shop to R. M.
Goodwin of Newport and it was shipped
there last week. It will be used on Newport lake.

sloop yachts collided off Peak’s
Island, Portland harbor, last Sunday, and
Two

of them sank. The press report says:
“All that could be seen of the Kathleen
after the accident was the two masts sticking up out of the water.” A two-masted
sloop is quite a novelty.

one

The yachts of the Eastern Yacht Club,
Boston, arrived at Camden July lltb from
Boothbay Harbor and left the 12th for Dark
Harbor, sailing from there last Saturday
for Bar Harbor, where the rleet disbanded.
On the trip down they raced from port to
port. The schooner yacht Corona led the
the fleet into Camden.
A sail boat with an awning over the
after deck, a skilled hand at the tiller, a
steady breeze and a pretty girl sipping
lemonade—what a combination for a hot
day in July .'—Bangor News.
An awning is rather an awkward thing
to carry on a sailboat even with a steady
breeze; and a “skilled hand at the tiller”
would be pretty sure to dispense with it.
A cablegram from Vienna states that the
steam yacht Vegiia, owned by the late
Baron Nathaniel de Rothschild, has been
sold to George W. C. Drexel of Philadelphia, a summer resident of Islesborj. The
price was 8140,000. The Vegiia is a steel
screw steam yacht of 288 net tons.
Her
length is 248 feet, breadth 31 feet and depth
184 feet. She was built in Glasgow in 1890
by David W. Henderson & Co. from G. L.
Watson’s designs for Baron Rothschild,
and belonged to the port of Trieste.

July 16th the yachts of the Boston Yacht
Club sailed from Gloucester to New Harbor, N. H„ and a press dispatch says: “The
Sally VII., the champion 23-footer of Massachusetts bay, covered the run of 15 miles in
Sh 42m 44s, a very fine performance for any
Capt. T. D. Barr’s sloop yacht
Fiona has considerably bettered this performance. At 12 m., July 14th, she was in
Isle au Haut Thoroughfare, with two anchors down, sails furled, side ladder and
fenders over the side, etc. At least an hour
was consumed In getting underway and
beating out of the Thoroughfare in a very
light air, and it was fully l p. m. when she
squared away for Belfast, 35 miles distant
—some call it 38 miles.
The wind left her
as she entered this harbor, but at 6 p. m.
the mooring rope was over the bitts. The
first instalment of the Fiona’s log is published this week and it will be continued through
several issues.
yacht.”

The
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Log of the Fiona.

Days’

Cruise Down the

Isle an Haut the

Bay

wit!

Objective Point.

i.
10th, a

Monday, July
party of three sailed
in Capt. X. D. Barr’s sloop yacht Fiona for
a trip down the bay.
As there is only one
other sailing yacht large enough for cruising in commission at this port a brief description of the Fiona will not be amiss. She
was built at Quincy, Mass., in 1871, and her
length over all is given in the government
list as 25 feet 3 inches, but she is today 34
feet over all, showing that she has been rebuilt since first set afloat. She is 11 feet 3
inches beam, and a comely looking craft,
albeit w ithout the spoon bow and long overhangs of the more modern type.
A
thorough overhauling this spring showed
that she is sound as a nut in every plank and
timber. She has a ton of lead for ontside
ballast, with iron inside ballast east to fit
on the timbers; and needs it ail to
support
her lofty rig.
Her wide companionway,
slide and skylight are of mahogany, and
she has in her cabin a large table of the
same wood, which will seat half a dozen
comfortably but occupies little space
when the leaves are dropped. At the after
end of the cabin are two clothes lockers.
There are two standing berths and roomy
transoms that furnish good berths for two
more.
The galley forward is fitted with
dish racks, lockers etc.
There is an ice
chest in the mail, cabin and many other
conveniences which need not be enumerated. Her standing sails are mainsail, staysail, lib and gafftopsail, the latter setting
from aloft. For light sails she has three jiba
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only the baby jibtopsail was taken.
Monday morning the last instalment of
stores was put on board, with the bedding

and

dunnage

of the crew, and at 10 a. m.
the mooring rope was cast off. The wind
was from the northwest,
light and puffy,
and we held it until off Saturday Cove
when it came off dead ahead. There was
quite a rieet of schooners bound out, but we
overhauled and passed them all.
Just
bove Camden we were becalmed and it
was thought we should have to make a harbor there, but later a squall came off the
land and we squared away for Rockland,
passing Negro Island light at 4 p. m. Off
Roekport we were becalmed again, and Dr.
Welds’ steam yacht Malay came up from
astern, swept around in the mouth of Rockport harbor, and then headed across the
bay for North Haven. After a while we
got a light air from the eastward, but wind
or no wind the Fiona never lost steerage
way, but crept along toward port.
We
soon came within sight of the government
vessels anchored just inside of Rockland
breakwater—two cruisers, a monitor, a
torpedo boat destroyer with four funnels,
and the bark rigged Hartford, Farragut’s
old flagship, now a practice ship. In the
twilight the monitor with her wooden
superstructure was an odd looking craft
and it was some time before even the navy
man on board could make her out.
This
reminds me that the Fiona’s crew have not
been introduced. They were ( apt. T. D.
Barr, owner, Capt. Henry Staples, and the
writer, who shipped as log keeper.
At 6.30 p. m. we were inside the breakwater, becalmed, but with an occasional
we worked along and anchored near
the shore on the south side of the Eastern

zephyr

Steamship Company's wharf. After making things shipshape for the night and eating supper Capt. Staples and the writer
went ashore in the tender to get a daily
paper (which nobody read) and call on
friends.
We stopped at W. C. Pooler’s
drug store for a glass of soda and Capt.
Staples was told by the proprietor that his

silver

hake,

fell to the writer.

!

Then we

drifted into shoaler water,with hard bottom,
and found cod plentiful. Staples hooked a
big one and then hooked a fish that pulled
like a whale. When it came over the side
it was found to be a good-sized haddock,
hooked through the middle of the back. A
school of small cod were nibbling at oar
bait, and it is supposed the haddock was
investigating when Staples gave a vicious
jerk to his'liue and hooked him. One other
haddock and a number of small cod were
caught and then we bore away for harbor
and made fast to a mooring in the Throughfare just abreast the little red schoolheuse.
The Railroad Situation in

Horace Lindsey, Cecil Moody, Granville
Herriman and some few others. This old
pioneer spotted his road through Stockton
Springs and the Staples patent to Prospect
and the landing. It used to be rumored
when 1 was a small boy that where the road
was spotted through so long before was the
only good location for a road. Either hills
or valleys are one side or the other. It maybe it happened so, but it was about the level
for the railroad bed and the road is built
very nearly alongside of the highway all
the way from the village to the swing off to
go to Sandypoint. Along by the Trevett
place the first survey was to the eastward
of the buildings, but after deliberating
they paid §1,000 to Mr. Trevett to move his
building and changed the road alongside
the old pioneer’s spotted road of more than
a hundred years ago.
Only about 20 rods
from this old road, in the swing off towards
Sandypoint on the Maiden brook, there is a
concrete culvert 155 feet long, 6 feet iu the
clear. Work was begun on it before the
snow was gone and in one of our visits to
the place there was more than an acre from
10 to 20 feet deep and 155 feet wide, and by
the last of August they expect to have the

right angle, width and height for the track.
The contractors for the road from the Trevplace to Mr. Young’s, Sandypoint, are
Mavers & Brothers from Xova Scotia. Fourteen spans of horses are quartered in the
Spinney buildings aud the hoarding houses

ett
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Miss Millie Andrews has returned from a
visit with relatives in Gardiner.

ing Kev. and Mrs. D. L. Wilson.

Miss Beryl Page has returned from
with Mrs. Lottie Burrill in Fairfield.

Mass., arrived last week for

a

visit

Dr. and Mrs. Dillon Bronson are enjoya visit at Belfast, Me.—Boston Budge't.

ing

Wm. F. Bean left Monday for Matinicus
and Criehaven for a few days deep-sea fish-

ing.
Mrs. Eliza Harmon

some antics along the road with
horses. With cars coming so near the road
it is hard to make a horse believe that they
are going by, aud some of those staid old
plugs are going to make kindling wood and
stand up on end for perhaps the first time
in their lives.

expect

ANOTHER

dem A ncbor-Rockland Machine Co., which

is running day and night, and yet can hardly keep up with the demand for the popular
Kockland was
Knox gasolene engines.
swarming with jack tars on shore leave
and they were particularly numerous on
the Point, but none that we met showed
signs of drunkenness and we were told by
Kockland people that they were a well-behaved lot, which could not be said of a like
class of visitors a few years ago.
July 11th. A fine morning, but no wind.
The steamer City of Rockland came in
from Boston, and soon after the steamers
Catherine and Juliette went out side by
side, the J. T. Morse leaving a little later
for Bar Harbor. Still no wind, and the sun
came out hot. Decks were washed down,
mainsail hoisted and gafftopsail setito await
a breeze. At 7 a. m. the anchor was catted
and in a light air we beat out to the breakwater. When fairly out of the harbor we
got a southwest breeze and laid our course
for the Fiddler at the entrance of North
Haven thoroughfare. The baby jibtopsail
was set for the first time and pulled us
along iu good shape. J ust at the entrance
of the Thoroughfare we were overtaken and
passed by the steam yacht Sapphire of New
York, which we had left at anchor in Rockland harbor. At 1 p. m. we anchored ort
the clubhouse at North Haven and Capt.
Barr went ashore. Since the writer’s last
visit here, niue years ago, some very fine
cottages have been built bn the Vinalhaven
side, but there did not appear to be many
additions to the buildings on the North
Haven shore. Here, as at Rockland, naphtha boats were numerous, but there were
also a number of fine sailing craft. At 2.3C
p. m. we were underway again, starting
abreast of the two-masted schooner T. W.
Cooper bound through the Thoroughfare
for Franklin.
The schooner hails from
Rockland, but was built in East Machias
and named for a former freight clerk on the
Bangor & Boston steamers, whose home is
in Maohiasport. The schooner was light and
had all sails set, but tbe Fiona outsailed
her. Passing out by Widow’s Island we
laid our course for Isle au Haut Thoroughfare with a steady southwest wind blowing.
At 5.30 p. m. we were off Isle au Haut
Thoroughfare and had not made a tack
since leaving Rockland Breakwater. We
now stood off for tbe fishing grounds and
laid to under the mainsail. The first fish, a

EARTHQUAKE.

Days of Tropical Heat Maine
Experiences a Shaking up.
At 5:10 a. m. last Saturday morning ail
earthquake shock was perceptibly felt by
many people in this city, although some
After Some

slept through it, and one man who was
working in his garden at the time said he
did not notice any disturbance. It was a
continuous rumble, which shook the houses,
the windows and
rattled
jarred the
furniture. Its duration could not be exactly determined, but is reported in other
places as 10 seconds. There was uo succeeding shock, and no damage has been reported. In Gardiner some chimneys were
damaged. Two shocks were felt in Brunswick, Thomaston and some other places,
the second being more severe than the
first, and the State prison was shaken. The
Associated Press has reports of the earthquake from as far east as ltangor, and west
as far as Concord, H. II.
Night operators
of the New England Telephone and Telegraph Co., at Caribou, Iloultou, Macliais
and Milliuocket, all east of ltangor, did not
notice any disturbance.
WHAT A SCIENTIST SAYS.

Prof. Leslie A. Lee of linwdoin college,
who is State geologist, said as near as he
could judge the tremulous agitation passed
from east to west at 5.10 o’clock and was
between seven and eight seconds’ duration.
There is no instrument at liowdoin for
registering the velocity and strength of the
concussion. Prof. Lee said it was one of
those shocks which is caused by the slipping of rock on the side of a fissure at some
considerable depth, probably two or three
miles, as a result of long, continued strain.
It could have been stimulated by an exploProf. Lee could not
sion of some kind.
tell, early in the day, from reports received
what was the center of the shock.
Prof. Lee stated later that the earthquake took the form of a large oval with a
long axis from ltangor to York,, and the
center of the disturbance undoubtedly was
aroand Waterville, nearly in the center of
the State. It was purely local and not
alarming. lie said it was very likely the
heat of the past week had increased the
strain upon the rocks and caused the disturbance.
Death of Gen. Blackmar.

Boise, Idaho, July 16. General W. W.
Blackmar, commander-iu-chief ol the G. A.
R., died today of nephritis. His wife was
The body
with him during the illness.
.■

will be embalmed and taken to the home of
the family in Boston.

For colic or cholera morbus you will find
Brown’s Instant Relief the best article in
the market.

Mrs. Charles F.

Wildes

of Somerville,
visit.

a

J. L. Alexander went to Eastport Tuesto attend his brother's wedding.

day

Alfred Walton of Boston is spending his
vacation with his father, Mr. W. II. Walton.
Mrs. Louise Waller of Rockland is the
guest of her niece. Mrs. Tyler H. Bird,
Main street.
Miss Myrtle 11 Eorbes of Boston is
spending a week at the U. L. Lord cottage, at Little Rive ■.
Miss Ella l’aui
eturned home Monday
after spending seieral weeks with Mrs.
Thus. E. shea, Nor h Shore.

Miss Elizabeth M. Pond returned to Belfastlast lhursday after several weeks'ab-

Arline Walton, who is a teacher in the
New Haven, Ct., .-chools, is spending her
vacation with her father, W. 11. Walton.

A.

sence.

Miss Grace Chadwick is accompanying
her father on a business trip through northern Maine.
Miss Mary Wight of Boston is visitiug
his cousin, Miss Sarah M. Wight, Northport Avenue.
Dr. Benj. Colson of Bangor visited his
sister, Mrs. Clarence Leach, iD Kockport
the past week.
Mrs. Charles P. Hazeltine entertained the
History class at her summer home in Northport July 14th.
Miss Bertha Smith of Woburn, Mass., is
guest at the Lombard cottage, North
Shore, Northnort.

a

Mrs. Geo. W. Burkett of Somerville,
Mass., arrived last night and is the guest of
Mrs. U. W. Clark.
Mrs. Jessie Smith of Worcester, Mass.,
is visiting her niece, Mrs. Clarence E. McIntyre, Church street.

Capt, and Mrs. E. O. Patterson have

Mr. E. A. Burrell and Thomas Hyde of
Lynn, Mass., are the guests uf Miss Frye.
They came to attend the funeral of William
M. Woods.
Harold E. Bailey w ho spent his vacation
with his parents, .Mr. and Mrs. li. C. Bailey,
returned to Boston last week, where lie has

employment.
Mrs. A. B. Bay on, and Master Galen
Forbes of Biook.- 'are spending a few
days with their s ster, My rtle Foibes, at
Little River.
Mrs. Millhouse and daughter Alice
arrived last Thursday from trouth Bend,
Ind., to spend the summer with her mother,
Mrs. Joseph II. Thumbs.
Hon. Forrest Goodwin of tskowhegan was
of the victims of a recent automobile
accident on the road to Dead Kiver, but received no serious injuries.

one

ar-

rived from Baltimore and are at their summer home on Church street.
Mr. P. II. Longfellow and daughter, Miss
Bertha Longfellow of Machias, spent a few
days in Belfast last week.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Palmer of Monroe are
on Griffin street,

occupying their cottage
Xorthpurt Camp Ground.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Brigham, daughter and son, of Dorchester, Mass., are visiting at Capt. Geo. F. Ryan’s.
Harold T. Sibley is at home for his annual vacation from the Boston banking
house-where he is employed.

Congressmen Charles E. Littlerield is included among the twelve new directors
chosen for the Equitable board.
Miss Katherine Lewis of West Medford,
Mass., arrived by Tuesday’s boat to spend
a week with Miss Lillian G. Elwell, Little
River.
Misses Ella and Stella Yuung have returned to their home in Lincolnville from a
visit with their uncle, William Y'oung, in

Wiuterport.
Ralph Shibles, who lias been visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James shibles, in

Rockport,

has returned to his home in East
Deerneld, Mass

Reginald Hazeltine and friends, John and
George McGee, arrived last Friday and
went out to
Porcupine Lodge, Pitcher's
Pond, to spend their vacations.
Professor Geoige H. hoyden of \\1..-jester, Mass., has been eiected professor of
..tine
Greek and Mathemat.es in the Ka>
Conference Seminary, Rucksport.

Ralph G. Lombard, who is employed in
all around are tilled with hoarders in addithe dental office of Dr. Edward Osgood of
There
are
tion
to
the
was
counterfeit.
Then
a
call
was
Italian
quarters.
money
Boston, will spend the summer with his
made at the residence of Roscoe Staples of large numbers of men, women and children
parents, Dr. G. P. and Mrs. Lombard.
such
as
the Arm of Simpson A Staples, harnesses and transients,
telegraph pole
M. J. Dow Esq., of Brooks was in the
and trunks, where we found Mr. and Mrs. crews, and wire fence crews, besides a
He is at his farm
on uusiness.
-Staples seated on the veranda. Their bookkeeper, timekeeper, blacksmith, dyna- city Monday
most of tlie time now, and one daughter is
house is on a corner, and the cool breeze mite crew, barber and Italian store keeper.
with him, while Mrs. Dow and their other
was very acceptable to the yachtsmen, who This makes quite a crowd and is a great
are in the store.
had found it hot work walking about on change from former days. By the way, we daughter
shore, and some of Mrs. Thurlow’s delicious ice cream tended to still further lower
the temperature. We made a long call and
were urged to remain for the night, but
mindful of our shipmate on board the Fiona
we said good night and good bye and started for the shore. On the way we passed
for the second time the plant of the Cam-

Miss Anna Wilson of New York is visit-

the guest reBoss in Kock-

was

cently of Mr. and Mrs. J.
port.

j

in Bel-

Mrs. G. E. Evans ami child of New York
in town for the summer.

Master Henry Cunningham is visiting
relatives in Prospect.

Mr. and Mrs. George A. Leavitt and family left this week for a visit in Clinton.

|

Mm Jay

fast.

Miss Maria Andrews visited friends in
Camden and Kockport the past week.

Prospect.

Our Prospect correspondent writes: The
railroad bed is about completed in Prospect
from the Colson bridge to the Arthur
Trevett place.
The contractor for this
piece was a Mr. Wiseman. The depot and
siding is half way between the Marden and
Trevett farms. The station house has a
concrete eellar wall, water tight wjih no
cellar drain, and the carpenters will about
finish the house this week. The bridge is
done, and it is 411 feet long between the concrete abutments and 7t> feet high in the
channel. The iron work rests on nine concrete piers built from the solid bottom.
The cut on the south side, or rather on the
Rlanehard farm, is 33 feet deep and on the
other side 11 feet deep. The bridge is not
built wholly for a water chaunel but to keep
the track up to grade. There have been a
good many wild estimates of what was level
and about level along where the road bed is
and almost any uue can estimate very well
in a general way about hills and valleys
that are plain to be seen, but how the estimates of level will correspond with the
level ovei the Woods and hills is another
storv. There amears to be more cnts
and nils than
were
looked lor everywhere. But of all the estimates made along
the fields and clear lauds, there was an old
pioneer that spotted through the solid woods
more than a hundred years ago and beat
everybody. A man by the name of Staples
bought a tract of land in what was then
Prospect anywhere he wanted it, and among
the farms included iu the Staples patent,
so-called, were those of S. B. Littlefield,
Emery Calderwood, Wilber Kidley, William
Smith, D. M. Grant, Arthur Doekum,

Clarence C. Brooks spent

PERSONAL.

Mrs. E. L. Brackett, secretary of tlie
Children’s Aid Society of Maine, went to
Skowhegan July l'Jth w ith Eva Choate of
the Girls' Hume in this city, who is to have
a home with a private family in Skowhe-

Kobert Kuss, who was called to New
Bedford, Mass., about two weeks ago on
account of the illness of liis daughter, Sara
A. Kuss, returned home last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Colburn of Toledo, Ohio, arrived in Hamburg, July »), and
will spend about two months traveling in
Germany, Switzerland, France and England.
Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman, Mrs. c larence E.
and Miss c harlotte W. Colburn
returned last week from Seal Harbor, Ml.
Desert Island, where they were the guests
for a week of Mrs. Amos Clement at the
Seaside Inn

McIntyre

Mrs. A. E. Astle and her guests, Mr. and
Mrs. Berry, Mr. Alexander and Miss Cook,
who are spending a few weeks at Namlyboint, visited Mrs. Astle’s sister, Mrs L. F

Jannon, last Thursday and enjoyed
bake

on

a

clam-

the shore.

remarkable group posed before a BosGlobe camera in Warren a few days
igo. It comprised George Montgomery of
Warren, who lacks less than :• months .>f
being tGO years old; hi> sis;;. .V rs. Kebecca Hall i»f Warren, who m n* ,rl\ t»g
md his brother, IYrc} Montgomerx of
l hoinaston, who is nearly ss.
A

on

Miss Grace K. Burgess, wlm returned
home last Saturday from the Maine's Cress
excursion to Kumiord Falls ami the Range
The
eys, reports a very delightful trip.
party numbered 2, and the\ were particularly impressed with the business activity
tnd the fine dwellings at Cum fid Fails.
rhe\ were ->yalIy entertaine there and at
Farmington, which they visi:<
Saturday
>n their return from the lakes
A Maine Centra! conductor :: tlie through
rains without a handsome iv>r ,n Ins 1 nt
onhole is n rarit\ th > time •!" >eai. 1 uloubtedh Conductor .1. A. Mace ’■> respon
iible for starting the fa-1, lo; he ■> rarely
*ver seen on >1. > without a rose or a hand
Just at present
some pink as a b-m piet.
Comluctor Kuwnom: >. Kiel*
supplying
his fellows. Each imu; aig lie b tings lowi:
handsome bouquet t :'r>*sh •• ».-«-** tiom his
garden, which i»<i.• u the pa ", esi in the
bity, and makes the rounds, .h c“i atmg each
bne at the station.— I augor 1 •'mmercial.
In addition to his l outonniore .John is always the pink of politeness.
■

TRANSFERS IN

REAL

ESTATE.

The following transfers in real estate
gan.
were recorded in Waldo Count) Registn
>f Deeds for the week ending Juiy 17,
Rev. E. S. and Miss Beulah F. Phiibrook
Florrie W. Ames, Stockton springs, to Ahicit
caieiuaj wilii a pauj ui nau^ui iuiu
|
Brookline, Mass., friends on a three weeks bie E. Clark, do.; land in Stockton springs
trip on the yacht Goldenrud. They will William K. Coombs, Islesboro, t«> Harriet
visit Casco Bay and other points of interest j H. Hardy, Bangor: land in l>b->boro. Delia
on the Maine coast.
Elwell, et als., Augusta, to c. F. Fogg,
Mr. and Mrs. K. 11. Casseus of Chicago,
foimer residents of this city, will hereafter
celebrate the Fourth of July as the birthday of a daughter, as well as that of the nation. Many Rockland friends rejoice with
them in the happy event, and are glad to
know that Mrs. Casserts and the little one
are

doing finely.—Rockland Opinion.

The lawyers and bankers of Augusta are
to have a game of ball, and the lawyers
have organized their team as follows: L.
A. Burleigh p, Benedict F. Maher c, E. M.
Thompson ss, Joseph Williamson lb, Melvin Simmons fib, W. L. MacFaddeu 3b,
Frank G. Farrington If, F. J. C. Little ef,
F. L. Dutton rf, Orville D. Baker general

uti'ity

man.

Brooks; land in Brooks, char *•> •*. Earl,
Liberty, to Emma J. MelhuDh, d.«. : land in
Liberty. Royal S. and 111»1 i i M. Ellis,
Portsmouth, to Cordelia R. * a !, Farmingdale, land and buildings a Stockton
Springs. Addie E. (.Hidden, Pa.ermo, to
William Emerson, Libert) ; land .n PalerWealtha A. and Warren >. Grant et
to Willard F. Kendall, Jackson
land in Jackson. Irvin A. Hills, Searsmont,
to .lames L. Bean, do., land in Searsmont.
Asa A. Howes, et als., to James H. Howes,
do.; land and buildings in Belfast. William
llaugh, Belfast, to Duplex Roller Rushing
Co., do.; land in Beifast. Margaret II. ilunl,
Belfast, to Wilento S. llallowell, do., land
in Belfast. Willard F. Kendall, Jackson,
to Hannah R. Kendall, do.; land in .lackmo.

als., Monroe,

Wayland Knowlton of Belfast was visiting his sou,W. \\ Knowlton,afew days last
week. Mrs. Freeman Wentworth, grand- son.
Grace A. Kuowles, Troy, to John
mother of the latter, who is stopping at Mr.
land in Troy. Robert
Lord’s on Maple street, had a severe attack Harper, Lewiston;
For a time her life was Killman et als., Prospect, to James 11. Killof pneumonia.
despaired of, but strange to say she recov- man, do.; land in Prospect.
Ulysses 6.
Her age is !d years.
ered and is well again.
Mitchell, K:i x, to 111 L. Weston, do.; land
—Waterville Mail.
in Knox.

The International Supreme Lodge of
Good Templars will meet in convention at
Belfast, Ireland, Aug. loth, and all the
American Grand Lodges will be well represented.
Frank W. Gowen of Waterville
and Mrs. L. C. Partington of Portland are
the delegates from Maine and they will

Hiram E. and Alfred K. Miller,

als., Lynn, to Sanford Ritchie, Dover,
land and bui.dings in Winterport. .Susan
W. and R. Theodora Newell et als, Belfast,
to Agnes i. Newell, do. ; land and buildings in Belfast. Mai \ E. Pendleton, et als.,
Islesboro, to Genre** \\. C. Drexel, Philadelphia, land in Islesboro, Sanford and
Carrie E. Ritchie, Dover, to Ida M. Emerleave Boston with the New England dele- son, Lynn; land and bin.dings in WinterLillias N. Maples, Mock ton Springs,
fiOth.
port.
gation today, July
to Clara Ellen Ames Deveieau.x, Montclair,
Another son of Maine conies to the front
N. J.;land in Stockton spring**. Sarah A.
in Charles 11. Treat, who has jnst been ap- Swears, Albion, to Frank .C. skillin, do.;
Charles (». Varney,
pointed treasurer of the United States to land in Freedom.
Brooks, to Isaac G. Reynolds, do.; land in
succeed Ellis II. Roberts, who has held that
Brooks. Mary K. Whitten, Unity, to KathMr. leen P. March, do.; land in Unity.
position for the past eight years.
Treat is a native of Frankfort, Waldo
CENTRE LINCOLNVILLK.
county, and a graduate from Dartmouth
Several of the farmers in this section beCollege, 40 years ago. He has had a tine
training in business and is a recognized gan haying July 10th....Miss Carrie Penof Boston is spending her vacation
leader in the great financial circles of the dleton
at E. T. Churchill’s—Mrs. W. K. Dickey
nation.
The Portland Press prints a picture oi
William C. Crawford in connection with
his efficient work as secretary of the
American Institute of Instruction. The
marked success of the Portland meeting of
the Institute is due quite as much to Mr.
Crawford as to any other person. After
the fatiguing work of the Institute Mr.
Crawford will rejoin his .family at his
cottage at Snow pond, for a few weeks of
rest.—Waterville Mail.

et

and son Ernest of Boston are guests of Mr.
ami Mrs. David Cross—Horace Tibbetts
and wife of Kockport visited at Augustus
Gardner’s Sunday.Miss Edna Miller has
gone to Camden, where she is employed as
table girl
Frank Gray, who was called
home from Stonington on account of the
illness of his wife, returned Monday
Miss Belle Fletcher of Kansas is visiting
relatives in town—Miss Lura Ileal of Belfast, who has beeii visiting in town, returned home Sunday.
—

—

July Clearance Sale!
AT JAMES H. HOWES

Mlt
Merchandise

purchased during

this sale NOT EXCHANGEABLE

—-J

V-

BELFAST’S GREATEST SALE EVENT
SEMI-ANNUAL SALE.^

->2d
ITS OBJECT—to effect
ITS METHOD—Price
ITS

a

QUICK, DECISIVE, clearance sale of Summer Merchandise.

Cutting-deep and fearless-a total disregard for losses-value giving that is irre sistible.

EXTENT, ETC—To every department-to every counter of this helpful
a

ITS

bit of summeryness about it falls

victim to the price cutter.

ADVANTAGES—Unparalleled savings-the greatest buying opportunities you
need in

Dry

ITS LIMITATIONS—None,
become exhausted.

some

—SALE BEGINS

lines.

PI'

OPPORTUNITIES

this page tells
too valuable to miss.

to

sure

come

1

1
1

I
This is

|||

—

ITS JULY 20th.

an

Op,

Excellent

-^CORSET
Can’t have
hot

These Garment Bargains

a garment leaves our store that isn’t\”dependable”—these are, every one—although
prices are ridiculously low.
lot Ladies’ sleeveless lace trimmed Vests,
former price -5;. Sale price 19c
lot Ladies’ long-sleeved Vests.
former price 20c. Sale price, 17c
lot Ladies’ sleeveless Vests, worth 15c.
lot Union Suits, summer weight, former price 50c.

l

any of these

;,7\

_

REMEMBER THE DATE!

Never

are

Everything you

early, the first day, before

KNIT UNDERWEAR.

READ EVERY WORD!
as

So be

JjJ--_

Every Item a Great Bargain
savings

heard of.

THURSDAY, JULY 20, AT THE HOUR OF NINE..

-—

||jrCOLPEN

ever

Goods.

but one-smallness of

Such

a

Every article-every fabric with

store.

days

too many
>
of summer.

as you please now,
any extra drain or, y1 lot Summer Corsets in 1.
former price r>nc
1 lot Satin Oirdles,
former price sl.oo
1 lot Corsets, former pin

many

iug

SHOULD APPEAL TO YOU.
In none of our previous sale events have we offered
values that could approach in any particular the saving
possibilities of these garment offerings. Figure up
what you can save from the following items.

a

Sl.eU, Si.oo,

gf

lo per cent discount on

j

,.

|

Sale price, 10c
39c

t

suits,

Shirt Waists and

Skirts

Shirt Waist Suits

Rain Coats

JUST ACHING TO BE WORN.

GOODS.*?-

-^DRESS
An

interesting chapter

on

Dress Goods—>4 inch
Former Price,

1 Blue Mixture,

1-25
1.25
75c
1.25

2 Pcs. Albatross, old rose and blue,

Pcs. Pebble Cheviot, black and bine,
Fancy Brown Mohair,
2 Fan cy Green Mohair,
2 Fancy Blue Mohair.
1 Fancy Che eked Suit, especially
adapted for children’s wear,
2 Pieces Black Mohair,
2 Pieces Colored Cheviots,

25°

50c

39c

“

75c

59c

$Sc

50c

S7c

82c

2.00

WHITE GOODS.

A

50c

3gc

Pique.
White Figured Waistings,
White Fancy Seersucker,
Silk Ginghams,
3 Dress Patterns, scotch Gingham,
Mercerized Chambrays,
Figured Swiss Muslins,

50c

,99c
J9c
19c
25c
25c
121-2

25c
25c
50c
3Sc
15c
12 l-2c

^

EVERYBODY

1 lot

75c

1 lot Scotch

3Sc

Former Price,
Yyella Flannel,
Flannel,
1 lot Colored Vestings, 27 in. wide,
2 pieces Voile Melange,
3 pieces Cotton Voile,
3 pieces Mercerized Plaids,
1 piece Pongee,
Pueo Crepe Cloth,
Colored Pique,
1 Dress Pattern, Green
Poplin,
Figured Chambrays,

ment

Sale Price,

3Sc
20c
20c
50c
50c
3SC
50c
50c
17c

I1UOILIVI

1 lot
1 lot

Fancy Hose,

19c

med,

<

LINOLEUMS and OIL CLOTHS, CARPET LININGS and HASSOCKS.
SPECIAL CONCESSION OF 10%
figured from the

On the above mdse, during this sale a discount of in
per cent,
amount of your purchase.
e

also offer

one

lot drummer’s samples all-wool Carpetings

One lot Light and Dark| Prints, 3 1-Sc.
per yard.
One lot Light Percales, former price 10c. Sale
price, Oo.
One lot 10c., 12 l-2c., 15c. Ginghams,
.So.

1 lot

one

Napkins, all linen, good size
and pattern, value $1.75,
Now $1.50 per doz
1 lot Napkins, all linen, value $1.50,
Now $1.25 per doz
1 lot Napkins, all linen, value $1.00,
Now 75c per doz

One lot Towels, good quality Huckabuck, formerjprice 25c.
Sale price, 17c., 3 for 50c,

James H.

1

"

i.
r

price

nnrt*

M

I\eiIinaniS.

= =

1

The greatest bargains to be found at this
sale wil1 be 011 the HEMXAXT OOUXTEK.

j

■

sale at

Handkerchiefs
Buy Handkerchiefs not singly now, or in twos,
threes, but in dozens. Buy for present ana
future—The Price—Reductions warrant it.
1 lot hdkfs., hemstitched embroidered former
Sale price 2 for 25c
15c, 17c, 20c. 25c,
>t hdkfs., embroidered, lace trimmed,

£rice

1 lot Men’s

Howes,

price I2£c,

hdkfs.,

6 for 25c
colored borders, former
Sale price 3 for 25c

1 lot
1 lot

“Rain

or

Shine” come to this sale—there
in just the things you need.

Successor to Geo.

are

h

I

\

(i i.'

$1.00,

merly 'iiic,
One lot Silk Gloves,
SOC,
One lot Lisle Gloves,

n

ir

i

25c,

Infants’ Goods
How thoughtful mother.this sale—for the little e.r
little folks are surely littG

Silkolines..
Sale price 10c
Cretons.Sale price 08c

bargains here

\ I

One lot Milanese Sue Imerly 7">e,
One lot Milanese Sin

25 CCfltS

GREETS YOU UPON EVERY HAND!

a,

One lot Silk Glove.-

400

WONDER PILED UPON WONDER!
SURPRISE UPON SURPRISE!

black Mercer;
accordian p
rutiled. Value si

One lot si.ixi Kid

i?0o

Sale price, $1.10

■

lot

deep

■

large and choice assortment of the latest
styles in Dainty Summer Neckwear, consisting
of Chemisettes, Buster Brown Collars, Stocks,
Turnover Collars, Imitation Venise and Point
Gauze Lace Stocks, and many other dainty pieces

placed on

1

1

i

I;

in

^?VJI Af

A

will be

lot Corset Covers,
50c,
lot Corset Covers
trimmed, greatest

styles shown
price :>5e,

SILKOLINES CRETONS.

or

^TOWELS. ■€-

square at

Ladies’ Neckwear.

NAPKINS.
1 lot

1

yard

Sale price, OSe
patterns, former nrice 50c.
Sale price, 3»c

Silks, former price 50c.
yard wide Black Taffeta Silk, former price $1.25.
remnant colored Taffeta Silks, former price 75c.

piece

one

1

US centN each.

CLEARING UP OF SUMMER SILKS.
lot Foulard Silks—dress patterns, former price 75c.

1 lot Checked

Prints, Percales and Ginghams.

J

]

■

1

One lot Sofa Pillows all made up. Sale
price, 79
_—C

;

price

si.25.
Ladies’ Night Kolas
muslin, V neck, t
tine
Val. lace n
Value si.no,
Indies' Corset Covei
and soft muslin, a
trimmed with laces
eries, former price
mer

l

Sofa Pillows #

former

hemstitched rutiles

^

C'i

i

Ladies’ Night Kobes,
co.tton, square neck
feet, Hamburg trimm.’
price 5oc,
Ladies’ Night Kobes n
nainsook, neck and

price si,50,
ight Kobes

F0R WOMEN
AND CHILDREN.

,9.9c

muslin underwear y
mer, don't lose a mn
hurry, to this sale. It
just tlie same, You w..

Muslin
Ladies' Drawers, pin;
hemstitched runic, i
25c,
Ladies’ Drawers at
cloth. Lace or il; in

Carpets, Rugs and Mattingsjte*

t\

50c,

only

Ladies’ N

COME!

25c.

costs

extremely low prices

49c
27c
27c
lOc
12 l-2c
39c
33c
29c
39c
29c
12 l-2c

10c

Ilose, former price 25c, sale price, 19c

>

tifully trimmed wit1
baby ribbon and insci•

1 lot Foulard Silks—dress

1 lot Ladies’ Lace

during this sale

$5,00,

VALUES.

SILKS.
HO<sIFDV

or

29c

Price,

White Waistings,
White

or

I

FABRICS.
42c Sale

Shirt

Raincoat is from
our own goods stock, each
is
superbly cut, made and finished. Some of the Muslin
^
All garments, Suits, Skirts and Rain
Coats, just one-half the former
price. For example, a $10 gar- If you haven't be

amount to.

NOTE EACH OF THESE EXCEPTIONAL

T

Former Price,

Each Suit

mlbLbbLANbUUS BARGAINS.

1.49
1.49

2.00

Pattern, Fancy Voile,
Fancy Mohair,

garment bought ‘‘especially for
this sale.”

UNDERWI

39c
39c

50c
50c

usually

a

—

THE COSTT-About what the bare materials

67c
39c

50c

Dress Pattern,

Fancy striped Muslin,

75c
1.00

2

1

1 Dress

98c
98c
98c
98c
50®
50

1.25

Gray Mixture,
j Fancy Mixture.
Pieces Light Gray,
I Piece Liariit Plaid,
1 Tan
>iie Dress Pattern,
1 Yellow Cashmere, 44 inch,

Stylishly tailored and modeled frocks, just the
thing for the hot days of mid-summer.

Suitings.

Sale Price,

$1.25

,

1

I

Not

—

DISCOUNT 10 «« ;£>,;

* DRAPERIES. *
Lace Curtains for the windows, Draperies for tlie doors.
new buying value during this sale.
We give

Your dollar cains

-^20% Discount^__

-On all Curtains, Draperies, Couch Covers and Table
Covers.

Table Linens

a

1

piece Table Linen, valu< >l

1
1

piece Table Linen, value «i
piece Table Linen, value

Suit

W.Burkett,Odd Fellows’ Block,

■

i
>
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Argentina.

Steady Sight-seeing.

Week of
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Journal.]

Argentina, June 10,
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bankrupt of a
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inception by the prevailing
doing things on the biggest
.de. The tourist in Argeno.-santly urged to go out and
uvelous city; and be goes,
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later. Arrived at La Plata,
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..inures and wonders at the

this brilliant
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pile of immaculately
with marble-paved balls
galore. Then lie goes to
:i the t'afe de Paris—a spleuiew hotel, whose immense
vast

[

adorned with a supermirrors and stucco orna-

is
1

new capital of which it is the
port,
you may go out either by tramway or
The way lies across the
steam car.
pampa—flat, uninteresting and entirety
treeless after the melancholy encalyp.
tus groves are passed that disfigure
the great new park in which the
After a
splendid museum is set.
few minutes of looking at nothing
out of the car windows as the train
jogs slowly across the monotonous
country—you are astonished to see a
forest of masts and spars, apparently
sticking up in the midst of meadows
where cattle are grazing. A nearer approach shows that the ships and lighters are anchored in what is known as
“The Dique,” with its brand-new
wooden quays and warehouses and
That is
group of laborers’ cottages.
about all there is of the much-talked-of
From it two
town of Ensanada.
rectilenear canals run across the pampa
to the Rio de la Plata. The road follows one of these canals, and presently
we are lost in a perfect labyrinth of
heaped-up logs, bricks, rails, iron
sleepers, sheds of galvanized iron and
enormous machines for dredging and
excavating—the latter much like those
that used to lie rotting and rusting in
But these
Panama.
the mud at
machines have been used for good purpose and canals intersect the maze in
all directions, one of them lined with

the

KiTOcizzling Metropolis

wliose elaborately-painted
supported by marble col■tilled by the best that

Italian cooks and caterers
vies forth prepared for unprises. He finds the town
squares and stars, with
and wide avenues, beside

Washington, 1). 0., “the
niticent Distances,” dwin•;

line quays fitted with

THE HEWS OF BROOKS.
C. H. Roberts has raised some very nice
strawberries for the local market.
Mrs. George Johnson, who has been in
poor health all summer, has taken her
bed.

Mrs. E. 0. Stantial is still on the invalid
list and is confined to her bed most of the
time.
p

M. J. Dow has sold his oxen for beef and
is now ready to buy a pair of good handy

workers.

Mrs. Augustine Thompson of Boston is
spending a few weeks at the R. W. Forbes
homestead.
Jesse C. Forbes is taking down the old R.
"
Forbes shop and will move it to his place

and lit it up for his own use.
C. E. Hustus is running a beef and fish
cart on alternate days. He is much improving the Noah Johnson buildings.

Lottie Watts, who has been very ill, reccrrtly submitted to a surgical operation
and at last accounts was
doing finely.
C- H. Forbes has had good luck selling
his horse hoes. The best are none too good
for the farmers in these strenuous times.
C. E. Felker returned to the Bangor Hospital recently for further treatment. The
physicians speak very hopefully in regard
to his case.
Wm. Gould has been spotting some beef
stock for the buyers of the Bean Beef Co.
of Bangor, who purchase considerable stock
of that kind in this vicinity.
Fred W. Emmons has opened the Benj.
Ham farm house and will reside there for
the season, much to the delight of Mrs.
Emmons, who was born there.
Francis M. Forbes is opening and cleaning up the old house, which has been closed
for the winter, in preparation for the arrival
of his daughters, who are coming home
from Boston to spend the summer.

hydraulic cranes
where the cargo of sea-going ships is
Mrs. R. B. Hall of Waterville is visiting
Close by are interminable
received.
her friend, Miss Alice L. Dow. All will be
lines of stone pillars and iron railings, pleased to know that Prof. Hall is
very
which as yet euclose nothing but the much improved in health, having rallied
from the severe illness of last winter.
and
a
future
greatness;
promise of
Mr. Geo. Card, who was stricken with a
an immense and
d Lima, or Santiago do little way beyond is
paraly tic shock last week, is still in a nearstone
surrounded
by
ly helpless condition and his case is doubt;tuguese liio de Janeiro! magnificent dock,
as he is long past eighty
less
years
quays. But what has become of the nf hopeless,
Up is t.hp nlrlpst.
in Urnnlrc
as the spirit of the medienois
which
of
“River
Silver,”
adores and that of the bus- mighty
M. J. Dow has opened his farm house for
where to be seen in this wilderness of the season and Miss Graee is installed as
,ng, gaiety-loving builders
and quays and half-completed housekeeper, which is a great delight to her.
docks
week
of
takes at least a
her more than to be oat
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among
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be in the middle of the plain, and all her childhood home.
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provisional government
Ministers of Public Works,

the canals and channels, natural and
artificial, to lead only a little farther

The wires will be soon strung on the telephone line from Morrill to Brooks as far as
the residence of Joseph Littlefield. Then
inland. The mystery remains unsolved Joseph, “Our Joe,” can sit in his own domicile
surrounded by all the beauties of rural
the
that
learn
flat, green
until we

port are a group
islands, which entirely hides the

vistas in front of the

of low
view of the river. The main entrance
channel passes between two of the

islands, and all authorities agree that

this delusive port is infinitely superior
to the broad roadstead of Buenos
Ayres which has swallowed up so many
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MAKING MONEY AT COLLEGES.

scenery and commune with the world outside at his own sweet will.

E. 0. Stantial was quite painfully injured
last week. He was hauling a hay rake behind a wagon when the rake wheel hit an
obstruction knocking the thills to one side
and striking Mr. Stantial on the head a
clip sufficient to throw him onto the ground,
where he remained unconscious for some
time.
While in Unity recently we called to see
Capt. Stephen Larrabee, who has owned
considerable real estate in Brooks. He has
nice buildings and a fine farm in Unity and
is a hustler on the land as well as at sea.
IIis present housekeeper is Mrs. Bowen,
formerly known as Estella I’attee of Brooks.
a

The farmers began haying last week just
little, to get ready for business in earnest,

which is now on. The remainder of the
month they will be at it with a rush. The
grass is from a week to ten days later than
usual and the first mowings produced a
light crop. Six feet mowing machines are
used as a rule, but there are some seven
feet ones now in this vicinity. Team work
is utilized as far as possible to gather this
expensive crop.

he school from the Board of Trustee* and
a beautiful wedgewood vase from the teachers in that institution; a handsome onafing
dish from Principal Eliot; several choice
jewels, including a pearl brooch, a coral
necklace and a gold bracelet; silver, cut
glass, clocks, China and bric-a-brac, linen,
pictures, carving sets, dinner service, furniture, a mirror over one hundred years of
age from an uncle in Boston, and last but by
no means least $500 in gold from the five

To Those

uncles of the bride. One large table held
the various articles included in the kitchen
shower” which is mentioned elsewhere.
Mr. and Mrs. Higgins took a train from
They will be
Saybrook for a wedding trip.
at home after September 6 next in Danbury,
where through Secretary Charles D. Hine
of the State Board of Education, Mr. Higgins recently received an appointment to
the faculty of the State Normal School.
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MICO-SPAR CUBICAL GRIT:

CRUSHED OYSTER SHELLS:

Lamson &

The old reliable;

pared
WHEAT:

Hubbard
a

GREAT

m m

DEMAND.
Supply Not Large Enough ami Good
Positions Await the Right Men.
The demand for foresters is increasing rapidly both for State work and
owners.

Many States

___W.

Feed
Poultry
CUSTOM

a

m

Both smoky and pinched.
FOR ■£-

gag

I

ini

now

See that yeur hat bears the Lamson & Hubbard
trade mark and you will have the assurance of
style, comfort and durability combined. You
can find them at.
Also a large line of

have forest commissions, and several
of them have State foresters. A trained forester at £2,400 a year and two
assistant foresters at 1,200 each are
wanted by California. Wisconsin wants
an assistant forester at £1,500, Indiana
a forester to take charge of its State
reserve, and Washington offers £1,600 a
year for a trained forester. In many
other States the advisability of creating
the office of State forester has been
under discussion this year, and it is
only a matter of a few years when
such an official will be considered a
regular part of an efficient State government.
The demand for foresters by private
timber owners is growing at a still
more
rapid rate. Duriug the last
twelve months 7 of the Bureau of
Forestry force have left to take up
work with such owners, and 4 have accepted public positions—two with Massachusetts, one with Connecticut, and
the fourth with Ontario, Canada. A
number of other requests from private
owners can not be met because men
are not
available.
The year before
there were less than half as many apfor
trained
men.
But the
plications
demand for trained specialists in this
line has only begun.

A chance to give the hens
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PRETTY NECKWEAR, HOSIERY, GLOVES, ETC.
we

j
j

largest and handsomest

boots.

rrivl’u f-itliov

a mm 1 cr

nH

happy.

DWIGHT P. PALMER, MASONIC TEMPLE

course

of oui

Spanish America!
this particular Ensenada from

Dogfish

off the Maine Coast.

The dogfish
Pobtlanu, Me., July 12.
have suddenly appeared and have driven
The small
the food fish from the coast.
boat fishermen are unable to find any
one of the
fish.
Stephen
Doughty,
ground
most experienced fishermen on the coast,
and
returned
all
with
out
was
day yesterday
six little red cod, and Levi Orr, after almost 24 hours of hard work, secured only
125 pounds of fish of all kinds. Other fishermen bad even worse luck, a number returning without any fish. There are schools
of dogfish and old fishermen say that unless the pests of the ocean can be exterminated there will be few fish taken off tht
Maine coast this season.
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MAINE.

Scalp Treatment,
Manicure and
Facial

Massage,

:ait(

15 MAIN STREET. BELFAST, MAINE.

TOWNSEND
ART VIEWS
Hand Colored Platinums

have been

added

tu our views of local interest.
Souvenir Postals: 6 for 25c.
CITY DRUG STORE.

Lumber,
CLOSING OUT SALE.

was

Bilious Bill was agitated,
And was much debilitated.
People said he had consumption.
That was everyone’s presumption.
When lie learned what was the matter,
Bill made all the doctors scatter.
Now he is his own adviser.
Swears by LITTLE EARLY RISERS.
The Famous Little Pills “EARLT KISERS” cure Constipation, Siek Headache,
Biliousness, etc., by their tonic effect on tlie
liver. They never gripe or sicken, but impart early rising energy. Good for children
Sold by R. II. Moody.
or adults.

full

a

Shampooing,

Hii n trs

became a laundress of turnovers and
tine handkerchiefs. The ten-cent store
furnished the outfit at a price that
would have delighted the Salvation
Army, and she made enough out of it
to pay her bill at the grocery storerepresenting many a college spread. It
happened to be near a basket hall game.
She rented a sewing machine and went
into the Hag business, making SO per
cent, on each pennant. At the end of
the month she sent her father an account of her career, which so pleased
that man—he had just won a victory
over his board of directors—that he
came on and took her and her friends
to New York, where the time of their
Iiis
lives was theirs for the asking.
alarms were so successfully quieted
that lie begged her to give up business
for the present and let him support her
until she finished college.

always have

mm

Cl'ilTC the most comfortable underwear worn.
grades lAfflM
Lliivn Olllo, Huy what you need for Summer of me

sizes.

and be

AND FEEDS:

course we

The Swan & Sibley Co.,

y/

It will take just one look to convince jou
line of Neckwear you ever saw.

change

stock.
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of diet.

ii

SPRING STYLE,

carefully prethoroughly screened.

and

BARLEY:

The

with private

QIIMBY,

J. DOKMAN.

The latest and best form in which
to supply one of the hen’s necesities.

Cure

IN

price they net the investor

41%

fion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

as

aii officer of an express company.
home
they have other houses in Weekly her laundry was franked
that her dainty garments might not be
and
most
of
capital,
spend
This
mined in ttie college laundry.
u the latter city.
But for
suggested yet another industry. She
ii

could tiave been insolvent
md the Ensenada Railroad
ably never have paid a divi-

A

1

■

istance the Great Southern

j

The various

which

AT 96 \ INTEREST,
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interesting means by
college girls work their way
in an arThe following note, written on a postal
than a judiciary bench, through college are described
ticle in Public Opinion by Elizabeth card, was forwarded last Monday:
■, .ited dias gorgeously upHoward Westwood, who tells an amusBrooks, July 17,1005.
crimson plush and gold, ing story of the feats of one daughter Hon. L. T. Carleton, Chairman of Game Commissioners.
of plutocracy;
a id carpets and cushions
Dear Sir: One of your moose has been running
A member of Vassar’s graduation around in Brooks and bothering us some. Please
ot Windsor state apartcome
get him home as we are too busy flayclass, the daughter of a Chicago capi- ing to and
stop and fence.
•ne public buildings have
talist, is noted for her generosity and
Yours truly,
Marcellos J. Dow,
mous entrance halls, white
prodigal liberality. A short time ago
Chairman of Selectmen.
to
is
self
who
made, began
uses, long marble corri- her father,
fear that his daughter did not appreciAnd now C. E. Lane is it with a big i.
glass windows, sumptu- ate the value of money. She promptly Mr. Lane is the well known general agent
.-d oilices, and tessallated wrote demanding that her allowance be for the Union Mutual Life Insurance Co.
iorned with palms and stopped and set to work more as a joke and some months ago married a charming
woman who has now complimented
than for any other reason to see just young
veil the tire brigade has
her delighted husband by presenting him
how much she could do for herself. with a beautiful
baby girl. Charles has
d its corps of forty young
She had spent several years in Europe been rather pensive and sedate of late but
■-.uborate
uniform, with when a child and spoke French and now his exuberance of animal ■spirits exand a good salary for German with such ease that she al- ceeds, if possible, Ms previous records. The
ways elected a course in one or the best of everything seems coining his way.
e funny thing about it all
other that might prove a rebate on
The following marriage notiee^will be of
say the pathetic thing?— study expended in other directions. interest
to many people, especially residents
Iv can be persuaded to live Consequently she secured several of Brooks and wiuterport.
Mrs. Mark
visited
she
whom
Blaisdell
the
was formerly Miss Caro Penney of
in
city
in La Plata, though with patrons
inBrooks
and
and
a well known school teacher in
to
converse
amiably
Large lumber companies, great wood
At lirst weekly
:own in, rent free.
She was teaching in Win- manufacturing concerns, owners of exstructively with their children in Waldo county.
when
she
met
Mr.
Blaisdell
and
terport
ires were designed to comtensive forests, railroad companies,
whichever language they ciiose.
they were married there. Mrs. Blaisdell
At home she had an excellent French was born in the town of Knox and has and others are taking a hitherto unof the provincial governshe had often
known practical interest in conservative
many friends and relatives there:
The measures maid, whose operations
lay here.
watched witli interest. She put up a
Higoins-Blaisdell Nuptials. In the forestry. They must have expert men
actual, and now the night sign announcing, “Shampoo at 25 cents. presence of a small but happy company of to control their holdings. The result is
ig trains carry backward
Manicuring at 15 cents. Latest and relatives, Miss Mary Lee Blaisdell, eldest that forestry is very rapidly taking its
of Mr. and Mrs. Mark Leslie
place as a recognized profession. A
rd the government clerks most approved method. Buy a book of daughter
Blaisdell of this place, was united in mar- number of forest schools are
and save money.'’ She opened
training
to
Davis
of
employees of the govern- tickets
riage
Lothrop
Higgins
Boston,
a hootblacking stand and impressed her
young men for this work, but the deat
the
home
Wednesday
afternoon,
pleasant
iciios Ayres, the local paralazy roommate iuto service. They who of Mr. and Mrs. Blaisdell overlooking Clin- mand has outrun the supply.
A gentian will wander farther had formerly slept until getting any
breakfast was a gamble now rose at
ii. help from the allurement
A HEALING WONDER
and disposed of long rows of
Florida, Palermo and the dawn
like

aiore

I
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Stocks.
“Of these there are four kinds—Rolling Stock, Live Stock, Capital Stock
and Laughing Stock.
“The Rolling Stock represents Cars
and Locomotives; the Live Stock, Politicians, Plutocrats and Cattle on the
Hoof; the Capital Stock, Wealth and
Riches.
“The Laughing Stock is confined
solely to the Common People, who pay
all the fares, settle all the freight bills
and buy all the watered securities.”

Kodol

4

of rMo-sMunuraati

An*Ai» Smd~

one.

commodities known

CONS. MTGE.

"Narcotic.

Chapter III, perhaps, the best in the
book, begins as follows:
“A railroad is a community’s Common Carrier.
“It p.a.rrips

Always Bought

Promotes DigeationJCheerful--

ble Life Insurance Company. In short,
there is very little that is original or
spontaneous in the method and the
constant creaking of working joke factory wheels jars on your nerves, but
the" general result is titillating to the
diaphragm without actual offence to
the intelligence, the point of view is
sound and sane enough, and the moral
a

INVESTMENT

ness and Rest.Con tains neither
nor Mineral

Parlor Game for Plutocrats.”
And there you are’ From this ensample you may imagine the rest. You
might almost have guessed that the
Equitable would figure as the Execra-

is

The Kind You Have
AVegetahle Preparationfor As-

In iiis sub-title he describes it as “An
Official Review of all the Commercial
Craft now Employed in the Carrying
Trade between the Common People’s
Castles in Spain and the Treasure Island of the System,” and announces
that it contains “all the Rules and RegGreatest Indoor
ulations for the

Age, Goldbrix,

SOUND

similating tteFoodandRegulaling the Stomachs andBowels of

Gideon Wurdz, compiler of “The
Foolish Dictionary,” a book which
amused a great many worthy people,
now comes out with a new effort in the
same vein of rough and ready American
humor, which no doubt will prove
equally acceptable to the same audiLee & Co., Boston,
ence (John W.

Amusement of the

USTMIt
For Infants and Children.

“FOOLISH FINANCE.”

Seekinga

JOBHKUS

caused by Indigestion. If you eat a
little too much, or if you are subject to
attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
had shortness of breath, rapid heart beats,
heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
Indigestion causes the stomach to
expand—swell, and puff up against the
heart. This crowds the heart and interferes with its action, and in the oourse of
time the heart becomes diseased.

are

Comforts and Beautifies the Skin
Heals,
like Talcum Powders than
is like
Comfort Powder is
no more

cream

skimmed milk. It is far more healthy for the skin and a hundred times
more healing for Itch:ng, Chafing, Face Blotches, Eczema, Heat Rash.
Sunburn, Pimples Hives, Bed Sores, Accidental Burns, Truss Paa
Irritation, Offensive Body Odors, Tender, Aching Feet, After Shaving, etc. Soothing, cooling, and harmless to the most delicate skin.
our

at

for

picture of Baby’s Head and Trained Nurse

on

ton, Ct., harbor. The ceremony took place in
the large east parlor at 2.30 o’clock, the
bridal party entering to the music of the
bridal chorus from “Lohengrin” played by
Miss Jean Blaisdell of Brooklyn, N. Y“
who improvised selections at intervals during the service. Beneath an arch of blossoming laurel, flanked on either side by
ferns, Rev. Charles F. Robinson of the Congregational Church was awaiting them and
read the service which united their destinies. The bride’s gown was white satin
over white tatt'eta with cbitfon trimmings
the costume being cut en train. She wore a
tulle veil and carried white sweet peas.
The maid of honor was Miss Nancy Blaisdell of Red Bank, N. J. She was attired in
pink silk with lace overdress and wore a
picture hat trimmed with pink roses. She
carried a shower bouquet of pink sweet
peas. The best man was Raymond William Walker of New York city. A reception followed the ceremony from 3 until 5
o’clock at which scores of townspeople
tendered their congratulations.
The
dining room was simply but charmingly decorated with daisies. Among the out
of town relatives in attendance were the
five brothers of Mr. Blaisdell, Walter F.
Blaisdell, J. W. Blaisdell, E. K. Blaisdell,
Dr. Samuel C. Blaisdell, all of Brooklyn, N.
Y., and Lincoln Blaisdell of Winterport,
Others present were Miss Ethel
Maine.
iliggius of Milford, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
Fairchild of New Haven and
Guion,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradford of Boston.
The wedding gifts were displayed in a room
on the second floor. And such a profusion
of exceedingly handsome and choice presents has rarely if ever been witnessed at a
like function in this village. The gifts of
the groom’s classes in Morgan school are
mentioned elsewhere. Besides these there
was a solid silver plate with monogram of

every box.

Co., Hartford, Ct,

digests

Arrangements are Finally I got a bottle of Kodof and it gave me Immebeing made whereby horses that are diate relief. After using a few bottles I am cured.
MRS. LORING NICHOLS. Penn Yon, N. Y.
being run in the big western circuits,
will be at Bar Harbor.
If running
1 had stomach trouble and was in a bad state as I
should prove a success during the horse bad heart trouble with it. I took Kodol Dyspepeia
it cured me.
show, which undoubtedly it will, and Cure for about four monthsD.and
KAUBL& Nevada, a

I
I

AOo^CUcaio^V^^J
R H. MOODY, DRUGGIST

“Ask for the 1905 Kodol Almanac,
Proof Is What You Want.

Physicians and trained nurses all agree
that Comfort Powder is best for both adults
and infants for all skin soreness. It allays
inflammation,

cures

and 200 Year Calendar.”

East

Three Good and Just Reasons.

There are three reasons why mothers pre
ter One Minute Cough Cure: First. It If
It tastei
Second.
absolutely narmless;
It cure!
good—children love it; Third.
and
Whooping Cough whet
Coughs, Croup
other remedies fail. Sold by R. II. Moody ■

^

f

Northport.

C A I

C

OK oALbi

length,

sold at mill or delivered

any part of Belfast or Sear sport on
short notice.
Telephone at residence,
25 Congress St., Belfast. Call 36-11.
H. C PITCHER.
24tf

■

O 2L I

3f 35, 37 Front St.,

Belfast, Maine

TELEPHONE 4-2.

T HAVE AT LAST FOUND A HARMLESS
1 liquid for tin* removal of superfluous hair
from the face. It not on.y remove* the hair perfectly clean in five minutes, but will, if applied
every third day remove '.lie hair permanently. It
depends on the strength of the hair, the length
of time it will take to entirely destroy it. It contains no caustic, acid or poisonous substance.
Will not leave a scar oi cause injury in any way.
written guarantee to acIt is sold to me under
complish all that is claimed of it. It is made by
parties with whom 1 am personally acquainted
and have perfect confidence in. For further particulars call upon or write to

MRS. B. F. WELLS,
15 Main Street, Belfast.

NO GREATER
MISTAKE CAN BE MADE

(All correspondence confidential.)

Than imagining it is economy to buy the cheapest Harness and Saddlery Hoods, because the
price seems low.
THE SHODDY
CHARACTER
OF CHEAP GOODS
Takes away all apparent saving and always conduces to dissatisfaction.i
We make a special point on the character of
our goods—We positively deal in goods of reliable
workmanship and A 1 material.
THE LOWEST PRICES consistent with a
high standard of excellence always obtained at

200 cords of Slab Wood
and 100 cords Sawdust

place.
We earnestly invite inspection of goods and
47
prices.
We positively mean to do the best we can by
our patrons.
Very truly,

125 Main St

26tf

WOOd and
Sawdust.

our

C. E. STEVEXS.

chafing, prickly heat,

eczema, offensive perspiration and tendei
feet.
Unequalled for nursery and sick
room. All druggists in Belfast recommend
it.

s ove

*

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Digests wnat you cat
myarad at t», Ub.
oratory of B.O.D«WIM

All kinds long lumber, spruce, hemlock, pine, hard wood and clapboards.
Also sawdust and prepared hard wood,

quality of

Blacksmith

what you eat, takes the strain off

running events.

Association, there will be a week’s running event during the latter part of
August, when Maine will have for the
first time in the history of New England, one of the greatest running
events. Later on flower parades and
trotting meetings will be given.

IMPORTERS OF SALT.

Anthracite and

of the heart, and contributes nourishment.
Strength and health to every organ of the
body. Cures Indigestion. Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucous
Running Races in Maine.
membranes lining the Stomach and Diges1 he directors of the Bar Harbor
Fair tive Traot, Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
Association have decided instead of of the Stomach.
having trotting, as usual, to make one
After eating, my food would distress roe by raakbie
ot the principal features of the
fair, my heart palpitate and 1 would become very week.

the control of the track should
pass into the hands of the Bar Harbor Fair

Groceries.
Dealers in the linest

Dyspepsia Cure

name.

Comfort Powder

Grain, Feed, Feeds,
*

Kodol

and Adult Skin Powder made
The most perfect BabyThe
word Comfort is
exclusive trade
Look
all Toilet and Drug Stores, 25c.
For sale

OK

For sale.

Apply tol

FRED A. HOLMES,
Successor to R. A.

Gurney, Holmes' Mills

14t £
ranm Hk

■ H
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e
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d

[111 ill goods of evoiy iteI
I 'll scription. Furni■ W ■ | twre, bedding, earI' HII pets, stoves, etc.
■ ■ HI ■ ■ Antique furniture
I I |
i|| a specialty. If you
mAmW

■
■
■

Summer cottage;
all furnished; is

high land overlooking Penobscot Bay; near
have anything to
■ ■
water; has large piazza; running water; flue
sell drop me a
boating; bathing beach in front; about one acre
laud; near Boston & Bangor boat landing, hotel, postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
JOHN A. ROBERTS,
stores, etc.
103 Summer Ave., Reading, Mass
Mtf
.Corner Cross and Federal Sts., Belfast.
lyr6

on

«.

NOTICED
hereby given that RALPH I. NORSK
Liberty has made application to the State

Notice is

ot
Board of Bar Examiners for admission to file bar
at tire next session of the board to be held at
Portland on the first Tuesday of August, 1900.
JOHN B. MADIGAN,
Secretary of the Board.
3w28

Republican Journal.

The

NORTHPORT NEWS.

COUNTY CORRESPONDING

|

kobkill.

Lewi* A. Barker, Esq., of Bangor spent CENTRE MONTVILLE.
Sunday at the Northport Hotel.
A sheep and lamb have been wandering
John A. Roberts has rented what was about -Pierce Hill for the past three weeks
formerly the Brown cottage, North Shore, : at the risk of getting into many gardens.
to George H. Hunt of Old Town.
The sheep is marked with an N on the side
and is yoired. We hope the owner is a readGeo. W. Burkett of Somerville, Mass., er of The Republican Journal.Union
spent a few days last week with Mr. and Harvest Grange has adjonrned to meet the
Mrs. Thos. E. Shea, returning home Satur- first fair Saturday evening in August, to
day.
open with a baked bean supper-Elder
at the CarThe stone foundation for a building on Brown of Brunswick preached
The Sunday
the summit of Mt. Percival was completed ter schoolhouse Sunday.
of
Miss
the
under
Jenny
supervision
last year, and lumber has been hauled to school
Palmer is proving very interesting. Thirtycomplete the structure.
last
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CHARLES A

Business

Manager

Does any one know ttie whereabouts
of the man who predicted an unusually

cold summer?
The Maine Dental

Society is holding
its fourth annual meeting in Portland
this week, and having acres of fun.
exchanges are reporting
Republican converts to resub-

•Some of our
many

mission. Rut bow about the voters?
Does any one believe that if the legislature passes a resubmission measure
it will be ratified by the people?
“hero of the
Captain Hobson,
Merrimac,” has delivered himself of
the opinion that “the foundation for
naval power must be built up on the

In the report of the Veterans’ meeting
last week the date of Soldiers' Day at
Temple Heights was given as August 7th.
It should have been August 17th.
The Decrow Brothers have their fleet of
rowboats at the Camp Ground for the season, and can furnish launch service when
desired. They have one of the best launches
on the bay.
J.

F. O’Neil, Esq., of the District AtNew York city, and W. J.
Moore, representative of the Minor LithoCo. of New York, are the guests of
lr. and Mrs. Thos. E. Shea at Ferndale,
North Shore.

torney’s office,

fraph

the

seafaring qualities

people.”
the whole story in a single

That tells

of

the

sentence.

The past week lias been unusually
hot, here and elsewhere. July 13th one
thermometer indicated 96 in the shade
and others reported four degrees Higher.
A humid atmosphere has made the

oppressive

heat very

cities many deaths
nfiiuuife

an

item

are

and in the

large

reported.

nrxc

hud

uuui

me

Portland s-undaj Telegram brings regret that Belfast lias allowed the observance of oid Home Week to lapse:
Many of Maine’s sons and daughters
are now within her boundaries and are
renewing old memories and old friendThe
ships amidst familiar scenes.
scent '>1 the fir and tire breath of the
sea once more bid them welcome and a
happy ear. ival is now being held in the
al! too bet ting summer time.

Mrs. Martha Orcutt is reported to be

covering from her very

severe

injuries

rere-

ceived in an automobile accident in Camden. Mrs. Orcutt was driving in a team
when the horse became frightened and
threw her out, inflicting severe bruises on
her forehead requiring
many stitches to
close. Mrs. Orcutt, who has been reported
in the press generally as Mrs. Pendleton,
is 82 years old and resides with her son,
Charles Orcutt, just a short distauce below Saturday Cove. She is now recovering
and it is expected will soon be in a condition to be taken home.
Temple Heights Campmeetixg: Fol-

lowing is the program for the campmeeting
Temple Heights, Aug. 12-20:
Saturday, Aug. 12. 2 p. m. Music and
invocation—social meeting.
Sunday, Aug. 13. 10 a. m. Lecture by
Juliette Yeaw; 2 p. m., lecture by Effie
Webster Chapman ; 7.30 p. in., social meeting.
Monday, Aug. 14. 10. a. ui. Lecture by
Effie Webster Chapman ; 2 p. m., lecture by

at

Juliette Yeaw,

Tuesday, Aug. 15 10 a. m. Social meeting; 2 p. in., lecture by Juliette Yeaw; 7.30
p. in., readings by Kiiie Webster Chapman.
Wednesday, Aug. Hi. 10 a. m. Lecture
by Effie Webster Chapman; 2 p. in., lecture
by Juliette Yean.
iUUlVWL.M

II.
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iug, entertainment and G. A. R. day pro-

SWANVIIXE CENTER.
Otis Patterson buildings were burned
has
cut
Curtis
last
week.... Charles
Horatio Marr’s hay and is ontting Wallace
Gray's_Nellie Marr has gone to Castine.
.,..Ed.
Cunningham is cutting Wm.
Clement’s hay_Angie Ring has gone to
Bangor_Frank Knowlton is to cut Mrs.
Beal’s bay—E. E. Clement and family of
Searsport were guests of his sister, Mrs. H.
P. White, Sunday—E. E. Robertson is to
cut Mrs. Emma Cunningham’s hay—
Llewellyn Knowlton and family spent Sunday in Frankfort_An earthquake shock
was felt here July 6th at 10 a. m. and
another still heavier, Jnly 15th at 5:10 a. m.
Mr. Bucklin is visiting his sister, Mrs.
Allen Hustus... .James Robertson of Frankfort was in town Sunday_Dr. Newcomb of South Newburg was in town

Presiding Elder, F. L. Hayward, will
preach here next Sunday at the usual hour.
....Will Cross from Chelsea, Mass., was in
town last Sunday...-Will Woodbury has
to Boston_Will Smith is visiting his i
T)rALt)0 98.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel?one
ather, R. B. Smith.Orrin Nash from ff fa9t, on the 11th day of July, 1905* John
;
South Montville visited in town last week. I1 Mureb, administrator on the estate of Ellen A.
I
Mr. and Mrs. Aingely from Syracuse, Murcli, late of Unity, in said couuty. deceased,
N. V., were guests of Mr. aud Mrs. John having presented his first and final account of
allowance.
....

Vickery

last week

—

I

have, why the said account should

TtiT -A

rrnr»^

rnorn-
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+
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A true copy.

sen
OH Hi NIGHT
Scalp Humor—One

Box of CutiOintment and One Cake of
Cuticura Soap Cured Her,

cura

WILL NEVER BE
WITHOUT CUTICURA

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of July,
A. D. 1905.
W. WOODBURY, guardian of Lemuel
F.. Norman G. and Alma 8. Woodbury, minor
children of Alma C. Woodbury, late of Morrill, in
said county of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying for a liceuse to sell at public or private sale and convey certain real estate
of said wards, described in said petition.

FRANK

covered with little
pimples and I suffered tortures from
the itching. I was scratching all day

"My scalp was

and night, and I could get no rest. I
washed my head with hot water and
Cuticura Soap and then applied the
Cuticura Oiutment as a dressing. One
box of Cuticura Ointment and on e cake
of Cuticura Soap cured me. Now my
head is entirely clear and my hair is
growing splendidly. I have used Cuticura Soap ever since, and shall never
be without it. (signed) Ada C. Smith,
309 Grand St., Jersey City, N. J.”

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, witbiu and for said
County, on the 8th day of August, A. D. 1905,

CUTICURA GROWS HAIR

ceiuvin instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Mary Christmas Barracat, late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate.

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy ot this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
" ithin and for said
County, on tne second Tuesday
of August next, at ten of the clock.before noon,
ami show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy

in the

duly appointed administratrix with the will auuexed, of the estate of
PARISH L. STROUT, late of Belfast,
in. the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persous having demands agaiust the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.

DANGEROUS GERMS IN SUMNER.
Strengthen the Stomach with Mi-o-na and Keep Well.
wealthy pnuantnropist in r>ew ion
spends thousands of dollars every' sumniei
providing milk for the babies, with the re
suit that the mortality is greatly decreased
Ue appreciates the fact that disease germi 1
are common in the summer and that thi
stomach must be kept healthy to resist thei
Attack s
Older people do not live on milk diet ti
insure health, but they can so strengthei
the stomach and digestive organs by thi 1
use of Mi-o-na that they too, will be frei 1
from sickness in the summer season.
Take a Mi-o-na tablet before each meal
and it will soothe and heal any inflmmatioi
that may be present in the lining of thi
stomach, give tone and strength to thi 1
whole digestive system, and aid you it
A

naturally and easily digesting the food. It
is the only
remedy known that cures Indigestion and stomach troubles by stengthening the digestive system. It is guaranteed
to make a complete and permanent cure in
all diseases of the stomach excepting can-

cer.

Mi-o-na restores complete health to the
whole system and cures headaches, backache, sleeplessness, pains and distress after
eating, vertigo, heart burn, and the general
debility which result from a weak stomach
and imperfect digestion.
A guarantee to refund the
money if Mi-ona does not show help, is given with
every
50 cent box. Ask R. H. Moody to show you
the guarantee.

EDITH L.

Belfast, July 11, 1905.

EXECUTRIX’S

NOTICE—The subscriber here-

by gives notice that she has been du’y appointed executrix of tne last wi'.l and testament
of

OREN C. CAMMETT, late of Belmont,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law’ directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased I
are desired to present the sain-3 for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to inakc
payment immediately to William P. Thompson of ;
Belfast, Me my authorized agent.
ADAH. MORTON.
Chicago, 111., June 13, 1905.

subscriber
ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that she has been duly apNOTICE.

The

pointed administratrix of the estate of
JOHN A. STEVENS, late of Unity,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law' directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to piesent the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payimmediately.

ment

ANNIE A. MORSE.

Unity, July II, 1905.

All

November, 1897, I publicly
Doan’s Kidney Pills through our

recommended
Belfast papers

just to let people needing such a remedy know
their value.
I had suffered at intervals with
pains through my back and in and around the
kidneys. Any cold or over exertion made me
suffer much pain and discomfort. Doan’s Kidney Pills absolutely cured me, and I could do my
work with ease and strength returned to my
back. 1 have used Doan’s Kidney Pills during
the several years which have siuce elapsed and
they always produce the same good and effective
results. I am glad to recommend them at every

opportunity.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y, sole agents for the
United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
other.
I

j

:

|

errors

the

WALDO

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th
day of August next, aud show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

most

STATE OF MAINE.

Special low prices for all glasses fitted this
week.
All examinations FREE.

Office

m., I to 5.30 p.

m.

Open Wednesday and'Saturday evenings.

Temple Heights Spiritual Corporation.
Northport. Maine.
Whereas, on the '23d day ol August, A. D. 1901,
an assessment of one dollar on each share of the
stock of said corporation was duly made, to be
paid to the treasurer within thirty days from that
date; and whereas, the following named stockholders have neglected to pay such assessment,
for thirty days alter the same was payable, now
notice is hereby given that on Thursday, the I7tli
day of August, A. II. 1906, at four of the clock In
the atternoon, at the auditorium, Temple Heights
in Northport, in the County of Waldo and State
of Maine, I shall sell the following described
shares of said corporation, to pay such assessments, with incidental charges.
Number of Amount
Names of
certificates.
stockholders.
due.
Mrs. E. S. Kich, Bangor.41
$2.00
A. A. Blackington, Rockland.137
2.00
179
Emma R. Latnrop, Northport
2.00
Charles N. Hollis. Boston.180
2.00
Mrs. R. F. Lewis, Boston.140
2.00
A. H. Pulcifer, Liberty .64
3.00
Mrs. M. F. Pulcifer, Liberty. 55
3.00
Alden M. Weston, Warren. 72
3.00
Mrs. Alice B. Poole, Oldtown.118
3.00
Dated at Belfast this 10th day of July, A. D.
R. A. PACKARD.
1906.
Treasurer of said Corporation.
3W28

Hundreds and Hundreds of Articles not mentioned here
in the entire stock=-everything new. Those having claim'

please present them-those owing
possible.

Fred A.

please make settleme:

Johnson,

ADVERTISER

THE

MASONIC

me
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FACTS,

BELFAST
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Any Depositor of Any Bank at Any
Has

Absolute
And

we

a

right

to know how his money is

Safety

deem if

a

being

if

imvsw

of Investment is

o

PLEASURE to submit at any time

complete list of SECURITIES
SECURITIES are being continually added to in
our constantly increasing business.
statement and a

mi:.-

pi-

WE HATE NO LIMITATION AS TO THE A MO l
POSIT NECESSARY TO OPEN A CHECK ACCOUN'l
OWN ACCOUNT draw your OWN CHECKS, save the
money orders, cashier's check, etc. The checks come back t
All books free.

3
In Our

PER CENT
INTEREST

Savings Department

COMPOUNDED SEMI-ANNUALLY
A N

On

D

Certificates of Deposit
FROM DATE OF ISSUE.

In

Savings Department Interest begins first day of each month
have both a Savings and a Cheok Account.
Cashlor’s chocks Issued In any amount.

*

j

Notes and Drafts colter

Have you seen our vault and are you aware of the kind of proter
Like our statement, It will bear inspection. It has no superior in W.
Boxes to rent at #8.00 per year. Special room for your
Business by mail receives immediate attention.

mu.

of said estate for allowance.

~~

a.

Hamburgs, Laces, Veilings, Handkerchiefs, Notions of every

SS.

WALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belli
fas:, on the 11th day of July, 1905. Robert F. Duntou, administrator with the will annexed on the estate of Isaac H. Jackson, late of
Belfast, in said county, deceased, having presented his third aud final account of administration

manner.

Office hours 8 to 11.30

nels, Wool Flannels, Crashes, Ginghams, Bed Spreads, <
thing in domestics), Prints, Lonsdale. Wrappers, Muslin (
ticoats, Sheets and Pillow Cases. Blankets, Comforters,)
Muslins, Babies’ Bonnets, Corsets, Hosiery, Underwear, 1

and testament of

Iu Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 11th day of July, 1905, Mark
S. Stiles, administrator on the estate of Charles
W. Lord, late of Brooks, in said county, deceased,
having presented his first account of administration of said estate for allowance.

BELFAST, MAINE.

of vision treated in

Dress Goods, Silks. Trimmings, Wash Goods. Ribbons, v
Table Damask, Napkins, Dress Linens, Silkolene. Cretan-

MICHAEL C. CLARK, late of Knox,
County of Waldo, deceased. AH persous
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and al» indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
HARRIET E. CLARK.
Knox, July 11, 1905.

J. FRANKLIN HARRIS

scientific

of

ever ha

OUR STOCK INCLUDES

iu the

(OVER POOR’S DRUG STORE)

trade, living at
“In the month

a

IT COST*! NOTHING TO LOOK AROU

NOTICE. The subscriber

executrix

in Our Broad Re-

Ben. Robinson, blacksmith by
6 Waldo Ave., Belfast, Me., says:

biggest bargains you've

direct to this store-=you will find

come

hereby
EXECUTRIX’S
gives notice that she has been duly appointed
of the last will

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th day
of August next, and show cause, if any
they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

97 High Street,

of medicine.

your

life,

once,
comm

STROUT.

a

To give positive home testimony in every locality is of itself unanswerable proof of merit; but
when we add to this the continued endorsement
from people who testified years ago no evidence
can be stronger.
A Belfast citizen gratefully acTo Cure a Cold in One Day.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE knowledges the good received from Doan’s KidTablets. All druggists refund the money ney Pills, and when time has tested the cure we
if it fails to cure. E. W. Grove’s signature find the same hearty endorsement, with added
is on each box, 25c.
enthusiasm and continued praise. Cases of this
kind are plentiful in the work of Doan’s Kidney
Pills, and such a record is unique in the annals

If you want the

ISAAC B. PERRY, late ot Barr ham,
County of Waldo, deceased, and given

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she lia» been
ADMINISTRATRIX’S

Eye Sight Specialist,
public.

goods in stock must be closed out at
money saving event as this can never be
of

July 11, 1905.

bonus a» the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested *o make payment immediately.
ULYSSES S. PERRY.
Burnham, July 11, 1905.

warm

Another Like It

yard

A DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber
lx.
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed administrator of the estate of

—

Hot

advantage of this great opportunity. It means a ;•
saving in every household article in our entire line

GEORGE F. BRIER,
Belfast.

—

The

Dollar Now!

a

Take
ous

immediately.

ment

—

Only Survivor
of the Hayes Arctic Expedition, Mr. S. J.
McCormick, now U. S. Deputy Mineral
Surveyor, Bliss Station, Idaho, says: “For
years I have suffered from severe pains in
the hip joint and back bone, depriving me
of all power. The cause was Stone in the
Bladder and Gravel in the Kidneys. After
using Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy, of Roudout, N. V., I w-as completely
cured.”

Hazeltine, Register.

LOUISE J. BRIER, late of Belfast,
in the County of
Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
pay-

—

—

Attest:
Chas. P.

A DM INISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber
A hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed administrator of the estate of

—

•.

Plant

*1

—

very
the past two weeks.
All the
fanners have begun haying—the fishermen
have taken the marlin from their weirs as
close time began July loth_Noticing in
your last issue reference to a box of strawberries raised by Mr. Stantial which con- i
tained but 23 berries, we wish to call attention to the fact that E. A. Partridge, I
our local strawberry grower, had on sale at
F. S. llarriman’s store last week a box of
strawberries which contained but 13 berries, and six other boxes which contained
but 15 berrfhs each. Try again next
year,
Mr. Stantial, and see if you can’t raise the
kind we have in Sandypoint. Boxes which
contain 23 berries we call second grade i
here.

^

At a

llardiug;

banner ten feet square with red background and evergreen burder one foot wide,
letters of cotton batting will read, God Sees
All. The Stars and Stripes will flank this
banner or. either side. This banner will be
at the east end just back of the altar, which
will be decorated with evergreens and
flowers. The entertainment will consist of
vocal and instrumental music, readings and
monologues. Refreshments will be served
in decorated booths arranged for the purTickets will be sold by members of
pose.
the Union on and after July 24th at the
Camp in N'ortliport, Belfast, Searsport, Bangor and other places, and at the door the
night of entertainment. Adult tickets 23
cents; children under 10 years of age, 13
cents. First number on program at 8.30
p. m.
Come one, come all. The cause is a good
one.
If you cannot attend buy a ticket and
give it to a friend who can come.

Pkir'Jv

>f the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitionshould not be granted.
GEO. E JOHNSON. Judge
A true copy* Attest:
Cuas. p. Kazeltine, Register.

gram conducted by President
2
p. m., lecture by Edgar \V. Emerson; 4 p.
m., business meeting; 7.30 p. m., concert.
Friday, Aug. 18. 10. a. m. State Associ-

A

BEING SOLD AT A TREHENDOUS SACRij
,CE
Thousands and thousands of yards of NEW, DEeik \ ^ r
merchandise being sold WAY BELOW REGLAR
Everything must be cleaned out and turned into cash as ;,
as possible. We are going to make a
change in our busm
,
are offering the public the most
magnanimous values in t
goods history of Belfast.

at ten

Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of July. A. I). 1905.

EVERYTHINO

^

er

—

been very ill but is somewhat improved— Miss Ruby Moore of Jacksonville, Fla., is the guest of Mrs. Lewis Atwood...-Mrs. M. K. Tibbetts, who is visiting her sister, Mrs. Atwood, is quite ill_
Mr. Wm. Morrell of N. Jl., is in town for a
few days.. Mrs. I. If. Davis of Houlton is
the guest of Mrs. E. s. Thompson.... Mr.
Gray, a carpenter at work on C. A. McKeuney's wharf, met with quite a serious
accident W ednesday afternoon, July 12th.
He fell from the roof of the storehouse
striking on a pile of lumber and was considerably bruised and badly shaken up, but
it is Imped his injuries will not prove
serious... Mrs. Chester Pascal of Rockport a till Mr. Dwinui Giant of Gloucester,
Hass., were tile guests of Mrs. II. R. FelMrs. A. II. Hanscom
low !- sf Sunday
w:In daughter Frances and her mother,
Geo.
have
arrived from BosHavener,
Mrs.
ton to spend a few weeks at the eld home..
Mrs. 1- Rankin has returned from New
York accompanied by her daughter, Mrs.
Charles Fernald, w ith her three children,
who will spend the summer here_The
many friends of Mr. Kbeu Bartlett will be
grieved to learn of his death,which occurred
Saturday evening July loth at the home of
He has been in
his son, Fben Bartlett.
failing health for some time and for the
last few weeks has been confined to his bed.
The funeral will beheld Tuesday—The
new telephone line which is being built
from W'iuterport village to West Winterport is progressing finely. The poles have
all been set and one wire has been strung,
and it is hoped that before another week
has passed the bells will be ringing in
many of the houses.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltise, Register.

FRANK

Lady Suffered Tortures with Itching

Bargains.^

be al*

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the Countv of Waldo, on the 11th day of
July, A. D. 1905.
8. HOGAN, of Thorndike, in said county, having preset ted a petition praying that
Mark 8. Stiles, administrator of the estate of
Charles W. Lord, late of Brooks, in said county,
deceased, may be authorized to convey certain
real estate according to the provisions of a contract, described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said j»etitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a cr*py of this
order to he published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, withm and for said
County, on the 8th day of August, A.D. 1905,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should hot be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

people bring their horses and coachmen
Crusted Scalps Cleansed and
with them. There are a good many stylish
saddle horses as well as carriage horses_
Purified by Cuticura Soap
The roads most frequented for pleasure
"We’re Tenting Tonight on the Old
ation meeting with addresses by officers driving are the “West Side” and Grindel’s
Assisted
by light dressings cf CutiThis takes in
Campgtpur.d.” Myriads have sung that and members; 2 p. m. Lecture'by Effie Point to the lighthouse.
cura, the great skin cure. This
natural scenery of great beauty_There
of
whose
strains
the
Civil
Webster
;
7.30
song
war,
Chapman
p. m., readings by are a
treatment at once stops falling hair,
large uuuiber of sail yachts in Gilawakened sad and tender reminiscen- Edgar W. Emerson.
but fewer steam yachts than
removes crusts, scales, and dandruff,
Saturday, Aug. 19. 9 a. m. Social meet- key’s harbor,
few seasons_Last fall an
ces. and
destroys hair parasites, soothes irrimyriads more will sing it, ing; 10 a. m lecture by Juliette Yeaw; 2 during the past known
as the Village Imorgrnization,
lecture by Edgar W. Emerson.
tated, itching surfaces, stimulates the
say- the Portland Sunday Times. Mem- p. m.,
decided
to
provement
a
Society,
sprinkle
hair follicles, loosens the scalp skin,
Sunday, Aug. 20. lu a. m. Lecture by few miles of the
bers of the Grand Army in particular Effie Webster Chapman ; 2
traveled
principally
lecture
p. in.,
by streets and the work was
supplies the roots with energy and
begun in June,
wiii hour with regretful interest of the I Edgar V. Emerson: 7.30 p. m., readings The
nourishment, and makes the hair grow
plant, including pump, standpipe,
by Mrs. Chapman and Mr. Emerson.
upon a sweet, wholesome, healthy
death of the man who wrote it, Walter
Tests will be given each day from the watering-carts, and expense of running
will
cost
them,
during this season about
scalp when all else fails.
Mrs.
Effie
and
platform
by
who
has
at
a
Edgar
Chapman
Kittredge,
passed away
£3,000. The residents and quite a number
W. Emerson.
Complete external and internal
of the summer people, ineluding J. Murray
good oil’: age in New Hampshire.
treatment for every humour, from
Saturday and Wednesday evenings there
were
not
in
favor of spending the
will be dancing in the auditorium for those Forbes,
pimples to scrofula, from infancy to
i’lie mayor of Old Town lias felt call- interested. Tuesday and Sunday evenings money—which is raised by voluntary subage, consisting of Cuticura Soap,
ed upon to publish a letter in the Old Mrs. Effie Chapman will give readings in scription—in this way. Their plan was to
Ointment, and Pills, may now be had
elevate the road-bed and drain it by makTown Enterprise appealing to citizens tire auditorium, and Mr. Emerson on Fr i
of all druggists for one dollar.
A
ing ditches on each side and then gravel it
to unite in making a better looking day and Sunday evenings. The first Sun generously. Thus, it was
single set is often sufficient to cure
argued, that the
day evening will be devoted to a socia dust would
rubbish
and
l.y
clearing
the
most
city,
away
practically be gotten rid of in
distressing cases.
meeting and Thursday evening will occu
Cuticura Resolvent, liquid and in the form of Chocolate
slicking things up generally. A city the annual concert. Saturday evening wit the summer and mud would be unknown
Coated Pills, Cuticura Ointment, and Cuticura Soap are
ordinance compelling the right thing be the Ladies’ Aid Society sale of cream spring aud fall. In this way, by doing a
eolo throughout the world. Potter Drug & Cheni. Corp.,
187 Columbus Av.\. Boston, Su»e Proprietors.
in tiiis respect might prove helpful it and fancy articles, with dancing following. section each year, the money spent would
be turned to a permanent benefit to the
©2" Send for “How to Cure Pvery Iiumour,” and
the citizens are not interested to do
“How
to Have Beautiful Hair."
Ncirtiipobt Choral Union. Following town. However, a majority did not favor
what they ought to do simply as a mat- are the officers and committees of the
the
latter
method.
NorthEDWIN W. DOWNER, LIBELANT,
ter of local pride.—Waterville Mail.
port Campground Choral Union:
l»r. Waiter J. Yates, General Superinten- SANDYPOINT.
Iimfast lias all the ordinances needed
vs.
General
dent,
Manager of Ground.
Sch. Pearl arrived Sunday with grain for
GERTRUDE A. DOWNER. LIBELEE.
in this direction, but they have been
Mr. Leon F. Higgins, President, President
F. S. Ilarriman.... Miss Jennie Lawrence
ABSTRACT OF LIBEL.
for > ears practically a dead letter. of Board ol Trustees.
In this action the libelant libels and complains
Mr. John A. Butler, Yice President and of Seal sport has been here two weeks, the
Mow the Improvement Society, an
and
that on the 26th day of September,
Supt. of Decorations, of New York city.
guest of Miss French—Mrs. Martha Part- A. D.declares
1S9T at Montville In the State of Maine, lit
Mr. George Winslow, Musical Director, of
enereotic street commissioner and an
ridge aud daughter, Mrs. George Clapp of was lawfully married to said Gertrude A. Downei
W estfield, Mass.
awakened local pride have brought
New York, are visiting relatives here_F. of Freedom, In the comity of Waldo; that the
Miss M. Grace Yates, Secretary and TreasY. French, wife and daughter Elizabeth of said libelant and libelee cohabited in tills state
about clean streets and a general slick- urer.
after tlieir said marriage; that the libelant residHyde Park', Mass., arrived Friday and are ed
in this State when the cause of divorce acMiss Ada Biaisdeli, Assistant.
ing ui'. it pays.
at their cottage for sererai weeks...
crued as hereinafter set forth, and had resided
MabelleSwett, (chairman): Ralph Wharff, Perkins, who has been ill since last .Enoch here
in good faith one
Till I'.
spring,
year prior to the date
George Adams, Victor Beede, Elbe Biais- is now able to rideout on
pleasant days_ hereof; that the libelant has ever been faithful to
>V I a quite a severe hock of an earth- deli, Gertrude Morse, Miss Helen Tieat.
Miss Lucia Shute was at home from Bangor his marriage obligations, but that the said libelee
Saida Catell, (chairman); Robert Catell, over
quake .Saturday morning between five ami
Sunday—Mrs. Rose IMutehou.se of has been unmindful of the same; that on the 26th
six ..’flock. •> mdows and stove lids rattled Edna Smith, Raymond Churchill, Walter Bueksport, who has been in the
day of September A. D. 1904 she utterly deserted
Bangor the libelant
Francis
without reasonable cause and has
ami houses trembled. Its direction seemed Biaisdeli,
Eldridge.
hospital for treatment for bid d-poisoning, continued said
desertion to the present time:
Ada
to be from north to south—Miss Bertha
Biaisdeli, (chairman); Howard is here with her sisters to
on the 26th day of September 1904 and
that
recuperate_
on
and little brother of Brock- Yates, Allen Ferguson, Fred Catell, Hazel Mrs.
Loeheed
Wealthy Watts is in Xorthport, visit- divers other days and times since their intermarMildred
Leon
E. Brown.
Coes,
ton, Mass., are guests of Dr. and Mrs. M. Nutter,
Mrs. Ira M. Cobe. riage, the said libelee committed the crime of
ing her
Marion Ferguson, (chairman); Howard ....II. F.granddaughter,
T. Dodge... Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rand of
with
Frank
G. Hawley and other perPartridge spent several days last adultery
sons whose names are to
Watervilie are visiting relatives in Troy. Bryant, William Bryant, Jr., Harry Abbe, week at Northport
your libelant unknow n,
Campground....'.Win.
....Mrs. Wm. C. Rowe and Mrs. James Mabel Reynolds, Mrs. W. 11. Ferguson.
Grant of Boston is here for his vacation.... and that she lias been guilty of cruel and abusive
treatment and extreme cruelty towards him as
Mrs.
A.
B.
visited
Mrs.
M.
C.
Parsons
Mrs.
last
Taylor,
McTaggart
(chairman);
Fred Perkins from Seboeis and .John Per- follows to Wit: she has with
a total disregard of
Miss Flsteile Harding is spend- Ilinks, Mrs. Morrison, Mrs. Mitchell, Mrs. kins from Milo
siuudaj
spent Sunday here_ her duty to the libelant left liis home
gone
ing a few day- in Unity, the guest of her j P. C. Biaisdeli, Mrs. S. S. Adams, Mrs. Frank French of French & Co. is here from away with another man and declares and
she will
sister, Mrs. Rodney Whitaker_Mrs. Caro John Goldwait.
Boston for a visit.... Warren Barrows of never return, wherefore he prays that a divorce
from tlie bonds of
Hamilton of Knox has been visiting her ! .Mrs. Chase, (chairman); Miss Grace W altham, Mass., has been here the
between himself
past ; and s^id libelee, maymatrimony
be decreed.
Mrs. Bert : \ ates, iirs. Eldridge, Miss Eva Perkins, week, the guest of Miss Alice Richards.
brother, M. V. B. Mitchell
Steven.- and -on are visiting her parents, ; Mrs. David Baker, Mrs. L. 11. French,
EDWIN
W
Signed,
Fred Pitcher and family from
DOWNER, Libelant.
!
Mr. and Mr.-. M. V. B. Mitchell_Mrs. i
Decorating the auditorium was begun Mass., are occupying their cottageChelsea,
for the I
Katrina Harding Bryant visited relatives in Monday July 17th: the first rehearsal was summer—Seven lady teachers from Chel- I Waldo ss.
Sup. Jud. Court, A. D. 1903.
held .Saturday, July loth, at auditorium at
town a few days last week—B. F. Harding
sea, Mass., are at |Capt. J. P. Stowers’ cot- i Edwin W. Downer, Libelant vs. Gertrude A.
spent hui,day in Freedom, the guest of his 8 p. m. If the decorations are carried out tage for their vacation
Mrs. Stephen
Downer.
as
planned the auditorium will be a bower Smith visited her sister in Thorndike
daughter, Mrs. Bryant.Frank Piper
reThis is a libel for divorce inserted in a writ of
made 1.1- weekb ti p to Unity Saturday of evergreens and flowers. The four square cently.... Mrs. Ahvilda Meade of
attachment returnable to the September teun of
Natick,'
WPd raspberries are said to be columns supporting the dome are to be cov- Mass., has one of B. F\ Rice’s
night
cottages. Her the Court to be holdeu at Belfast in and for the
ered with evergreen and flowers. A eanopv mother, Mrs. Abbie
vei j pient.lui this year; also plums, cherWaldo, on the third Tuesday of SepCrocker, is with her County of
ries ai.d other small fruits_Mrs. Mary of evergreen and flower festoons will hang aud several members of her
tember, a. D. 1905. Said writ and libel having
immediate fam- been
Elliot has her hay ail harvested and has from center of dome, in the center will hang ily are here and others are
presented to me ill vacation for order of
expected_
gone to F reedom lor a short time... .Mon- the canopy, a large evergreen and flower Mrs. Annie Thompson, who has been in notice thereon, it is hereby ordered that notice
the pendency of said suit be given by causing
day's rain caused a suspension on haymak- bell. The columns supporting the balcony- Massachusetts since last fall, is here for the of
an abstract of said libel, with this order of notice
ing for the time being—Dr. M. T. Dodge will all be covered with evergreens; the bal- summer with relatives
A
thereon, to be printed in the
Journal,
and sun Arnold are shipping peas to Boston cony front will be covered with turkish red supper was given at the hall laststrawberry a public newspaper printed Republican
at Belfast in Waldo
Thursday
in large quantities. Arnold is a smart lad cloth to act as a background for mottoes evening wuu a targe attendance
and a good Comity, three weeks consecutively, the last publication thereof to be at least fourteen days beof fourteen years and has a genuine head made of cotton to represent snow. The mot- sum was realized.... Mr. Newton
from Bau- fore the return
toes will be in the center in one line and the
for business.
day of said writ.
gor preached here last Sunday. Mr. Foote,
A. M. SPEAK,
border will be four inches wide of mr. who has been
ill from nervous
seriously
Justice Supreme Jud. Court.
WISTEKPOKT.
green. The motto on south balcony front collapse, is slowly
A true abstract of the libel with the order of
improving, but will not
-uis. oiuuies iruv is auu ner two cnuuren | will be A Real Christian Will Not Misuse
be able to preach again this season_The court thereon.
The motto on the north
of lie'fast are the guests of her, mother .Mrs. liis Employer.
Attest: T1LESTON WADI.IN, Clerk.
carpenters have finished the station and it
F. W. Haley’s store was
balcony front will be A Real Christian Will is ready for the painters. The
Augusta Snow
contractor,
broken into last week and some goods, in- Not Misuse His Employee. The motto on Mr. Astle, and
family, with friends, are occludiug jaekknives, seeoud hand watches tile west end gallery front will be Unite cupying one of B. F. Rice’s cottages near
Mrs. Webster Hopkins ; Capital and Labor by Becoming Christians. the wharf—The weather
and a gun, taken
ha« been
1
has

not

lowed.

Monday.

Tmtwithwtn ml

*0f

administration of said estate for

Miss Frances Merri-

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, threea
spent last week in Belmont with her weeks
successively, in The Republican Journal,
grandmother, Mrs. Morrill.Rev. Mr. newspaper
published in Belfast, in said County,
Teller from Massachusetts gave an excel- that all
Pro
persons interested may attend at a
lent sermon last Sunday from our pulpit; 1 bate
Court, to be held at Beltast, on the 8th day
I of August next, and show cause, if any they
subject, “Blind Bartimeus."
am

—

ISLESBOKO.
About forty of the summer cottages are
now occupied.
Among the prominent visitors are Winston Churchill, Richard Harding Davis and Charles Dana Gibson. Three
women are related to Presidents, viz.: Mrs.
Douglas Robinson, a sister of President
Roosevelt, Miss Cleveland, a sister of the
ex-Presideut, and Mrs. Quincy, who is in
direct line of descent from John Adams
and John Quincy Adams_Lady John A.
Barran of England, with maids-in-waiting,
and her young son, now in his second year,
and who is heir to an English title, arrived
some days ago to spend the summer.
Her
husband will come later. Mrs. Barran was
formerly Miss Alice Parks, eldest daughter
of Rev. Dr. Leighton Parks of New York.
She was married nearly three years ago in
Emmanuel church, Boston, when her father
was
rector there.Owing to the wet
weather, the grass has grown fast on the
links
: and the lawn-mowers, worked
golf
by hand power and by horse power, have
run steadily every day all summer_The
three livery stables are kept quite busy,

The Eternal Chorus

s

of

Board

of

State

Assessors.

Avgusta, July u, 1905.
Notice is hereby given that the State Assessors
will be in session at the Court House in Belfast
on Wednesday, the 2nd day of August, at 8 o’clock
a. ni., A. D. 1905, iu the county of Waldo, to secure information to enable them to make a Just
and equal assessment of tile taxable property iu
the several towns in said county, and to investigate charges of concealment of property liable to
assessment, as required by law.
K. M. SIMPSON,
OTIS HAYFORD.
GEORGE POTTLE,

nni

aj m

rne
WM. B.

my

IT

a

a

Mioiiai m\\ oi lien

SWAN, President.

C. W. WESCi
DIRECTORS:

Win. B. Swan.
Robert F. Dnnton,
Asa A.

Howes,

Thomas W.

Pitcher,
Sherman,
Chas. P. Hazeltine,
Elmer A.

Clarence

\

t

Tlinmii*
Winfield

-.

Stock Liability
Capital and Surplus. $72,000.
Total Responsibility. $132,000.

I

$t

Waldo Trust Company
FORMERLY THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST

Board of State Assessors.

2w29

UNDERTAKERS.

R.H. Coombs & Son,
CASKETS,
BURIAL BOOBS.
Prepared

at all hours to do

ING aud FUNERAL WORK.

Transaets

a

General Banking Business,

special

Rates on

i n

ACTS AS EXECUTOR, Administrator and Trustee of Estates and
Burglar Proof and Fireproof SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.

<■

Separate accommodations for Ladies.

ROBES and

...

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS SUBJECT TO CHE (K

EMBALMIy7.

Connected by telephone both day and night.

72 Main Street, Belfast.

Safes with TWO KEYS for protection of securities of Treasurers. ! .v.
1
DIRECTORS—Edwin C. Burleigh, J. .Manchester Haynes, C. O. Poor, I
Joseph Williamson, Byron Boyd, Edward Johnson, A. I. Brown, J. C. Purlim1

Peirce, Geo. E. Macomber, Chas. E. Knowlton, Win. A. Mason, H. 1’. C'lmse, Tll.-l

CHAS. E. KNOWLTON, President.
CLARENCE 0. POOR, Vice President
FRANK R. WIGGIN, Secretary and Traasurar.

j
j

j
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NEWS OT BELFAST.
will siug at the

,therine|Bickford

s

st church next Sunday morning.
sing car No 2 of Bobbins circus
th the morning train yesterday.
ovement Society will meet withKigby, Congress street, Mon
;th, at 2:30 p. m.
hers of Seaside Chautauqua Cir:.-et with Mrs. Charles Rhoades,
street, Monday afternoon, July
L. will have a picnic on the
lie pavilion Tuesday afternoon,
All parents and friends are

T

vited to attend.
Cannon reports that he has
haying. He harvested 40 tons of
Has anyone in the
ten days.
ne better?
lthbert Wilson celebrated his
:
lay last Monday by entertain■••en of his little friends at his

,gh street.
irleton seized

two barrels of

Logan’s truck team yesterday
arrested the driver.
There
taring in the Police Court today.
1

Mephenson died yesterday afthe home of his brother, Payton
.Min, on Union street, after a long
obituary will be given later,
\.

last week the initial
shed
-fries under the caption of “A
: U. of M.”
The second article,
ivoidedly deferred, will appear
wherries were reported untiful this season, but we saw
market.
Howes & Co. had
-\st Saturday.
They came front
1' l
will meet Friday after■lst, with Mrs. Eliza Hunnewell.
-vs are especially requested to at:ess of importance is to come

.-■eting.
ViiV.Vi./T

ic

thr.

IV.l.O.,....',

planked and the afterhouse
post is up and some of
ones in position for the new
he Pendleton yard adjoining.

.-tern

session of Belfast Lodge No
!
will be held Tuesday even'll, in Pythian hall, officers
:ed.
It is expected the Dis'Sion will be held at Northend early in .September.
s. revenue

last

RELIEF

Thatcher, who plays
Adams Sawyer,” the

the part of Quincy
young lawyer from
Boston, has gone into the country for his
Notes From
Pearl
Brook Farm
health. He attends a
Brown Braden, 2.13$, the handsome big sor
husking bee and se
of Brown Hal, 2.12$, and Kate Braden, whc cures the first red ear of corn. The
penalty
for
such
is
to
kiss every girl there.
is also the dam of Hal Braden, 2.07$, BranWell,
don, 2.10$, and Braden, 2.12$, all by Brown the way Jimmy attends to his
Hal, has returned to the Pearl Brook Farm, shows he is no back number or an apprenafter a heavy season in the stud at Charter tice at bis work, but a full fledged master
Oak Park, and will be bred to a few high mechanic. All goes well until he has Manclass mares at J25, to warrant a live foal. dy Skinner, “who works out and works
His stable companion, Marston C., three- Hiram,” to kiss. The way he attacks the
year-old record, 2.19$, the only guideless enemy would do credit to “Dewey’’-and
trotting stallion, has been engaged to go an bang on ? Yes, it takes the combined efforts
exhibition race against a ruuning horse at of the whole company to pull them apart.
most of the large fairs in New Euglaud. It’s a question to every one who has seen it
The little mare, Isabelle, 2.15$, by Adbell, who likes it best, Mandy or Quincy. At
New Haven the other night-do
one-year-old, record 2.23, won the 2.18 pace
you know
the Yale crowd that goes
at
up to the sky parWorcester, Saturday, July 15th, in
lor for fun?
Well
all
were there; and
straight heats, and completely upset the
talent, as she was entered from Maine and when Mandy and Quincy got together one
cry from galleries—“Oh, Jimmy, quit; you
was not looked upon as
being a dangerous
will take her breath away.”
Jimmy quit.
competitor.
That’s all?
Ask Jimmy about it. Now
The Lightning Strikes. A very seit’s the “Quincy Adams Sawyer” kiss
vere thunder storm passed over this city
among the Yale boys of New Haven. The
Wednesday night, July 12th. The thunder play will be
presented here Wednesday
was heavy, the lightning vivid and the rain
evening, July2tith. The Klark Urban Comcame down in torrents.
The disturbance
pany will be here the week of July 31st.
was hardly over, and people were preparing
Steamer Notes. The steamboat war
to resume their slumbers, when the fire
alarm sounded. The lightning had struck between Capt. George II. Barbour, presithe Dr. J. M. Fletcher house on Main dent of the Bangor & Bar Harbor Steamboat Co., and Capt. Benjamin F.
Arey,
street, and in passing through the lower
manager of the steamer Tremont, is off. A
had
set
fire
to
a
of
and
part
an
pile
rags,
has been effected and the
alarm was sounded from box 25. When the compromise
Tremont will land and leave from the Bar
firemen arrived the burning rags were
Harbor wharf, Bangor, and the Bar Harbor
thrown out of doors, and the “all-out" sigboat and the steamer Verona will land at
nal was soon given. None of the occupants
of the house were injured and the damage Sandypoint. The Tremont began running
loth on the following schedule. She
to the building was slight.
The same night July
will leave Bar Harbor wharf,
Bangor,
the house of James Metcalf in W est Kookat 2:30 p. m., for
Islesboro,
port was struck by lightning and set on every Saturday
at all landings except Penobscot
touching
fire and was totally destroyed. The famiand Brooksville.
The steamer Kockland
ly escaped, but lost all of their furniture
will cover the Penobscot and Brooksville
and clothing.
The barn was uninjured.
About the same time the barn of Chester P. route, carrying freight and passengers for
ail points.While on the trip from CamWentworth in Rockport was struck by
den to Bucksport last Friday afternoon the
lightning and slightly damaged.
steamer Golden Rod met with an accident
Ihk BonniN s Circus and Men aoerie.
by breaking the shaft, which disabled the
In the Frank A. Bobbins a- Co. Circus, boat.
The accident happened when the
Menagerie ami Hippodrome, which is due boat was near Fort
Point.
On the boat
in Belfast July 26th, is presented a gigantic
were several drummers who were anxious
new departure in animal association and
to get to Bangor Friday night and these
training, which may appropriately he were taken on the Verona which came up
labeled, “A whole show alone." The shortly after. The Tremont was put on
credit for this literally colossal idea be- the rente of the disabled boat
Saturday,
longs to Manager Bobbins, and it is one the and the Golden Rod was towed to Bangor
the realization
which has required for repairs, which were
completed in time
several years of laborious preparation, care- foi her to make her
Saturday night trip to
ful and most expert training and great
Nortliport.
pense. The present season is signalized by
its first public introduction, which involves
the simultaneous
congregating in one
arena of almost every soecies of wild and
D>y.easc takes no summer
domesticated beast that can be trained and r
vacation.
safely shown in the open before an
If you need flesh and
audience.
In this huge, incongruous asuse
semblage of highly educated and phenomen- 5

rieet anchored in

Sunday afternoon,

At

cuts, bums, sprains, bruises,
insect bites, chilblains, etc.
It’s the best household remedy
in the world. 25c. All dealers.

Warranted

ally proficient quadrupeds are included
elephants, zebras, water butfalo, camels,
dogs, goats, horses, llamas, ponies, donkeys,
dromedaries, mules, bears, monkeys and
summer as in winter.
'treet.
sacred cattle, and the resulting stupendous
Send for free sample.
and kaleidoscopic spectacle of astonishing j|
■rs of the Congregational Suni
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists,
contrasted
and
furore
of
ind their friends, will go on an action,
rivalry
New York.
3
409*415 Pearl Street,
h
soc. and £1.00; all druggists.
Stockton Springs and Buck's fun, can ncithei fie imagined nor described.
ith Brooksville, Tuesday, July It really looks as if a big section of the
; vainer Castine will leave Lewis
promised Millennium had broken loose and
Wasted, a Summer Hotel. A former
•'
a. m.
Tickets, 25 cents for got here ahead of time.
Belfast man whose home is now in the west
ears of age and under, and 50
Excursions.
Dickey’s excursion last
sent his family east for the summer aud
persons over 12
on

|

Scott’s Emulsion

Water Pad

brumal local which has done
paragraph in the Maine
me Belfast fruit grower makes
double duty by expressing liis
timents and frightening birds
: nit by unfurling
hags where
P away the hungry birds.”

j

and can be

i'ide House at Ryder’s Cove. He
with the travelling public and
friends who w ish him success in
held.
r

great day for excursions
nil and water. Steamer Golden
large party to Koekland to see
:.,ps and they report a most eujoyl'lie Dickey Bros, took a party
n in their launch, amt another
at in Orman
Hopkins’ launch,
hoard am] many single amt double
went to Stockton, where the new
ml wharves are the centre of inwas

a

■

embers of the Avenue History
h their husbands and brothers,
pleasantly entertained Tuesday
J uly l lth, at the pretty home of
Mrs. I. L. l’erry in East Belfast,
ke on the shore was one of the
(ml was much enjoyed.
Afterparty adjourned to the house,
•'slniients* were served and where
■

program was enjoyed.
Those
fortunate enough to be among
;a pronounce Mr. and Mrs.
Perry
host and hostess.

■

:yof young ladies who returned
from a week's onting at Pine
l itoher’s Pond
report a delightful
teller’s has been a lively place re's- ith the
Alhambra occupied by Mr.
W. H. Quimby and guests ; PorcuMge occupied by A. Cutter Sibley
paid Hazeltine, with George K.
and the Messrs. McGee as guests,
Lodge full, beside numerous
I visitors from town.
Mr. and Mrs.
kandall and son were also at their
"ver

Sunday.

one

thing to talk bargains and
exemplify them. It is no harpy something you don’t want just
it is cheap; neither is it a bargain
something cheap just because it
cost much. But when you get subUi value in an
necessity at a third to a
'I’s than usual it is well worth
con-

"r

to

••

'’

li'ig. Of course
’it-partnre from

there is a reason for
standard prices.
In
Pittance of The Dinsmore Store odd
p*- >aie
of shoes, which begins today, it is
won}, investigating.
1

•’

depended

A. A. HOWES & CO..

^pSisj

That sold from £1,00 to £2,00,

—

—

handling

ing.
One of nature’s remedies; cannot harm
the weakest constitution; never fails to
cure summer complaints of young or old.
Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry.

Itchiness of the skin, horrible plague.
Most everybody afflicted in one way or
another. Only one safe, never failing cure.
Doan’s Ointment. At any drug store, 50
cents.

New

England

Play

Ever

“One

W

_

,§y

-leir

I

now

oi

our

Summer

at our

Golden

^|p
f|fN

PATTERNS, ALL 10c.

j

MAIL ORDERS EXECUTED AT ONCE,

^

TELEPHONE 39-3.

§§
l|f

bTg^™

Our prico

fabrics will be soid
Jubilee prices.

\P

Written

two

75c. EACH.

8S?“The remainder

MAY MANT0N

“As
sweetly
natural as the
breath of the
fields.”

§

A. D. CHASE ^ SON
*CHASE'S CORNER.

laugh from
beginning

*

to

e

the end.”

purity,

and freshness.

utmost care in

The Best

over

1005 SHIRT WAISTS'

/jP
fag

I

We take the
drugs, and
can guarantee accuracy. Our prices are
as low as quality will permit.

strength

“The village gossips wondered who
was. what he was, w hat he came for,
and how long he intended to
stay.”
lie

our

PRICES-ORCHESTRA CHAIRS, $1.00
75. 50 AND 35 CENTS.
Seats

POOR & SON,

Mrs. CARLE
buying

summer

is in Boston

Shirt

Waist

Suits, White Linen and
Skirts, up=to=date

on

be

Office, Monday, .July 24

Pique

Waldo ss.
July 5, A. 1> 1905.
We, tin- undersigned, having been duly appointed by the Honorable George E. Johnson.
Judge of Probate within and for said county'
Commissioners to receive and decide upon the
claims of the creditors of Harry L. Small, lute of
Burnham, in said county, deceased, whose estate
has been represented insolvent, hereby give public notice agreeably to the order of said Judea of
Probate, that six months from and after June 13.
19C5, have been allowed to said creditors to present and prove their claims, and that we will attend to tin- duty assigued us at the Selectmen's
office in Ivingfield on Saturday, September 2.1905.
at one o’clock iu the afternoon, and Saturday.
October 7,1905. at said selectmen's office at one
o’clock in the afternoon of each of said days.

Neckwear,

GEORGE H. WINTER.
J. G. BRETTS.
Commissioners.

3w29

Belts, etc.
Goods will

sale at Box

COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.

DRUGGISTS.

Saturday

open

morning.

"'vDURING THE HOT MONTHS \^~

THE BELFAST GAS & ELECTRIC CO.
Will install in your house all ready for

GAS

use a

RANGE FOR $13,00,

! "ith allthe house piping attached.

This offer is made at a reduction from the
1, 1003.

j original cost and only holds good until August

WANTED!

WANTED
I
1

TENEMENT TO LET

_

A situation as housekeeper
For particulars apply to P. O Box 86, Sears- ;
To hire a furnished house.
Address
1
this office. Best of reference.
2w2fl*
; port, Maine.

OECON1) STORY.FI.AT ut seven looms, near
O new Hospital. Finely located with splendid
view s of hay and rivet.
I'm ,.f stable if desired.
Enquire of
M. W. LORD. Agent.
sStf
Opera House Block.

►444.444444444444444444444444

Sale!!

2d Week of Mid-Summer

|

CARLE & JONES'

X

*,

I

j

l

Notice

of Goods and Quotations!

Change

I
t
l
£
t

1

Heavy

Black Chiffon Taffeta Silk

Suit,

WAS
$17.00

size 38,

«

«

<<

ii

ii

<<

u

36,

k

<i

1

‘1

«

ii

••

••

••

••

34,

it

>1

13.00

9.00
9.00
12.00

Red Surah Silk Suit, size 32,
Changeable Suit, size 34,
1 Heavy Brown Taffeta Suit, size 36,
1 Heavy Blue Taffeta Suit, size 36,

!1

1 Brown

«>

ii

|

13.00

17.00
“

WILL CONTINUE 3 DAYS LONGER.
CALL AND SEE US, YOUR TRADE WILL BE APPRECIATED.

“

I

....

WAS

English Covert Corset Coat, size 38,
1 Light Covert Coat, size 34,
6 Black Coats, size 32, 34, 36, 39, prices $6.00
1

...

In the

$15.00

$10.00

8.00

6.00

■MMssamrwwrrfi;

AGATE WARE!

to $8.50.

‘‘
“

“

“

“

“

$20.00 SUITS, $12.00.
$16.00 SUITS, $9.72.

40c.,
50c.,

“

__

■■■■■■■

8 DUCK SKIRTS LEFT AT 69c.

I

38c.

t

“

25c.,

“

19c.

A STRAIGHT 25% DISCOUNT

6 LAWN WRAPPERS LEFT AT 60c.
SALE ON $1.25 BED SPREADS AT 9lo.
AND 75c. NIGHT ROBES AT 64c.

j

29c.

PIE PLATES WAS 10c.. NOW 8c.
PAILS WAS 75c., NOW 59c.

1 LOT HEAVY WOOL DRESS SKIRTS,
FORMER PRICE $5.00, NOW $2.69

——

“

♦

KETTLES WAS 35c., NOW 24c.

$10.00 SUITS, $7.69

< >

}

^
“

on

all

Agate

Ware in stock for tha above week.

Ji^-LOOK FOR OUR BARGAIN

j|
•

SAUCE PANS WAS 25c., NOW 19c.

^Woolen Suits.^
< >

Crockery Dept.

NOW

j

J

Basement Bargain Sale,

A Few Coats Left.

!
X
X♦

NOW

S12.00

1

j

Agents for McCall Patterns.

Silk Shirt Waist Suits.

j

j

OUR STROM P0L\T THIS WEEK-READY-TO-WEAR GOODS.

■■

—

I

Wednesday, July 26th.

to Wear.

upon for

England

This week we offer

..

—

Mg

BELFAST OPERA HOUSE,

CICKXESS will come to all, and when
^ it comes
you need the best of medicines. Xo matter how skillful your physician may be, if the medicines are not
pure, strong and fresh, his visits will be
of little benefit. Our stock of drugs and
medicines are C. P. Chemically Pure)

liar-j

-d Sunday school made a most
excursion to Marauaeook
July]
ay was fine, and was spent in
ayingball and a delightful sail
Every one voted Marauaeook
for an outing, and were well
n the courtesy shown
by Cabot
the local managers at the lake,

Jjaifl

Groceries, Drugs and Medicines.

North-1

1 itorial

seen by our Searsport locals
Knowlton of this city has leased
p >rt House for three years and has
•session. Mr. Knowlton was tor
os the proprietor of the Windsor
vis city, and last season conduct-

Easy

in

years ago.

|2r

NEW PATTERNS.
to Fit.

DA'EIITISIXG began
hundred and fifty

It is said
the first advertiser gave notice of the loss of his
horse and offered a reward for its return. The
advertisement was successful. Our advertisements for the past two weeks, like the loss of
the horse ad., have been successful. AA'e return
thanks to the public for the generous patronage
during the heated term.
MR. and MRS. R. P. CHASE,

ydEs

4tf

Easy

A
**

f^®^
L«

....OF....

Saturday

the steanie; Castine to the terwould have had them come here if he could
minal of the Northern Maine Seaport Ter-!
have secured a desirable boarding place for
miual at Stockton, from Belfast and
them. He writes in this connection: “Whyport, carried over a large party, almost a i
do they not build a hotel on Northport
hundred. Sunday Mr. Dickey took almost I
avenue facing the bay, with grounds exan equal number to Bocklaud on the steam- I
tending down to the shore. And there
er Gulden Bod, returning via.
Gilkey’s
ought to be trees on both sides of Northbor. The steamer Castine,that day carried a i
port avenue all the way to Little River"
under
the
of
the Camden i
party
auspices
which rvould make it one of the handhand to Stockton_Tuesday the Castine
somest drives in the State.” This is only
went to Bar Harbor with the guests of the j
one of many instances to show the cry ing
Hotel Dome of the Bock at Castine, and !
need of a summer hotel or a boarding house
Friday took the same patty to Bangor.
j in an attractive location. Not only are our
Today, Thursday, Mr. Dickey will take an-!
own people resident abroad unable to visit
other party to Togus via the Maine Central
their old home because of inability to serailroad, and Friday he takes another party ;
cure
suitable accommodations, but the
to the Good Will Farm at Fairfield, the rate
many summer visitors we might have are
being one dollar; giving plenty of time at
to go elsewhere.,
Strangers who
Fairfield and a two hour stay in Watervilie. obliged
come here are greatly impressed with our
_The steamer Castine takes a party to
city, and it is certainly growing more atVinalhaveu from this city Thursday and
tractive each year with the improvements
leaves here at nine o'clock, with stops at
made on private grounds and residences,
Northport and Temple Heights
Saturday while the
stateiy elms which shade our
the steamer makes an excursion out of
streets never fail to excite admiration. The
Camden with a party around Islesboroand
hotel on Northport avenue with grounds
on Sunday runs to Crescent Beach from
extending to the shore is, we regret to say,
at
Belfast, with landings
Northport, Tem- au
impossibility; but a desirable location
ple Heights, Stockton and Camden_Mr.
might be found if the money was forthDickey has announced an excursion to Bar
coming to build and equip such a structure.
week from
Harbor for next
Belfast, As to the
trees on Northport avenue, many
Northport and Islesboro, leaving this city have
been set out by individuals; but unat 7.30, the fare being one dollar. For other
fortunately many trees were cut down
AYfmrsinns aslr Mr Dinlcnv.
some twenty-five years ago that would now
New Advertisements.
James II. be an ornament to this
popular drive and
Howes, Odd Fellows' block, takes the much travelled thoroughfare. A row of
whole of our second page to set forth the trees ou what was the Freeman lot on the
attractions of his July clearance sale, which avenue was
unnecessarily mutilated by a
begins today and closes Saturday night, telegraph or telephone company, and this
July 29th. As the sale includes all lines, reminds us of a case in another Maine city
and every department, with great bargains where a
telephone company had to pay S25
in all, you should not fail to read the ad- for
cutting limbs off a single shade tree.
vertisement. Another thing, call early and In the
early days of our now defunct board
examine goods and prices as it is not likely of trade a move was made for the
improvethey will remain long on shelves and coun- ment of Northport avenue, but nothing was
ters, and the rule must be, first come, first accomplished.
A few years ago the ImThis is the second week of the
served
provement Society with the aid of inmidsummer sale of Carle ife Jones and you dividuals, who contributed both
money and
will find in their advt. a change of goods
labor, built a much needed gravel walk on
and of quotations.
Keady-to-wear goods Northport avenue; but as it has had no
are a specialty this week in the dry goods
care since, both money and labor were lost.
department, and in basement bargain sales It should be rebuilt and extended.
they are making a straight 25 per cent dissrniAug.
count on all agate ware in stock_A. D. I'lucn
Chase A Son are offering this week 1905
Quite au excursion party, accompanied by
shirt waists that sold from $1 to $2 at 75 the Camden band, came Sunday and landed
cents each.
The remainder of their sum- at Speed's Point to see the changes that are
mer fabrics will
be sold at their Golden being made in the town. A large number
Jubilee prices
The Belfast Gas he Elec- come to the hotel here for dinner. Bucktric Co. tells how cooking can be made easy boards were in great demand, and for a few
hours the streets presented rather a lively
during the hot weather. You can get a gas appearance_Mrs. Oscar Ellis and Mrs.
with
all
the
house piping attached Henry Hardy of Brewer are visiting their
range
for $13. This offer only holds good until aunt, Mrs. Paulina Collins—Mrs. Ralph
and daughter and Mrs. James
August 1st.The advertisement of the Staples
Crocker and daughter of Westboro, Mass.,
City National Bank of Belfast, successor to who have been visiting their parents, Mr.
the Belfast National Bank, sets forth the and Mrs. S. B. Pendleton, left Monday to
their sister, Mrs. Demuth in Thomasadvantages of having a bank account, and visit before
ton,
returning to their homes—Althe facilities,financial and otherwise, offered bert M. Ames has sold his residence on
its customers. Three per cent interest is Telegraph Avenue to Melvin Clarke, and
one as soon as a satisfacpaid in the savings department, compounded will begin a new
tory location can be obtained—Walter
semi-annually. Collections made free of Kimball of Boston came Friday to remain
charge to depositors and for a small fee during his vacation with his family at Mrs.
Mrs. Medora
from others. Safety deposit boxes for rent Simmons’on School street.
Harden and Mrs. A. M. Ames were in Prosat $3 per year—Don’t forget that Fred A.
pect Saturday calling on friends....Miss
Johnson’s clearance sale is still on, and Dorothy Frye of Boston is visiting her sisthat bargains galore may be had at bis ter, Mrs. Everett Staples.
store in Masonic Temple.
He is selling
A Guaranteed Cure for Piles.
everything at a tremendous sacrifice....
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding
Situation wanted as housekeeper. Apply
Piles. Druggists refund money if PAZO
to P. 0. box 86, Searsport, Me.Poor &
OINTMENT fails to cure any case, no matSon have a summer stock of water pad ter of how long standing, in 6 to H days.
First
new
to
to
application gives ease and rest. 50c,
trusses,
fit, easy
patterns, easy
Mrs. Carle,of Carle
wear
Jones, is in If your druggist hasn’t it send 50c. in
Boston buying new goods, shirt waists, etc., stamps and it will be forwarded post paid
and they will be open next Saturday morn- by Paris Medicine Co., St. Louis, Mo.

]|*|l

Whale Oil Soap.

SUMMER STOCK

®

DryGoofls, 8maliWares,Carpets.

Black Death,

Cool and Comfortable.

1

years,

je

cure.

Norway Medicine Co., Norway, Me.

L._——_j

•tative of The Journal recently
'ckton via Mack's Point and
column on the new railroad
The Bangor News copied the
credited by adding to the open•e
says The Belfast Journal.” A
nmge, which of course knew bet•1 the article to the Bangor
Daily

to

§
^

SON

ESTABLISHED 1856.

Formaldehyde,
Bug Death,

digestion

strength

oved to the K. P. Frost house
vet and Capt. J
W Ferguson
to the Marion E. Brown house

■■

in acute attacks of inand bowel troubles,

once

A. D. CHASE

Blue Vitriol,

PAIN

1

Johnson is to go to house"house on Primrose Hill and
rguson, who have been ! ving

Paris Green,

Stops

business’

I,P

of her crew were ashore and
•arty was engaged in target
the shore below the Battery.

■

Bordeaux Mixture,

INSTANT

ex-1

igged practice ship Salmon P.
irhor

_

The QciScy Adams Sawyer Kiss
Many will remember the talk of the “Ab
KiS8” 8ome years ago. Now it’s thi
‘Quincy Adams Sawyer” kiss.
James

Unclaimed letters remaining in the Bel
fast post office for the week ending July
15th: Ladies—Mrs. Mary L. Bryant, Mrs.
Hannah
W.
Farnham.
Gentlemen—
Percival W. Keen, F. W. Knowlton, Hugl
McDonald, YV. A. Rideout, G. C. T.

I

|

f
g

j

i

BASEMENT SALE NEXT WEEK.

I

Main Street, Belfast.

jj

—

__

CARLE & JONES,

\2 Storesj

EDUCATIONAL IEDALS.
fA paper read bv W. W. stetson on the evening
of .lulv 10, 1905, before the American Institute
of Instruction at Portland, Maine.]
INTRODUCTION.

This paper makes

exhaustiug

the

no

Subject.

pretentions

to

It is written

for tbe purpose of dropping bints and
noting the next things, as suggested by

a centre of culture where language,
literature, art, science, mathematics,
history and philosophy will be so taught
that vision shall not perish from the
earth or the Goethean type disappear

from the ranks of the scholar.
These things will be done, even if
some features savoring of the brutal,
now' given much prominence, are eliminated.
Such changes would so relieve official representatives of these institutions that they would be able to speak
of morals, manners and culture as
items of importance in other than halt-

present tendencies. The desire to help
the correction of errors which, ing phrase.
THE UNIVERSITY.
“though they may make the unskilful
The university will be reserved, in
laugh, cannot but make the judicious
the bright lexicon of choice spirits, for
grieve.”
those rare souls who are capable of givIDEALS.
world its winnowed wisdom.
When we become soured by a sense ing the
In its quiet cloisters these seekers
of our uselessness in this world and
after truth will have time to discover
realize our unfitness for the next, then
how much they don’t know and how
we write alleged witticisms on tbe unmuch of what they do know isn’t exwisdom of being hospitable to ideals.
so, and in the end, to become wise
Ages before Emerson’s day men hitch- actly
enough to sit at the feet of those who
ed their wagons to the stars.
“Long know
things they didn’t have to learn.
alter the youngest critic has died” the
METHODS AND DEVICES.
wise of earth will continue to use this
divine system of transportation.
The methods used will be so simple
The historian has written a record of in content and natural in application
the past, the annalist writes the hap- that the child will not lose sight of his
penings of the day, the prophet and the work in the haze manufactured by the
poet write the tiling that is to be. The instruction.
wisdom ot the seer and the ideals of
The devices invented will die with
the singer are more accurate than the the using and will not be born
again.
statistics ot their coadjutors.
Instead of devoting much time to
We are persuaded that ideals keep storing the minds of children with
the heart pure, the thought sane and facts and thus
robbing them of their
the act righteous.
individuality, the work will take such
When the better day has dawned the form as to help them to be creative inXew Education will come into its own. stead of imitative, independent instead
Then
of dependent and will seek to make the
indifferent different.
THE COMMUNITY
No method or device will be retained
will be scrupulous in paying a dollar for
which does not help the child to see
a dollar’s worth of service, to the end
that justice may be done and stealing that behind bis work there is a thought
and this inspiration will keep him from
cease.
The time server will find no oppor- becoming as wooden as the material
upon which he labors.
tunity to serve his time.
Many people are buoyed up by the
The doer will not toil in Arctic zones
of neglect or flatten his sails in tbe hope that the day will come when the
student of books, lovers of beauty,
calms of indifference.
Service will not waste its energies doers of things and the unclassifiab'le
It will he will receive that schooling which will
in seeking appreciation.
known that the recognizers of worth bring joy to themselves and benedicmakes exhibition of the supreme qual- tions to others.

CAMDEN.

KIDNEY _TR0UB1.ES
Increasing Among Women* Bnt
Sufferers Need Not Despair
THE BEST ADVICE IS FREE
Of all the diseases known, with which
the female organism is afflicted, kidney
disease is the most fatal, and statistics
show that this disease is on the increase
among women.

in

MANNERS. MOR AT.S AND RKI.TfilOV.

SCHOOL BOARDS.

The school board will consist of not
more than live members, each serving
for the number of years indicated by
the membership, one retiring and one
being elected each year.
To be eligible to these positions, candidates must possess honesty, capacity,
have bad

experience

in

atfairs,

have a

desire to serve^and must be controlled
by an intelligence which will lead them

to place the administration of the
schools iu the hands of the superintendent, except in the items of grounds,

buildings and supplies.

The school of the future will make it
easy for its student body to be observant of conventional forms.
It will not forget that it is more important for the child to love and do the
right than to know facts and have the
power training gives.
It will be settled that a school which
does not develop a reverence for the
Divine, devotion to duty, love of humanity and desire to live righteously
is as ghastly in its failure as it is unjustifiable in its existence.
ET

CETEKAS.

Those who are

responsible
Common consent will exclude prewill not be frightened when
adamitic teachers and pre-historic profession
candidates for public favor shout
members of other callings, so that the
nor will they be seduced by the
schools may not suffer from the mis- “fads,”
charletan who cries “lo, here” with his
feasance of persons compounded of infinal panacea.
AVhatever proves its
herited ignorance and acquired stupidworth will be retained and whatsoever
ity. It is not strange that such charac- vindicates its claim will be
accepted,
ters are “suspicious” of any improvewhile the worthless will go without a
ment that spells change and they confarewell.
tinue in themselves the blunders of the parting
The school will be encouraged in
past.
the
children from the enfeeblesaving
TH1-: SEPEKIXTExDENT.
ment incident to attempting work they
The superintendent will be endowed cannot do; to
llitting from one subject
with those qualities which mark the to another and getting little from each
thus
it
for
him
statesman,
making easy
and less from all, and from forming
to see his work in its proportions as
vagrant intellectual habits. Instead,
well as iu its details.
they will be permitted to live without
lie will welcome responsibility and books until
they can get good from
will not tlinch when charged with fail- their use. Then the school will
give
ures and, if credited with successes,
nurture to their powers at the time of
will not permit praises to till his hori- their
natural
and
thus
greatest
activity
zon.

lie will stand between injustice and
its victim and will not fail to give
merit its earned reward.
lie will be sane in counsel, righteous
:n judgment, responsive in sympathy
and inspiring in association.
f I is personality will pervade the system under his care and he will be its
head—in two senses—or he will become
a cipher without being a circle.
THE TEAC HER.

The teacher will know facts so well
that they will be a means of grace instead of exhausting burdens.
■She will so efface herself that the
child will be left alone with his problem and salvation.
By recognition or silence, by act or
refraining she will help each pupil to
see himself and do his best.
She will be one of the community she
serves and will do her share in promoting its welfare.
Iler work will find and leave her too
honest to receive a dollar without giving its equivalent.
THE COURSE OF STUDY.
The common school course of study
has been the dumping ground of some
things that are wise and many other
that are otherwise.
These inflictions have come from
people whose ambition plays havoc with
their judgment and who deceive themselves into thinking they think.
These errata cause much mischief by
being more anxious to be credited with

for the

make it possible for them to see, accumulate and use.
This treatment will replace anesthetized pupils with children capable of
feeling, thinking, acting, and, in the
meantime, the Germanic psychological
fog will have disappeared and American
pedagogical vagaries will have been forgotten and Domsie of Drumtochty will
have been installed as head master by a
unanimous vote in a universal referen-

dum.
We shall also cease our unsane efforts
to “enrich” the course of study by increasing the quantity of material prescribed and shall proceed to reduce the
list of topics and thus give the children
a chance to master the essentials and
develop that power which will permit
them to go alone and a-foot, if necessary.

Less time will be devoted-lb constructing school machinery and more will be
given to the boy for whose benefit it is
supposed to be installed and kept in
motion, so that moral fibre, intellectual power and physical vigor may result
and the school be saved from reducing
l.im

n

I,

D.

4-~

wheel.
Intelligent iconoclasts will demolish
the altars the routinists have erected,
and this will aid the saints in walking
toward the light and into the open.
The adult has caught glimpses of the
truth that life cannot be abundant unless the local investment is large. May
the child have a chance to learn that he
determines the beauty of the symphony
doing something than they are con- he hears and may he discover early that
cerned about having something done. the ecstacies of life are only possible in
They bring many grists, but manifest the quiet of isolation.
scant interest in the grinding.
For success to crown these efforts
Tlie course will be so formulated and the toilers must keep to their work and
taught that tlie pupil will be able to not stop to congratulate themselves on
read the forms used by the masters in successes. This will call for that enthusiasm which makes hard things
expressing their thought.
The instruction will help him to use easy and sinks self in the work to
skilfully that form of expression in which the elect give their lives.
which he can best make known his “This is
the gospel of labor, ring it ye bells
thinking.
of the kirk;
work
This
makes
The Lord of love came down from above
possible the
to live with the men who work.
mastery of the foundation studies,
furnishes opportunity to give needed This is the rose that he planted here in this
introductions to

cultural, forming and
refining branches and for imparting
stimulus to enter the next higher
school.

When needed changes are made, the
elementary school will once more have
a chance to be a common school and
will not assume or be burdened with
the work of more pretentious institutions.

serve as a

thorn cursed soil
Heaven may be blessed with perfect rest,
but the blessing of earth is toil.”

“And only the Master shall praise them,
and only the Master shall blame;
And no one shall work for money, and no
one shall work for fame;
Hut each for the joy of working, and each,
in his separate star,
Shall draw the Thing as he sees it, for the
God of Things as They are!”

THE HIGH SCHOOL.
A SURPRISE PARTY,
The high school will do the work of a
A pleasant surprise party may be given
secondary school and will not connive
at overloading or underestimating the to your stomach and liver, by taking a
medicine which will relieve their pain and
lower grades.
viz: Dr. King’s New Life I’ills.
It is hoped that somebody may live discomfort,
They are a most wonderful remedy., affordto read its emancipation proclamation ing sure relief and cure, for
headache,

and sec it freed from dictation from
above, as to its course of study.

it will devote itself to introducing
its student body to the sources of information and culture and persuade
them to continue their work in higher
institutions.
Above all, it will help
those who can go no farther, to do well
the work to which they set their hands
and develop a determination to con-

dizziness and constipation.

drug

store.

25c. at Moody’s

Teaching Dogs.
To teach a dog to down or charge he
must be placed in the proper position
with hind legs under the body and not
sprawling out at the side, nose flat on

the floor or ground between the forepaws. The trainer should keep him in
this position with one hand on his head,
training.
while he straddles the pupil’s body.
THE TRADE, INDUSTRIAL AND TECHNIThe word down or charge should be
CAL SCHOOLS.
repeatedly spoken, and whichever of
The trade, industrial and technical the two words be chosen must be rigidschools will conserve the power latent ly adhered to.—James Dixon in July
in pupils who must get their training Recreation.
and who are to make a livelihood from
a knowledge of and skill in the manipuNot a cent wanted, unless you are cured.
lation of material things.
If you are sick and ailing, take Hollister’s
They will prepare their students to Rocky Mountain Tea. A great blessing to
do the thing they can do best and find the human family. Makes you well—keeps
well. 35 cents, Tea or Tablets. R. H.
joy in doing it better than it has been you
done by any one else of equal capacity. Moody.
THE COLLEGE.
Builds up the system; puts pure, rich
bl ood in the veins; makes men and women
The college will recover from its strong and healthy. Burdock Blood Biteclectic spasms and will continue to be ters. fc At any drug store.
tinue, by themselves, their scholastic

BY

ALICE LENA COLE.
I.

This is the place
Of perfect beauty, even as a face
That time can neither mar nor change,
Nor absenoe render strange.
Afar I sight thee by thy purple brows
Admired of wandering prows.

And now the blue melts into living green
With violet lights between,—
Hills not too high uor keen
To be beloved. Oh, elsewhere have we seen
Cold barren crags on high,
Snow-fringed, and alien peaks that prick
the sky
Remote and isolate, but round all seas
Nothing to rival these!
And now the pier draws nigh,
Behind us fades away the foamy track
That to the world leads back,
Back to a struggling world, wherein the
race

Is to the swift, and even the victor’s palm
Is dusty; but the hills rise clean and calm.
The tide goes ebbing, ebbing down the

Belfast,

For Nervous Children
North Bucksport, Me., Oct. 30,1903.
Dear Sirs:—
I have used “L. F.” Bitters for about
two years and have found it very beneOne of my neighbors has a
ficial.
small boy who had a very nervous
trouble. “L. F.” has almost completely
cured him in a very short time.

UNDER THEIR

onl^

painful

eyes,

scalding urination, swelling
feet, swelling under the
uneasy, tired feeling in the

or

of limbs
an

or

the kidneys or notices a brickdust sediment in tne urine, she should
lose no time in commencing treatment
with Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, as it may be the means of
saving her life.
For proof, read what Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound did for Mrs.

region of

Sawyer.

f cannot express the terrible suffe.ing I
had to endure. A derangement of the female
organs developed nervous prostration and a
serious kidney trouble. The doctor attended
me for a year, but I kept getting worse, until
I was unable to do anything, and I made up
my mind I could not live. I finally decided
to try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound as a last resort, and X am to-duy a well
woman. I cannot praise it too highly, and I
tell every suffering woman about my case.”
Mrs. Emma Sawyer, Conyers, Ga.
Mrs. Pinkham gives free advice to
women ; address in confidence, Lynn,
Mass.

ledge,

PAVILIONS

OF

NATIONS

A SUPER-SPLENDID PAGEANT REFLEX OF HEHOIC His
TOR7 Introducing Upon Sumptuous Triumphal Floats and Noblest «
Counterparts of the Greatest Warriors and Rulers of the Past and Preser.* M
Regally Accoutered and Arrayed in Splendidly Accurate Facsimiles of the .\r:
Eras.

of Their

THE VERY CREAM OF EARTH’S GREAT CI1U
THE WORLD’S MOST WONDROUS BAREBACK
TRIANS, Saddle Sensationalists—Manege Marvels—Revolutions and Rev.
ing. Delicate Riding—The Handsomest of Horses—The Greatest of Artists.

/ >/ s
E&l i<

K

j
~~

J

FOR PILES,
ONE APPLICATION BRINGS RELIEF.
SAMPLE MAILED FREE.

4t Druggists, 25 cents, or mailed.
Humphreys’Medicine Co., Cor. William and John

Streets, New York.

in.

have left the sea behind,
The uneasy heart-throb of the tide,
Over the peaceful lake to ride,
And the shores close in from hill to hill;
But thought, that will not pause nor bide,
Speeds on o’er meadows waving in the wind,
Thro’ thickets haunted by the whip-poor-

Nay,

we

will,

To an ancient wood with balsam-breathing
sod.
No sound nor ripple of motion anywhere
In all the amber air
Where the great pines go climbing straight
to God
And there is no more hath been or shall be,—

NERVOUS
Vital

Thick-sown with islands green ;
Vague on the shore-line far away,
Bluehill and rare Castine,
And yonder Mount Desert, the island queen.
Tinged by the azure mile on mile;
Here Isle au Haul, glaneing with opal

sheen,

Fair Islesboro, and Vinalhaveu’s isle.
While south from Rockland’s harbor bar.
Past Owl’s Head light, prompt as the even-

ing star,
Lo, many a bird-winged barge,
Slow gliding down the misty ocean-marge.
How the Birds Multiply When Their Nests Forget the sea! If once the brow be wet,
Are Protected.
If once the cheeks be scourged with stinging spray,
The National Association of the Au- Who shall
the sea forget?
dubon Society has
leased Metinic Wine is this mountain-air, but tang of its
Green isle for the purpose of protectwine
ing the colony of medrics which exists The sharp breath of the brine.
there. Metinic Green isle has a surv.
face of about ten acres and is located As we go down, the tide comes pouring in.
about a quarter of a mile from the Like a pent river, when it fiuds release.
island of Metinic, being a part of the And from the deep trembles an echo thin;
1 am bitter, and beneath the sky
kingdom owned and ruled by Willis “Behold,
No peace nor rest have I,
Snow of Bocklaud.
the gift of peace,”—
When the Association first directed Only
A voice rising above the ocean din,
its attention to this little patch of Louder than Joy or Sorrow, Strife or Sin.
ledge and verdure the medrics were
VI.
The
comparatively scarce there.
Melodious axes ring
mantle of protection which the Au- Beside the
pier, music of steel on wood,
dubonists threw over the isle has been And
merrily the brown-armed builders
respected by fishermen and hunters,
sing,
with the result that there are now Knowing their work is good.
The ship is all but done at last.
about 4,000 of the birds.
Mr. Snow visited the island, a few Strong for its first adventure with the vast;
A giant pine tree, true and straight,
days ago, and says that it is almost im- Uprises
one tall mast,
possible to move around without step- And now
slowly swing its mate
ping into the nests, which contain from Beside it, they
and the tide is at the flood.
one to live eggs each.
The birds take Again our boat ploughs up the olive brine
flight at the approach of a human be- In one pale furrow, and again
ing, but hover over the island making The dolphin-craft, veering upon the vane,
Points seaward, and we go,
a discordant racket beside which a boiler factory sounds as if somebody was Long gazing back, until the mountains grow
From out their verdure to one magio line
pressing the soft pedal. There are five Of crumpled blue. Farewell, beloved place.
sheep on the island and they are evi- To be remembered, not for some brief space,
dently accustomed to the medric mel- But even as a mother’s face,
ody for they have fattened and look That time can never mar nor change,
Nor absence render strange.
real contented.
The medric is a little larger thau a —Atlantic Monthly for July.
plover and smaller thau a dove, but has
A Matron'* Opinion.
larger wings thau the latter and is a
Mrs. M. J. Rutau, matron of the Florence
more graceful bird.
Its plumage is
Home
for Children, says:
Crittenton
smoky white, which contrasts strange- “There
is nothing equals Comfort Powder
ly with its bill of orange color, ft is a for chafing,
eczema,
prickly heat and all
migrating bird, coming to this climate skin soreness. We use it with perfect satin the middle of May, and starting on isfaction.
It is truly a healing wonder.”
its southward flight in September, hav- All druggists in Belfast sell Comfort Powing in this respect about the same der.
tastes as our summer visitors who wear
rMrdrra'TDiwc IT1
even finer plumage.
One of the components of this interesting colony is the poll-neck or laugh- Executive Committee, K. A. Supports Supreme Council in Increasing; Kates.
ing gull, which is a little larger thau
the medric, and if anything noisier.
The executive committee of the RoyThe night heron also visits the King- al Arcanum has reaffirmed the action
dom of Metinic. This bird is said to go of the
supreme council of the order in
as far south as Brazil in the pursuit of
rearranging the schedule of rates, to
its winter resort.
which there has been so much opposition.
nvni r il vp nuiiRi v
The report just issused, says in part:
“1 knew no one, for four weeks, when 1
“The perpetuity of the order demands
was sick with typhoid and kidney trouble,”
that no makeshift or temporary expediwrites Mrs. Annie Hunter of l’ittshurg,
Pa., “and when I got better, although I had ent be adopted, but that the whole orone of the best doctors 1 could get, I was der should at once be put on a permabent double, and had to rest my bands on nent and enduring basis, providing sufFrom this ficient funds to carry the Royal Arcamy knees when I walked.
terrible affliction 1 was rescued by Electric num for all time and meet the obligaHitters, which restored my health and tions. This has been done.
strength, and now I can walk as straight as
“Since 1901 this committee has given
ever.
They are
simply wonderful.”
Guaranteed to cure stomach, liver and the most careful and painstaking conkidney disorders; at R. H. Moody’s drug sideration to the whole matter. It examined the statistics and workings of
store; price 50c.
other fraternal orders and companies
Mother Love of the Loon.
doing business in this country. It consulted many of the most skilled in solvOnce and only once, I caught a young ing such problems. It found, in detail,
Northern diver. It was in July in the from Royal Arcanum experience, the
Laurentians in a little lake far back in precise cost of Royal Arcanum protecthe forest-covered hills—loons always tion, and
apportioned that cost among
nest on small islands in lakes, never the different
ages fairly and justly,
foxes
can
where
get at the eggs or with due regard to the rights of every
The
birds
at
first
are coal
young.
member, old or young.
black. The one 1 took was the size of
“It combined its conclusions and
a pigeon, and it took me twenty minuopinions in a report to the supreme
tes to get it. When pursued the little council, made as the result of four
fellows make for the open deep water,
years’ work and investigation. That
never skulk among the weeds, and rely
report, after the fullest examination
entirely upon their wonderful diving and discussion was adopted.
You can only catch them
powers.
“No increase in the rates could be
when they are very young and on a made without creating
hardship someperfectly calm day when you can see where. Had our condition not been
them the instant they come up.
such as to make some radical change a
I followed the bird up so quickly that vital
necessity not a vote in the suI was always near when it rose and by
preme council would have been cast in
shouting and brandishing the paddle, favor of the present law. The responfrightened it into diving before it had sibility was there and had to be met.
regained its wind. At length it could
“The executive committee since the
not dive more than a foot or two below supreme council
adjourned has had bethe surface, and then I caught it in my fore it various
protests, tables, rates
hand. It was savage and seasick in the and remedies suggested by various discanoe.
The mother kept near it from satisfied members. All such rates and
first to last, swam round the canoe call- remedies and very many others were
most
ing
plaintively the while, the note considered by the committee during the
being Whe-ou-ou-ou; quite distinct long search and investigation.
from the usual mocking laugh Ha-ha“No one of them would collect suffiha-ha! Ha-ha-ha-ha! I paddled the lit- cient money to perpetuate the order, to
tle loon about a mile and then put it make it last for all time, and the comoverboard very gently and the mother mittee now reaffirms, as absolutely corled it off in triumph.—Graham West in rect and incontrovertible, its concluJuly Recreation.
sions as set forth in its report to the
supreme council.”

and

Prostra-

tion from overwork and other

Humphreys’ Homeopathic Specific No. 28, in use
over 40 years, the only successful remedy. $1 per vial, or special package for serious cases, $B.
causes.

Sold

A HOST OF CLOWNS THAT CATER TO A NATION,

by Druggists, or seat prepaid on receipt of prlc&

Humphreys1

IV.

From Battle’s tower
Forget the sea?
today,
Below me spreading flat and far
Like a blue map, I saw Penobscot Bay,

DEBILITY,

Weakness

Med. Co., William & John Sts., N. Y«

Whose Inimitable Burlesques of Popular Games, Prominent People’s Fa'
Fools and Follies Make Folks Fall Off their Seats.

_

and

cliildren are troubled with worms,#
treated for something else. A few doses of

FORCED TO STARVE.
B. F. Leek, of Concord, Ky., says: “For
20 years I suffered agonies, with a sore on
my upper lip, so painful, sometimes, that 1
could not eat. After vainly trying everything else, 1 cured it with Bucklen’s
Arnica Salve." It’s great for burns, cuts
and wounds.
At K. 11. Moody’s drug
store; only 25c.
“1 suffered for months from sore throat.
Eclectric Oil cured me in twenty-four
hours.” M. S. Gist, Hawesville, Ky.

Surprising

Most

worms?

Worth Their

I

(Many

of

Many

Specie-

Cute, Cunning and Curious Antics to Charm the Children.
The Animal Stars of All Arenas. A Monster Motley Assemblage of Wondrous

■

Dr. True’s Elixir

Beasts

;

j

.t.

In

THE

will expel wormsif they exist, and provea valu- ■
able tonic if there are no worms. 35c at druggists. ■
1
DR. J. F. TRUE A CO., Auburn, Me.

COMING

Weight

OF

In Gold to a

Weary

AND

ALPHA

Wags

World.

OMEGA

DARE-DEVIL RIVALRY ABOVE A YAWNIN6 DEATH TRAP
Flying Awheel Across a Dizzy Gap of Fifty Feet.
THIS FEARSOME MID-AIR FIGHT FOR FAME Wh
Bravest Gasp and Tremble, Which Submerges Applause in Awe-Struck Ad i..
Wonderful Beyond the Power of Words.
Prodigious Beyond Photograph or 1
Event of Supernatural Sensation.

GULLS AT METINIC.

THE DIAMOND CURE.
The latest news from Paris, is, that they
have discovered a diamond cure for consumption. If you fear consumption or
I pneumonia, it will, however, be best for
| you to take that great remedy mentioned by
W. T. McGee, of Vanleer, Tenn. “1 had a
I cough, for fourteen years. Nothing helped
I me, until I took Dr. King’s New Discovery
for Consumption, Coughs and Colds, which
gave instant relief, and effected a permanent cure.”
Unequalled quick cure, for
Throat and Lung Troubles.
At R. H.
Moody’s drug store; price 50c. and $1.00,
guaranteed. Trial bottle free.

TRIBUNAL

THE

HUMPHREYS’
WITCH HAZEL
OIL ::::::

flight

Warming the eggs beneath her breast,
May watch on the horizon’s edge—

WATERPROOF

THE PARAGON OF RADIANT, ROMANTIC REALISM

Once more the turnpike will I take,
That, built above the lake,
Winds round the base of old Megunticook,
With rugged pictures that dissolve and pass
One after one,—an amethystine mass
Of cliff, dark trees, gray boulders poised in
Down to a field of grass,
Or where the sweet blue waters break,
And on the height seen for a moment, look !
A slender cross of white,
Where the bird hangs her nest,
And from her niche, safe in the granite

DAYS

NEW GREATEST ALL FEATURE SHOWS

Eases nerve pressure by nature’s
A healthy liver and well
own method.
regulated bowels. You can depend
upon “L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters, 3S
cents at all stores.

ii.

early and correct treatment is
the patient seldom survives
when onoe the disease is fastened upon
her. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound is the most efficient treatment for kidney troubles of women,
medicine especially
and is the
prepared for this purpose.
When a woman is troubled with pain
or weight in loins, backache, frequent,

HAPPY

Aoraa of Anlmala, Acts, Antics and Attractions. Room for Ten Th0
sand to Enjoy a Thousand Ravels.

truly,
MRS. JEDEDIAH SEAVEY,
Yours

And on the vane the dolphin veers apace,
To point me to the land.

Unless

HUGE

The FRANK A. ROBBINS

strand,
Leaving a gaunt-ribbed hull far up the sand,

applied

oft
juiv
Jr

WEDNESDAY,

of “L. F.”

Teaspoonful

A
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REPRODUCTION OF A TRIUMPHAL FETE IN TOKIO
Introducing

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of July, A. D. 1905.

A

ALL THE MOST

AN
"

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belthe 11th day of July, 1905. S.B.Merrithew, administrator on the estate of Saphronia
P. Staples, late of Stockton Springs, in said County, deceased, having presented his final account
of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County
that all persous interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, ou the 8th day
of August next, aud show cause, if any
they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

J
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WILLIAM A. LASS LI i an
in the County of Who
bonds as the law directs. A
; rf
mands against the est.it'desired to present the > c
:
all indebted thereto are i\ ;n<.
ment immediate.v.
A NNETL 1
Burnham. June 13, 1H1
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\ DMIMSTRATOL S Nol'll 1
ire : hat la
A hereby gives
poiuted administratoi .•! the
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aHERBERT STEVENS
in the County ot Waldo, deo i-<
bouds as the law ilnects. A ;
-ai
mands against the estate
sired to present the -ame t
indebted thereto are requi ste«

I

j

\

>

immediately.

j

FRANK

I
$

Unity, Juno 13, 1905.

j

NOTICE. The?
he has been
of the last will and testan

I!iEXECUTORS
gives notice that

?

executor

I

EASTMAN CLAitK, late
jCounty of Waldo decent
a
directs.
as
the
law
having demands against the estie
ceased are desired to present the
ment, and all indebted thereto an
make payment immediately to Ja
of Searsport. Me., my authorized a.
JOHN
Winsted, Conn., June 13,
in the
bonds

?
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At a Probate Court lielil at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of July, A. D. 1905.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will ahd testament of Charles E. Jones, late
of Winterport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

ance.

I

A

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inby causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that
they appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be proved, approved aud al- j
terested

held at Bel-

Probate,
the 11th dayjof July, 1905. Abby
WALDO
fast,
the
of Hazel
McKeen, administratrix
on

estate

McKeen, late of Belfast, in said County, deceased,
having presented her first and final account of

administration of said estate for allowance.

lowed.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

A true copy.

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8tb
day of August next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltike, Register.

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
July, A. D. 1905.

Probate, held at Bel-

on

Parker,
ney, late of

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican
Journal, published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of August next,at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltike, Register.

:

j

Belfast, within aud
the 11th day of

on

Loren H.
BUTLER, guardian
Butler of Monroe, in said County of Waldo,
a
for
a license I
having presented petition praying
to sell at public or private sale and convey certain
real estate of said ward, described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
3rder to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 8th day of August. A. D. 1905,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not he granted.
of

ALANSON

the 11th day of July, 1905.
WALDO
fast,
executor of the last will of

A

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge,
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P.Hazeltise, Register.

Is the title of
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Write u
and crops included.
FREE copy.
If you want to get a quick sa,
our free description blanks.
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E. A. STROUT FARM AGIN

certain instrument, purporting to bo the last !
will and testament of Sebra Crooker, late of
Stockton Springs, in said County of Waldo, de- ;
ceased, having been presented for probate.

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th day
of August next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltike, Register.

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Mehitaole Wentworth,
late of Waldo, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.

1

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of July, A. D. 1905.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, ou the second Tuesday
of July, A. D. 1905.

our illustrated cat...
fully describing hundred.j making farms; many having

j!

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within aud for said County, on the second Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not he proved, approved anti allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Chas. r. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO

Wm. E.
Betsey Kenin
said
County,
deceased,
Winterport,
having presented Ins first account of administratiou of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published iu Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast, on the 8th day
of August next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should uot be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest
Chas. P. Hazeltike, Register.

gfennutsBapnui

A

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 11th day of July, 1905. Rhoda
C. Taylor, executrix of the last will of Charles
Taylor, late of Unity, in said County, deceased,
having presented her first account of administration of said estate for allowance.

SS.—In Court of

A DMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE.

rraoK

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th day
of August next, and show cause, if any they
have, wny the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltike, Register.

on

5

A hereby gives notice that
appointed admiuisiru: ri\ 'it

why

count of administration ol said estate for allow-

SS.—In Court of

j

MORNING MARDIGRAS-PARADE

A

Probate, held at Bel-

s

*"

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Statiia R. Keene, late
of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to ail persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weens successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, within ami for said County, on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Chas. P. H^zeltink, Register.

Seekens, executor of the last will of Isaac B.
Seekens, late of Swanville, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and final ac-
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The Colossus of all the Camel d;

"

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of July A. D. 1906.

on
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JERUSALEM.

Full-Grown Elephants.

—

WALDO
fast,

juiy,

HISTORY

MILLENNIUM

ANIMAL

4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last
i*. will ami Testament of Jones S. Davis, late >f
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons
Interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazei.tink, Register.

of the cli ck before noon, and show cause
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition
er should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
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EDUCATED TITANTIC AND TINIEST WILD AND DO**WILD BEASTS.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of July A. D. 1905.

at teu

uay

MARVELOUSLY

A GIANT FREE

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a
copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively iu
The Republican Journal, a newsi aper published
at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within ami for said
County, on the 8th day of August, A. I). 1905

11m
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A Furor

ACTING

JUMBO

Than Most

lateral inheritance tax, the persons interested in
the succession thereto and the amount of the tax
thereon, may be determined by the Judge of Probate.

uie

The F

of Fleet, Flashing, Flying Finishes, wn
Watch with Breathless Interest, and which Horsemen Pronounce Incompara?;:

SB.

ou

HIPPODROMES OF

GREAT

Resplendent Rivalry.

In

MERRITHEW, administrator of the estate
of Saphronia P. Staples, late of Stockton
•
Springs, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that the actual
market value of the property of said deceased
now iu his hands subject to the paunent of col-

tasL,

Troupe of Gymnasts.

THE H1GH CIASS CIRCUITS OF OUR CESTUI,

Belfast, within and
ou the 11th day of

0.

Mikado

Great C:rcus Rings and Olympian Elevated Stage L nites

THE

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successvely in The Republican
Journal, published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within aud for said County, ou the second Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved,approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
f'HAS. P. Hazeltine, Register.

SS.—In Court of

Our

ing

bate.

U/ALDO

Royal

The Aerial Sensations Recognized From Every Throuo.
Beautiful, Bewitching Bicycle Prodigies, The Coliseum Race c,

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament and codicil thereto of

Cyrus True, late of Searsport, iu said County of i
Waldo, deceased, having been presented f jr pro- I

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
July, A. L). 1905.

the Great and Onlv

Athletic Art. Brought from the Capitals of Kings. Composing the Champ'
Country. The Agile Eminence of The Far East and West.

of

150 Nawau

St., N. V. Tremont Temple

M. S.

STILES, A Kent. Brook-

J

Key West
RIVAL
Best lOc. CIGAR
Has been
—

the market 12 years. 1.
sales constantly increasing.

on

WHY ?

They have

^

MERIT
j

BEST DEAI.KRS EVERY WLIEKE
GEO. S. HAKlilS A CO.
Distributor*
Boston, I>1

GASOLINE
MARINE MOTORS.
The

old

re

Moto'!

Mianus

outsold all otha.
At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
July, A. D. 1905.

Belfast, within and
the 11th day of

on

E. CLARKE, named as trustee under the
last will of Eastman Clark, late of Prospect,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that said appointment
may be continued and that letters of trust issued
to him according to law.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give uotice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 8th day of August, A. D. 1905,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltise, Register.
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makes

in Maine

for 1903-1904 anfl
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now. better

than ever.
on farms as

water.
Both phones

MIANUS MOTOR WORKS,
B. D. Thorndike, Man’g Portland Brancr

* Defense of Marconi.
editor of Tiie Journal: I
ad an interesting letter in your
Inly 13th, under the heading “A
on Vale of Dr. Lee DeForest.”
riean, I must sympathize with
ir his attempt to support Atnerbut,as a college man, I can not
\ countenance misleading statein attempt to allot credit where
belongs. We of America, and
> college men, should be only
to cry the glories of whornsoat1 his part to enhance practical
tl science, even it there were no
iUinanity as in the case of Wireiphy. Your columus have aldevoted to two communications
ect, but I do not hesitate to adletter to you regardless of
not it may find space in your

■

:
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gainsaying that Dr. DeForest
of credit for the persistent
which he has applied himself to
■

"

g

d Wireless Telegraphy and for
liich he has added to the sum
uiwledge upon this subtle but

subject.
contributor should have apself of the fact that Marconii
leniably to first to convince the
practicability of wireless, has
d is now using a receiver tout from his first invention and
he can receive messages at the
:emired words per minute or as
■sages can be transmitted with
of accuracy whether by wirea
re system. Furthermore, this
paratus is capable of doing its
: > as part of a multiplex syster refers to the use of a telelotion with the DeForest reat

trains,

only

the

sent continuously from Key
icago, a distance of 1800 miles,
of the fact that the utter failservice to do its work has reiabandonment and the disthe stations? In contrast, is
Fiat tlie Marconi system is conling messages over distances
on miles and with old
apparashortly to he replaced with
cts and instruments of at least
power of those which have aesueli remarkable results?
.instigate the question of the
-ported failing at the time that
ran aground and discover that

complete stories in hand at
at of sending the items to sea
hour later, they might be able to

■

ucirtiiB

hi

a

given stury.

state the facts in regard to the
lie Marconi Company indirectly
mien with the infringement case?
•t

not from the original de'"to but from those rulings of the
li were not decided in Marconi’s
li st
Rather a decided difference,
: think?
it is hardly essential to
all of us are aware that court
■attain a number of counts coverpoints and that, in drawing up a
a effort is made to make it comat some counts should be stricken
"ineedent with usual court rulleeision on the main and all enfactors, however, was in favor
1
as but a casual reading of the
sion as handed down will confair minded man.
op takes the trouble to communithe Navy Department at Washwill learn that the government
id

was

1

■

'meriting with several wireless
which is quite different from the
1
that the government has adopted
"rest system.
As to the London
tig the J)p Forest system for reRie

Russo-Japanese

war, none of
dismiter than one hundred miles and
probably a dozen wireless systems
1 'I and would
produce satisfactory
ver such a short space,
nclusion, it is undeniable that the
’"■I system is an American
product
may be that, in time, it will possess
Med merit, but ought we not to ac'■
undeniable facts which go to show
litre,mi is still the premier in the field
■less telegraphy even if it grates upon
/
American conceit?
"ages were transmitted over a

Respectfully yours,
Vork, July

James L. Knox.
H, 1905.

oastoria.
The Kind Von Have Always

the

Bought

of

,''

lifrrp

you sick?
Headache, foulaPPet>t.e, lack energy, pain in

are

,no

Hollister’s
I;. 'tomach, constipation.
j,mountain Tea will make you well
..

teep

you well. 35 cents.

R. H.

Moody.

[

On the principle that misery loves
we may be pardoned for excompany,
RnrSnw
our pleasure in the assurance
HelIe " Reynolds
pressing
oetition fr;,rgJJard'^n’
" lleense t0 seI1
real estat
that other Maine cities have their
issued™
In Biddeford and
canine troubles.
E‘ Claik- Rnox ; Harris t
F
Saco there are probably two dozen dogs
appointed executrix.
as watch dogs, and
Estate of John
Stevens, Unity; Annie M that are of value
Morse appointed
thirty-odd that are valuable as pets and
administratrix.
Estate of Louise J.
Brier, Belfast: Georgi innocuous as dogs. The other three
F-«r.er appointed administartor.
thousand seven hundred and sixty-eight
Estate of l arish L.
Strout, Belfast; peti- contribute something to municipal
presented.
^“JP^tration
treasuries in the form of taxes, serve
°na
Montville; Jud- as an excuse for the employment of a
son FHtM»ifi o
S0S ** al ?PP0111ted administrator.
officer, testify not infrequently to
Ai%i5itT>«LLou,8a.G- Porter» Winterport dog
the poverty of their owners, chase predA!lr®d p°rt*r appointed administrator.
Roberts- minor, Brooks atory cats for exercise and hunt fleas
n?»St»0nH.ovfy
Hattie
A. Roberts appointed
and bay at the moon when there is
guardian.
Estate of William L. Ilowe,
In most Maine
Lincolnville: nothing else to do.
petition for allowance granted
cities life would be better worth the
Estate of Daniel Wentworth, Knox :
petition for allowance granted.
living if the dog population could be
reduced at least one-half.—Biddeford
Estate of Mary 1. Carr,
Belfast; petition Journal.
for allowance granted.
Estate of John T. Owens, Belfast ; guardian’s bond filed.
Enforcement in Hancock County.
Jr

Erfc?b

The best known guide to married happiis to hold the husband as yon won tae
lover—by cheerfulness of disposition, patience and keeping your youthful looks.
Of course a great many women are handicapped by tnose ills to which women are
heir.
The constantly recurring troubles
whieh afflict her are apt to cause a sour
disposition, nervousness and a beclouded
miad.
Dr. R. V. Pierce, the specialist in woman’s
diseases, of Buffalo, N. Y after a loop experience in taaating such diseases, found
that certain roots and herbs made into
a liquid extract, would help the
majority
of cases. This he oalled Dr. Pieroe^s Favorite Prescription. Thousands of women
have testified to its merits, and it is pat
up in shape to be easilv procured and
is sold by all medicine dealers. This is
a potent tonic for the
womanly system.
80 much faith has Dr. Pierce in its merits
that he offers $500 reward for any case of
Leucorrhea, Female Weakness, Prolapsus,
or Falling of Womb,
which he cannot
cure.
All he asks is a fair and reasonable
trial of his means of cure.
Mrs. T. Dolan, of Madrid, Perkins Co., Nebr.,
writes WI was cured of painful periods by the
nee*

of Dr. Pierce's Favorite
and
his Compound Rptraei of Smart-Weed. I think
Dr. Fierce * medicines the Best in the world."

Prescription,

use

"

Favorite Prescription
makes weak
strong, sick women well. Accept
ror
no substitute
the medicine which works
wonders for weak women.
4
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser is sent free on receipt of stamps to
Send 21
pay expense of mailing only
one-cent stamps for the paper covered
book, or 31 stamps for the cloth bound
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, 063
volume
Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
women

SPECIAL

HEADQUARTERS

Christian Endeavor and

Sunday School Assoeiations May Build.
It is counted remarkable that two
schemes for the erection of headquarters buildings should have been started
at practically the same time. One is
for the United Society of Christian Endeavor, to be built in Boston, as a testimonial to Rev. Dr. Francis E. Clark,
and the other headquarters for the International Sunday School Work.
The latter is the scheme of W. II.
Hartshorn, chairman of the International Executive Committee, and he
modestly brought it forward at Toronto.
It was well received, but laid over
for three years. No city was mentioned toi its location, but it was assumed
that either Boston or New York would

be chosen.
The

Christian Endeavor
building
seems more assured.
It is purposed to
undertake at once the raising of funds
for it. Opposition to it is, however,
already in the air.
Nobody asserts
that it is Dr. Clark's plan.
Indeed it is
known that he is opposed to it, in so
far as it is to be a testimonial to him.

■

ive

Fran

Question.

According to a Maine newspaper this year
the peel of bark in eastern Maine will be
small compared with that of other years.
But judging from local indications the bark
of the canine will be greatly increased in
volume and duration.—Belfast Kepublican
Journal.

■

■

contributor realize the cost of
etins daily aboard ship? At a
! vventy-five cents
per word for ail
•er printed and with hut a limited
•r the papers in contrast to the
great paper in a city, is it any
at the messages are indeed brief?
iml the Associated Press do not

Unity;

administrator.
LVilatte^rPt0IUited
f * rede,iek
Robie Reynolds,

■

.positionat Portland, Oregon.

The Dog

t

■

■

COURT._

Estate of Herbert
Stevens,

Church leaders are openly saying that a
Christian Endeavor endowment is a
dangerous as well as an unnecessary
thing. These leaders say, and some
Christian Endeavor trustees agree,
that Endeavor is no longeron the up
grade. There Is a definite movement
among the denominations for a federation of young people’s societies, and
actually transmitted but failed this
movement, the leaders say, would
through clerical error after render the
present Endeavor organiza■f the hands of the Marconi tion needless.
The arguments in favor of buildings
n of the De Forest system by
are the usual ones of rent saving and
and Alton railroad may be so greater permanency.
ws items to that effect appeared
OASTORIA.
Nothing has been heard of Bears the
Kind You Have Always Bought
/f
-ince. To avoid the drawing of
t inference, however, I beg to

".itributor's attention to the fact
: aph operator lias been carried
"Twentieth Century Limited”
York Central for years and that
> messages while the train is
fastest speed. A connection is
rails instead of over wires,but
presumed that such a service
effective as wireless. The fact
not been generally adopted is
evidence that the game is not
■indie. Mayhap the Chicago Aie seeking certain advertising
n with their tours to the Lewis

PROBATE

A. Lassell, Burnham ;
An'neJfV "'"jam
appointedadministratrix

difficulty

Marconi experienced in producving device was in combining
tomatie recorder so that the
ciaver
attachment might be
ill. From the first the Marconi
1 a telephone receiver, but the
was found to be subject to err
ling and an automatic recorde
Marconi still utilizes a tele•er in conjunction with the auider whenever desirable. The
order will record waves of
indication that the surest huI never detect them.
So much
•native progress made by MarForest.
; ibutor
states that messages

_

Following is an abstract of the businesi
of the Probate Court
for Waldo count;
July term, 1905:

Telegraphy.

Letter on Wireless

.,.H

HOW TO HOLD A HUSBAND.

The

Cattle Situation.

State assessor, Hon. George Pottle,
reports a very unsatisfactory cattle situation in Maine. Horses are the only stock
that have increased in numbers the last
year, from a total of 130,000 to 140,000. The
number of cows has fallen off 1,500, and
oxen 1,000.
These figures merely show the
tendency to decrease which is still going on.
Sheep do not seem to have fared uncommonly well under the present high tariff,
contrary to the predictions of Dingley supporters. A falling oft is noted for thirteen
years, and this year there was a decrease
of no less than 20,000. Mr. Pottle says:
“We find that this falling off' among all
kinds of stock except horses has gone on in
ratio which gives ns to undera steady
stand that the end is nut yet. We have no
reason to suppose .that there will beany
abrupt change for the better. There is a
steady decrease. From 1892 up to a little
more than one year ago there had been a
steady increase in cows. The tide has
turned since then as you can see by the
figures that I have given you.” No reason
is given and no remedy suggested. The
matter seems to be one that the State
Grange might consider and act upon with
good effect.—Rockland Opinion.

Estate of Charles F. Cobbett, Belfast petition for allowance granted.
Estate of Ellen A-. Murch, Unity ; petition
for allowance granted.
Estate of Hannah B. Ford,, Nearsport
warrant and inventory filed.
Estate of Elvira F. Armstrong, Belfast
warrant and inventory filed.
Estate of John Bassler, Burnham; warrant and inventory filed.
Estate of James F. Knowltou, Belfast
warrent and inventory filed.
Estate of Amos Stickney, Brooks: warrent and inventory filed.
Estate of Charlotte W. Edmunds, Unity
warrent and inventory filed.
Estate of Annie R. Crockett, Stockton
Springs ; warrent and inventory filed.
Estate of Manly Ellis, Monroe; ivarrent
and inventory filed.
Estate of Eastman Clark, Prospect: warrent and inventory filed.
Estate, nf Loren TT

Wrong

in Part, at Least.

The Waterville .Sentinel “does not believe that Kennebec, Sagadahoc. York,

Somerset, Piscataquis, Penobscot, Washing-

ton, Waldo and Aroostook counties should
be permitted to openly carry on the liquor
business merely because the sheriffs of
those counties are Republicans.”
Tlie liquor business is not being carried
on openly
iu Aroostook or Washington
counties and has not been so carried on for
six months in any part of Washington
county and for nearly two years iu Aroostook. The other counties we do not know
so much about, but the .Sentinel is mistaken
in regard to these two.—Machias Union.
The Sentinel is also mistaken as to Waldo
County. Sheriff Carleton and his deputies
are doing all that is in their power to
suppress the liquor traffic, as the frequent
searches, seizures and convictions reported
in our columns testify'.
For Over Sixty Years
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
iu every part of the world. Tweuty-fivc
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.

Aroostook’s Potato

Shipments.

The Rangor & Aroostook railroad has
completed its shipment of potatoes from ths
1904 crop in Aroostook county with a total
of 0,693,012 bushels as against a total ol
5,341,735 bushels last year, from the 190J
crops, which was the largest ou recordThis year’s shipments therefore are 1,351,
877 bushels iu excess of the record ship,
ments of last year.

WE

tlm

amntVurrinrr

The most careful and

food.

it does not contain

“What’s more, when I get thirsty I drink
Moxie in preference to anything else I have
in the fountain.”

$2. jo per

case; 25 cents per

at all fountains.

bottle; 5 cents per glass

a

HEAL&WOOD,

used in

painting.

Oil anil alter June 5, 1905. trains
connecting
Burnham and Waterville with through trains
for and from Banger, Waterville. Portland and

at

Boston, will

AM

Knox .17

Thorndike. 7
Unity. 7
Burnham, arrive.,. 8
Clinton.. 8
8
Benton.
Bangor. .11

Also

Portland.12 05

ALL KINDS

Woodenware,
~jf=Xo\v
before pur-

is the time to

call,

as we

WORK.

CEMETERY
have a

Maine.

Belfast,

Said company agrees to reserve space for one
at the top of all the above poles for telephone, tire alarm and police signal wires, owned
by the city and used for municipal purposes.
Said poles to be erected under the supervision of
such officers as said city may designate.
Following are the streets and highways above
referred to:
Belmont road, from Congress street to Belmont
town line.
Cross roads, leading from Belmont road to the
farms of Horace Chenery and V. L. Hall, and
from Belmont road to residence of M. S. Wood.
Waldo avenue, from residence of A. E. Turner
to residence of J. N. Burgess.
Poor’s Mills road, from Waldo avenue to the
Morrill town line.
Cross road, from Poor’s Mills road to the farm
of H. H. Wentworth.
Cross road, from Poor's Mills road to the farm
of W. A. Banks.
Cross road, from Poor’s Mills road to the farm
Cassius Hamilton.
By FRANCIS A. HOUSTON.
General Manager.

DUPLEX ROLLER

Telephone
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DIVISION.

SUMMER SERVICE.—Six Trips

a

Week

to Boston.

MASII RnPU RT Ta INTS
Are ail that

MONEY, MODERN APPLIANCES, PURE

STOCK and EXPERIENCE

make them.

can

LEAP and ZINC composition gives
the greatest
are

cept

no

land, daily. exeeptSunday, at 4.30 r. m.
For Searsport and Hampden, Tue-aluy", Thursdays and Sundays at 7.45 a. m.
For Bueksport. Winterport and Bangor daily,
except Monday, at 7.45 \. m., or upon arrival of

them

possible COVERING POWER, and they

GUARANTEED

paints made.

Their

to

Ask for

steamer from Boston.

be the most ECONOMICAL

MASURY’S

KJSTl'KNINU.

and ac

other.

MASON &. HALL, Agents, Belfast.

£ From Boston daily, except Sunday, at 5 i\ m. I
From Rockland, via Camden, daiiv, except
Monday, at 5.30 a. m.
From Hampden and Searsport Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
From Bangor, via Winterport and Bueksport,
daily, except Sundays, at 1.30 e. m.
All cargo, except live stock, via the steamers
of this company i* nsured against fire and marine risk.

FRED W.

POTE, Agent,Belfast

CALVIN AUSTIN,
Vice President and Oen’l Manager, Boston

HOLLISTER'S

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets
A
Medioine
for Busy People,
Busy
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor

South Shore, Northport Camp Ground.

A specifics for Constipation, Indigestion. Live *
and Kidney Troubles. Pimples, Eczema, Impure
Blood. Bad Breath. Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and Backache. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tablet form. Mfi cents a box.
Genuine made by
II LLISTKK ])Ri c; COMPAN Y, Madison, Wise

*****
TAULB-D'HOTB 75 CENTS.
MEM':
Lobster Chowder,
Olives,
French Fry,
Steamed or Fried Clams,
l.Tc Semp Balls,
Broi.ed Phil. Squab,
Vegetable Salad.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
K.H. 310011 V

Crackers,

_

LOBSTERS AND CLAMS
SERVED IN ALL STYLES.
311124

FOR

Telephone 72-4

ISAAC S. STAPLES,
BROOKS,
own

make,

figure
a

lyr3

nice

of CARRIAGK9, ROAD WAGONS
GROCERY WAGONS which) he
will sell at the lowest living prices.

SALE

50 h. p. engine, so h. p. boiler, feed pumps, Bcrryman Heater and complete engine room equipment.
Also other bargains in hew and secondhand wood-working and iroti-w a king machinery.
We are also headquarters for ship's pumps, capstans. chocks, cleats and all kinds of heavy eastings for vessels, both iron and ai d brass. Let us
vour

requirements.

ALBERT Bl SSELL & SONS CO.,
Now bury port, 31 ass.

lot

WANTED

and
A Smooth Article.

3ml6

When you find it necessary to use salve us<
DeW itt’s Witch Hazel Salve. It is the pur
est, and best for Sores, Burns, Boils
Eczema, Blind, Bleeding, Itching or Pro
truding Piles. Get the genuine DeWitt’i
Witch Hazel Salve. Sold by R. H. Moody

FRED ATWOOD, W,!K0RT Insurance and Real Estate,

energetic, persevering high school boy or
girl, (one who has idea of going to college preferred), to represent a reliable concern, and build
An

for

Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
a

BELFAST LIVEKY CO.

19tf

SEVEN

ard

groceries. Catalogue

of

OTHER PREMIUMS.
HOME SUPPLY CO.,
_Dept. 4, Augusta, Me.
200

|

For Sale

Inspection.

Cheap!

A custom made, State prison surry, with brake
attached. The carriage is in excellent condition
and will be sold at a bargain. Inquire of
THE MISSES ELLIS,
or at 108 Hlgti Street.
27tf

solid

a

business.

Guaranteed

For Sale

Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Heal estate bought and sold.

PREMIUMS

Dining Chair* and \ nivCM
) UIVEN
Large Arm Rocker
with $10 assortment of our Soaps,
Extracts, Spices, Tea, Coffee,
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and StandSix

|

Insurance and

themselves

weekly salary. Light work out of school hours
$1.00 to $6.00 weekly. Address,
K. M. EAMES, Sec’y,
4w25*
104 Exchange St.. Portland, Me.

REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.

For Sale.
A few second-hand top buggies, a surry and
aack. Also a few single harnesses.
Apply to the

The Bolan Millions.
It is reported that Mrs. Fred T. Brook;
and her daughter, Mrs. George F. Walker
both of South Portland, are to inherit a for
tune from the will of the late Colonel A. K
Bolan of New York, a stockholder of the ,
Standard Oil Company, who died at hi!
summer home, Castine, June 28th.
Repori
has it that Mrs. Brooks, who is a niece, h
to receive 91,000,000 and Mrs. Walker is t(
Both ladies say thal
reoeive $2,000,000.
they are not surprised if they have beei
handsomely remembered by the will, whict
has not yet been admitted to probate, but
are inclined to doubt if their inheritance
will amount to the sum reported. They be
lieve that enough will be left to remove
them from the danger of ever wanting foi
material comforts.
Colonel Bolan was
:
frequent visitor at the Brooks homesteae
and Mrs. Walker was his favorite great
niece.

3 20
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WAQLOIT,

hand of bis

)

j

Agents for Craton &. Knight Mfg. Co.’s Oak Tanned Leather Belting

[

Has on

4 45

EASTERN STEAMSHIP CO.

CO.,

54.

-----~

C. H. A.

City of Belfast, Maine,)
In Board of Aldermen,
Date July 3,1905.
)
Upon the foregoing petition, it is ordered that
notice thereof be given by publishing a copy of
said petition and this order thereon in The Republican Joui nal, a newspaper printed in the city
of Belfast, Maine, and that a hearing thereof be
given at the Aldermen’s room, on the 4th day of
August, at 7 o’clock p. m., at which time and
place and residents and owners of property upon
the highways to be affected by the granting of
the permit applied for, and all other persons interested, shall have full opportunity to show
cause why such permit should not be granted,
the last publication of said notice to be at least
fourteen (14) days before said hearing.
A true copv of petition and notice thereon.
3w27
Attest: A. P. MANSFIELD, City Clerk.

BUSHING

BELFAST, MAINE.

cross arm

Coffee.

id

26
30
40
C9
26
45
30
00
16
26

»
Brooks.
9 20 112
Waldo. T9 30 T12 17
Citv Point. <9 40 <12 37
9 45
Belfast, arrive
12 45
tFlag station.
Limited tickers for Boston are now sold at
§5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Georgs
GEO. F. EVAN'S.
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager,
F. E. Boothby. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.

In order to save our customers both time and trouble, we
have placed inistccka complete line of Malleable and.Cast
Iron Pipe Fittings and Valves. Sizes 1-2 to 2 1-2 inches
inclusive.

England Telephone and Telegraph
Company respectfully petitions the Mayor and
Board of Aldermen of the city of Belfast, Maine,
for a location of its poles and wires thereon, and
the necessary supporting and strengthening tlx
tures and wires, in the following named streets
ami highways of said city..
The New

Gorgonzola Cheese,

PM

30
3
35
13
45
13
50
4
0.3
14
2 15
4
5
2 23
li
2 46
-tO

p

*Pipe Fittings]*

NOTICE.

Boston
nos.on,

E. n.
w D

Waterville.
Bangor. 7 00

Open evenings.

THE

j

a m
7 no

large stock of finished work.

Itwoom'i

Bridge Street,

Mitchell & Trussell.

cankotinr

OF

THE BEST OF WORK AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

city.

sure to see our stock

i E. D. 3 55
u- L). 400

PM

1
u
11
1
,2

TO BELFAST.

per Goods,
Ranges and

would come on at once.”
“How did you find a remedy ?”
“After 1 had used many advertised rnedi
cines, we read in the paper about Dr. Wit
liams’ I’ink Pills for Pale People, and mj
husband bought a box and insisted that J
should take them.
“The first box I used quieted my nerves
so that I could get a good night’s sleep
which was a new experience for me. Before
1 began to use them 1 was a nervous wreel
and trembled at the slightest sound. I was
so weak that I
had to sit down and res'
every tew steps when 1 went up stairs
Now 1 can run up a whole flight at once
The smothering sensations have gone am
the noises in my head have stopped entire
ly. My appearance has greatly improved
for friends who were alarmed on my a«
count before, now say “How well you art
looking.”’ My husband spent over a bun
dred dollars on treatment for me that was
worthless, but a few boxes of Dr. Williams
Pink Pills brought me sound health.”
Mrs. Mary Reagan lives at 8ti Kilburi
street, Fall River, Mass., where Dr. Wil
liams’ Pink Pills are a favorite remedy
These pills are guaranteed to be free fron
stimulating or harmful drugs of any deo:
scription and may be taken without fear
injury to the most delicate system. The;
quickly cure nervous disorders of ever;
kind, check wasting diseases and build u]
strength. They are Sold by all druggists.

00
o5
15
20
38
45
35
15
35
45
20

A M
8 60
P M

Waterville

Nickelplated Cop-

In the

-.

BELFAST.

Belfast, depart
7
City Point.17
Waldo.-7
Brooks. 7

Tinware,

Lamps,

lollows

run as

FKOM

Boston
Boston,

chasing.

rigid

particle
narcotic, poisonous drug, or
a

of alcohol or any
chemical preservative.

the best assortment of

“Before I began to take Dr. Williams
Pink Pills,” said Mrs. Reagan, recently
"I was in and out of bed all the time, bin
now I stay up all day and work.”
“What was the cause of your trouble?’
she was asked.
“I was badly run down from overwork
One day noises began in my head and al
most made me crazy.
My head felt as if t
tight baud had been put around it, and tin
pressure and the sounds made me so uneasj
that 1 often had to walk the floor all nigh:
when I ought to have been sleeping.”
“Did you have a doctor?”
“Yes, I was under the care of a physiciat
for some time, but I finally gave him up be
cause his treatment did me no good.
“My stomach was in bad shape, and I hac
smothering sensations. At such times mj
body seemed bloodless, my hands were lik<
chalk and my face turned yellow. The doc
tor said I had dyspepsia in the worst form
Then my nerves gave way and 1 was com
pletely prostrated. At night I could no:
sleep, and in the daytime if I bent over t(
imiiy

nerve

analysis shows

Colors ground in oil and dry, In fact,

Sensations Caused By Shattered
Mrs. Kcagan’g Long Search foi
Nerves.
From
Relief
Distressing Experience*
Caused by Overwork at Last Succeeds.

o

ine

Brushes.

Strange

lift

have in stock
full line of

PAINTS,
OILS,
Varnishes,

IN A WOMAN’S HEAD.

liinlr

by serving them with anything but the
genuine.
“
Just look at that label 1 You may be sure
that when a druggist gives you Moxie from
the original bottle with the label intact, you
are getting the genuine.
“
We don’t blame you for being particular,
for Moxie, besides being refreshing, is a genu-

a

Mnnww*

Be

i ou don’t suppose for a

tomers

your

everything

it is.

course

minute that we, or any other reputable druggist would trifle with the health of our cus-

complexion with little cost.
smooth, clear, cream-like
cheeks, laughing eyes,
rosy
complexion,
take Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea, great35 cents.
R. II.
est beautifier known.
Moody.
Beautify

rent ami inventory filed.
Estate of Raymond Ellis, Rrooks; warrent and inventory filed.
Estate of Charles B. Gilmore, Burnham :
commissioner's warrant of insolvency filed.
Estate of George FI. Rankin, Lincolnville:
first and final account allowed.
Estate of Ellison F. Brown, Lincolnville:
first and final account allowed.
Estate of Persis A. Fernald, Searsport:
first and final account allowed.
Estate of Virum B. Paul, Morrill; first
account allowed.
Estate of Hannah J. West, Belfast; first
and final account allowed.
Estate of John F. Smalley, Belfast:
guardian’s first account allowed'
Estate of Ahvilda Lamplier, Stockton
Springs; guardian’s final account allowed.
Estate of Rita M. Cox, Liberty; guardian's first account allowed.
Estate of Mehitable Wentworth, Waldo:
petition for probate of will filed.
Estate of Jones S. Davis, Belfast; petition for probate of will filed.
Estate of Statira R. Keene, Belfast; petition for probate of will filed.
Estate of Charles S. Jones, Winterport
petition for probate of will tiled.
Estate of Sebra Crooker, Stockton Springs
petition for probate of will and for administration filed.
Estate of James F. Smalley, Belfast, petition for guardian filed.
Estate of Loren II. Butler, Monroe; petition for license to sell real estate filed.
Estate of Charles W. Lord, Brooks;
petition for license to convey real estate according to contract filed.
Estate
of Eastman
Clark, Prospect
petition for conformation of trustee filed.
Estate of Sophronia P. Staples, Stockton
Springs; petition for determination of
inheritance tax filed.
^collateral
Estate of
Nathan
Stearns, Monroe;
second and final account ordered.
Estate of Sophronia P. Staples, Stockton
Springs; final account presented.
Estate, of Isaac B. Seekins, Swanville
first aid final account ordered.
Estate of Charles Taylor, Unity; first account ordered.
Estate of Hazel McKeen, Belfast; first
and final account ordered.
Estate of Betsey Kenney, Winterport
first account ordered.
F’state of Isaac H. Jackson, Belfast
third and final account ordered.
Estate of Charles W. Lord, Brooks; firs!
account ordered.
Estate of Cyrus True, Searsport; petition
for probate of will filed.

Our

Indigestion Cured.
There is no ease of Indigestion, Dyspepsia
or Stomach Trouble that will not yield to
the digestive and strengthening imiuence
of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
This remedy
takes the strain off the stomach by digesting
what you eat and allowing it to rest until it
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
grows strong again.
affords quick and permanent relief from indigestion and all stomach troubles, builds
up the system and so purifies that disease
cannot attack and gain a foothold as when
in a weakened condition. The constantly
increasing use of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure by
physicians of hospital and general practice
of itself tells how this most wonderful modern discovery lias proven to be the
greatest
digestant for tlie alleviation of a suffering
humanity. Its many cures of both children
and adults grow larger day by day. Sold
by K. II. Moody.

Kntlar

“Of

Sheriff Mayo of Hancock county has
notified all druggists and grocers that they
must stop the sale of Jamaica ginger and
other patent medicines to be used as a
An Ellsworth correspondent
beverage.
says that Mr. Mayo is the only sheriff
elected for the past 30 years who has not
closed his eyes to the violation of the prohibitory law and sinee his election Hancock county has had the strictest enforcement that it has had in the memory of the
citizens.
If you wish

Is this the genuine Moxie ?

“

A BRIDGEPORT ORGAN,

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN
1 6-year old stallion by Jamaique. weighs about
14-hundred, works single or double, sound and
kind, i bay road horse, 11 years old, weight between 1000 and 1100, works single or double, absolutely sound, kind, good loader and perfect all
round family horse. Grocery, delivery and open
wagons, ton buggies and harnesses, single and
double. All must be sold by October 1st as I go

E

STEADY
T
M PLOY M E N I

T&58RvffSSr®
I?1' £,iase’s Hardy Nursery Stock.
Y‘ NO Experience
Estabn

lished 48 years.

CHASE BROTHERS COMPANY,

West for the winter. Cash or negotiable notes.
B. L. PITCHER, Belfast, Maine

tf25

Rochester,

(Near Gurney’s Mills.)

TO’* Early Risers
The famous little pDtoi

Necessary.

Write for terms.

%Af
WW

A

N. Y.

High back and double swell. Cheap
for cash. Apply to
2\v27*
153 MAIN STREET.

Bargains in Boats.
One 18-foot launch with U horse’power
Palmer engine (latest out)
One 20-foot sloop, nearly new, fast and

able.

MTPn_Men
■ wl I EU

or

women, loea

representatives tor

high class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
prizes. Write J. N. TRAINER. 80 East Wash
iugton Square, New York, N. Y.
8tf

One

row

price.
21tf

boat,
For

nearly m w, at onf.-half
particulars inquire of
«FORGE M. GRAY,
92 Union Street, any evening.

:

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Frank Gross

spent Sunday at

home.

Mr. James Ford left Monday by boat for

Boston.;,
Robert Hichborn is at home for a brief

vacation.!
(apt. Albert Blanchard is at home fora

short time.

Dr. Irving Pendleton of Lewiston spent
Sunday in town.
Mrs. Abbie Carver of Boston is the guest
of Mrs. Li Bias Nichols.
Miss Ida MacMoran of Philadelphia is
the guest of Miss Georgia Ford.
Miss Clara Burleigh of South Berwick is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Ellen Lieb.
Clifford Carver, Gordon Williams and
Jack Eyre spent a few days last week at
Swan Lake.
Among the arrivals by boat Tuesday
Mrs. Harry Perry and Mr. Frank
Curtis.
were

Cliff Woods and Geo. Coleman of Dorchester, Mass., are spending a two weeks’ vacation at Mrs. Josie Webber’s.
Mrs. George Carver of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
arrived last week and will spend the season
at her summer home on Moose Point.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F.. Grinnell and children
left \\ ednesday on the boat for Harwichport, Cape Cod, where they will spend the
■

building in North Searsport; $200 to each of
the following named religious societies, all
in Waldo couDty, for the purchase of books
for their respective Sunday schools: Congregational in Searsport village, Methodist
in same place, Congregational at the Harbor, Universalist in Stockton Springs village, Congregational in Sandypoint, Methodist or Union in Prospect village, and the
Methodist or Union in North Searsport,
amounting in all to $1,400; $800 to the public library of Searsport; $1,000 to the town
of Searsport in perpetual trust for the Village Cemetery Association; $2,300 in trust

with his executor to be distributed among
the following named worthy and deserving
people of Searsport: Martha Wiswell, $100;
Mrs. James Carver, $100; Mrs. Abbie Clark,
$100; Miss Sarah Clark, $100; Miss Georgia
Ford, $100, and the sum of fifty dollars to
each of the following named individuals:
Albert Matthews, Harry Nason, Stephen
lllake, Charles Merithew, Joseph Porter,
John Closson, George Delano, Manley Foote,
Josiah Hamilton, Chesley Matthews, Wm.
Howler, Henry Whitcomb, Wm. B. Sawyer,
Amos Carr, Hollis Curtis, Eleroy K. Bowen,
Frank C. Whitcomb, Wm. Cunningham, Albert Kane, Frank Park, Captain Lorrimer,
Mrs. Benjamin Smith, Mrs. Robert Sullivan, Miss Ethel Bowen, Miss Hattie Porter,
Miss Elnora Waterhouse, Miss Nellie Trussell, Miss Rowena Colcord, Miss Linda Colcord, Miss Mildred Shute, Miss Lydia Closson, Miss Addie Crockett, Miss Melvina
Colson, Miss Sarah Blake, Mrs. Ellen Small,
Mrs. Friendly Bickmore, Mrs. Hannah
Young, Mrs. Jennie Hunter, Miss Eunice
Whittum, Mrs. Thomas Howe.

summer.

Mrs. Clias. Colcord and her friends the
Misses Curtis, all of Danbury, Ct„ are occupying the old Colcord homestead for a
short time.
Mrs. Ludwig llavner and children of
Worcester, Mass., are spending a few
weeks with her father, Capt. Phineas
Pendleton.
Miss Blanche Nickels and Mrs. Kittie
McGilvery and little Miss McGilvery are
spending a week at Mrs. 11. K. Nickels'
cottage, Swan Lake.
Mrs. Charles N. Carney and son of Boston, Mass., are spending the summer with
her mother, Mrs. C. 0. Fernald, at Lakeside farm, Swan Lake.
Rev. F. 1. Han scorn of Freedom exchanged pulpits with Rev. T. P. Williams
last Sunday morning and there was special
music during the service.
Pike Brothers are putting a new
machine into the mill in the hollow.
Their orders are so numerous that their
former machinery was inadequate to meet
the demand.
The

stave

The ladies of the Cong’l church will hold
their annual summer sale in Union Hall
Tuesday afternoon and evening, Aug. 1st.
There will be an entertainment and the program will be given next week.
The supper given in the Congregational
sociai rooms last Thursday was very succe>sfui, and the six hostesses of the occasion were able to turn about twenty dollars
over to the church committee.
Tl,.-.

o'.'

tllfi

\l

V

oltll

rC»h

last

interest. In the
received into the
church with a very impressive ceremony.
The subject of Rev. C. W. Wallace’s sermon was “Tlie Normal Development of
Christian Faith.”

Sunday
morning

were of special
6 persons were

Next Sunday evening in the Methodist
church Miss Flora Sherman of Belfast will
report the recent International Sunday
School Convention held in Toronto, Canada.
All interested in Sunday school work are
specially invited to be present.
schooner
Regina arrived from
Elizubethport, N. J., last week and has
of pipes to be laid for
a
cargo
discharged
the waterworks, work on which is progressThe resevoir is
ing very satisfactorily.
completed and the pipes are being laid to
the spring, about a quarter of a mile distant,
The

Miss Jessie Black and a party of friends
spent Sunday at Union Lodge, Swan Lake.
Mrs. Jennie Hunter chaperoned the party,
w hich consisted of Miss Janie Curtis, Miss
Helen
Hike, Miss Louise Hike, Miss
Florence Colcord, II. N\ Colcord, William
W. Trite, J. W. Elms and 0. W.
J.
Treat,
Trask.
U nclaimed letters in the Searsport post
uftlce: Mr. Cole, Mr. A. Finch, Mr. A. II.
Hammond, James II. Little, Justin R.
Merrill, Mrs. Annie Heavey, Dr. F. W.
l’uti.wiii, Mrs. F. E. Rliilbrick, Geo. W.
Steven.'on, Walter Twombley, Mrs. K. H,
H. Ward, Mrs. E. S. Wing, Miss
Mauser,
M !:• .en Young.
The Seal sport House has been leased for
thice years to M. R. Knowiton of Belfast
and J sue Trundy of Stockton Springs and
Mr. Knowiton took formal possession of
the hotel Tuesday. The housekeeper and
several maids come down from Bangor Saturday night. The new landlords have the
he-! wishes of the community for a successful summer.
All who are interested in the fair for
hich ttie Ladies’ Aid are making preparation will lie interested to know that plans
are developing in a very satisfactory manner.
There will he booths for fancy work,
aprons, candy, ice cream and food of all
Sort.
The young people are working on a
very interesting entertainment for the
evening. Remember the place and datein Union Hall, Thursday, July 27.
w

The offering next Sunday in the Congregational church will he the annual contribution to the foreign missionary society.
This year it has been decided that the offering shall go to the new Union church uow
building in Yokahama, Japan. This is at
the solicitation of Mrs. Hurry Blake, formerly Miss Nellie Nichols of Searsport, now
living in Yokahama and a member of said
Uni' n church. It is hoped that the ottering
will be worthy both of the enterprise and of
the congregation of the Searsport church.
UUI

wi

IV n
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fturais

at the Searsport House the past
T. S. Dennison, lioston; F. E.
Burns, Portland; F. 11. Huse, Hangor; A.
G. Moore, lioston; E. E. Whitney and wife,
Hover; Edith Blithen; H. A. Robinson,
San Francisco; M. (Biddings, Hangor;
M iss (Biddings, Hangor; Madeline Burrage,
Togus; R. W. l’hilbrook and wife. New
York ; A. ('. Page, Portland; L. H. Dunton,
llangor; W. A. Gordon, Bangor; A. L.
Getchen, Providence; J. J. Moore, Boston.
July 2Sth, in Union Hall, Messrs. Bradbury, Saunders and Smith will give a fare-

registered
week:

well entertainment for the benefit of the
Cemetery Improvement Association. The
program will be a triple comedy bill, consisting of the amusing farce, “My Turn
Next;" the dramatic idyl “A Romance of
the Red Cross,” arranged and adopted by
the late Mrs. R. P. Smith; a new rustic
sketch written expressly for Bradbury and
Smith by F. G. Nichols and entitled
“Susetta," aud a particularly ridiculous
monologue by Jas. L. Bradbury.

To judge by the signs of the times Searsport is to have more summer visitors this

than ever before. The hotel is well
filled and most of the available houses have
been rented for August. Mr. W. II. Ellis,
who is iu charge of the building of the new
wharf, with bis wife, son and daughter, are
occupying one of the Cumlingham cottages
on the southwest side of Mack’s Point.
On
the shore road to Belfast the George Porter
house is let to Mrs. Ellen Hall of Boston
and several friends from thesamecity. The
cottage known as the Elms contains a party
of eleven people froinWaterville, Mr. Voider
being the host, while the old Parse homestead has been rented to Mr. F. Morten
King of Boston, who is accompanied by liis
wile, two daughters, a son and a maid.
year

The active

committee of

ladies in the

Cong’l church, consisting of Miss McClure,
Mrs. Jennie Gilkey, Mrs. Lincoln Colcord
and Mrs. Daniel Nichols are making plans
for a piano recital to be given July 29th in
the church by Miss Guida Homer of Bucksport, assisted by home talent and some of
our accommodating and talented visitors.
The final arrangements have not yet been
made so the program cannot be given, but
beyond doubt both the passive and the ardent lovers of music will thoroughly enjoy
it.
Miss Homer is a pupil of the well
known leader of the piano school in Hangor, Frederick Morener, and she is a good
example of the remarkable results from a
comparative short course in the Virgil
method, which claims as one of its chief
merits that it can accomplish in a brief
time what the old method did only after
months of practice.
Bequests by the Late Cyrus True.
In the will of the late Cyrus True are the
following named bequests for Searsport:
$500 to Orissa Wiswell; #500 to Amos Dow;
$500 to Mrs. Lydia Flowers; $500 to the
town of Searsport, in trnst, to be applied to
the care and preservation of the church

NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

Fred W. Smart is in the employ of Frank
Gould of Prospect haying.
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Eastman of Winterport were in town last Sunday.
Miss Katherine M. Scribner has been visiting in Ellsworth for a few days.
Mrs. Eli Colson and daughter Hazel
visited relatives in Stockton Springs last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ferd Harriman of Stockton

Springs were in town Monday,, visiting at
Irving Georges.
B. E. Scribner of Ellsworth was in town

Sunday visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
II. T. Scribner.

Mrs. W. W. Wilson of Cambridge, Mass.,
in town last week the guest of her
grandmother, Mrs. Catherine Colcord.
was

Miss Bessie M. Mathews of Searsport village has been visiting her grandmother,
Mrs. Marion Mathews.

::
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8MITHTON (Freedom.)

THE DINSMORE STORE’S 5-

Dr. Lee gave a very interesting talk at
school house last Sunday and will
speak again next Sunday at two o’clook.
The doctor and his wife are new people
among us; he having recently bought the

the

They are very pleasant
trust will be quite a help to
our little
community_Mrs. Florence
Wentworth returned last week from a short
visit with friends in Lewiston and vicinity.
_Mrs. Eliza J. Penney spent Saturday
and Sunday with her sister in Montville...
Mrs. Ella Crockett of Rockland is stopping
a few weeks with her aunt, Mrs. Margery
Penney....F. N. Sylvester has been in very
poor health this summer, but is a very
little better at this time....Haying is quite
well along for the season and all kinds of
crops are looking finely.

Angier

place.

people and

we

Odd-S e-Sale
The values then given are still fr,-o,
Our February sale of this kind was memorable.
of
The
record
onr
is
our keenest and most
minds of Our customers.
past
important com pet
We’ve had it before us in making preparations for this occasion and the only avenue througl
we can make this sale greater and bigger in every way is through the avenue ot value.
\y
let down the price-bars on this avenue and the result is that hundreds of pairs of good deshoes for men, women and children have stampeded their way to our bargain counters w|.',
values will be cut from a third to a half by our keen edge price knife.
Isn’t It Well VS
,.rH

it'

SHIP NEWS.
FORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

July 17. Sch. Tolly, Ryan, Boston.
AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, July 13. Sld, schs. L. T. Whitmore, Stonington, Me.; Charlie* Willie,
Bangor; Adelaide Barbour, Philadelphia;
14, ar, schs. Eliza J. Pendleton, Georgetown,
S. C.; American Team, Port Reading for
Bangor; sld, sch. John I. Snow, Wilmington, N. C.; 15, sld, sch. Jose Olaverri, Savannah; ar, sch. Hattie C. Luce, Bangor;
10, sld, sch. Augusta W. Snow, San Juan
via Naguabo; 17, ar, sch. A. F. Kindberg,
Bangor; 18, ar, schs. Hattie H. Barbour,
Bangor; Reuben Eastman, do.; Eagle, do.;
S. M. Bird, Somes Sound; Rodney Parker,
do.; Cumberland, Hurricane Island; ship
Shenandoah, San Francisco.
Boston, July 15. Sld, schs. Laura M.
Lunt, Brunswick; Polly, Belfast; Van Allens Boughton, Baltimore; Fiheman, Stonington, Me.; 17, ar, schs. Edward T. Stotesbury, Newport News; Lyman M. Law,
Philadelphia; Charleston, Bangor; Watchman, do; W. O. Nettleton, do; William
Matheson, do; Willie L. Swift, do; Omaha,
do; William Pickering, do.; 18, sld, sch.
Gov. Powers, Newport News.
Cape Henry, Va., July 15. Passed out,
sch. John Twohy, for Bangor.
Portland, July 14. Ar, sch. Ahbie C.
Stubbs, Raritan River, N. J.; sld, sch. Melissa A. Willey, Stonington and New York.
Bangor, July 14. Ar, sch. Lizzie Lane,
New London; sld, sch. Fannie F. Hall, Boston ; 15, ar, sch. Horace A. Stone, Stockton,
to load ice; sld, sch. Mary Ann McCann,
Vineyard Haven, for orders; 15, ar, schs.
Paul Palmer, Norfolk; Andrew Nebinger,
New York; sld, sch. Harriet Rogers, Boston ; 17, sld, sch. Miles M.
Mery, Hampton
Roads; 18, ar, sch. Melissa Trask, New
York.
Sullivan, July 15.
Ar, sch. Jennie A.

Your While To
make $t to $2 in

and

buy

THURSDAY,

Favorite
Remedy

Breaks

no

race; where it cannot help, it does not
harm. It is composed of vegetable ingredients and does not heat or inflame the
blood but cools and purifies it. In all cases
of Kidney troubles, Liver complaints, Constipation of the Bowels, and the delicate
derangements which afflict women, the action of Dr. Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY is beyond praise.
Thousands of
grateful people voluntarily testify to this,
in letters to Dr. Kennedy; and with a
warmth and fullness of words which mere
business certificates never possess. It
makes no drunkards—excuses no crimes—
breaks no hearts. In its coming there is
hope, and in its wings there is healing.
We challenge a trial and are confident of
the result. Your druggist has it. ONE
DOLLAR a Bottle. Bear in mind the,
name and address: Dr. Mivid KENNEDY’,'
Rondout, New York.

to

Bangor
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BELFAST PRICE

CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Prices Paid Producer.
40 Hay p ton,
10.00ffii3.00
Apples Pbu.,
dried, p lb,
SjHidespib,
7
2.00 Lamb p 1b,
14
Beans, pea,
2.50 Lamb Skins,
Yel’eyes,
’50
Butter p lb,
18®20 Mutton p lb,
6®9
Beef, sides, p lb,
6®8 Oats p bu., 32 lb,
40
Beef fore quarters,
eiPotatoes p bu.,
30
60Round Hog,
6
Barley pbu.,
13 Straw p ton,
Cheese p lb,
10.00
25 Turkey p lb,
Chicken p lb,
26®28
Calf Skins, per lb. ll@13 Tallow p lb,
2»®3
Duck p lb,
14@15 Veal p lb,
8
20 Wool, unwashed,
33
Eggs p doz.,
15 Wood, hard,
Fowl p lb,
4.00®4.5t
Geese p lb,
16 Wood, soft,
3.00

Searaport, 8.50 a.
1 Bucksport, 10.00 a.
i Wlnterport, 10.30 a.

m.
m.
m.

1.00
.75
.50

|

3.30 p.

m.

I

|

I

Produce .Market.

Retail Market.
Price.
90S1.00
Beef,corned, p lb, 8@10 Lime p bbl.,
Butter Salt, 14 lb, I8a20 Oat Meal p ft,
4
Corn pbu.,
5
72Onionsplb,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 72 Oil, Kerosene, gal.,14@l5
Corn Meal, p bu.,
72 Pollock » "b,
5
cheese, p lb,
10
15@16 Pork p A.
Cotton Seed, p cwt., 1.60 Plaster p bbl.,
1.13
Codfish dry, p A, 5@8 Rye Meal p ft,
3
1.20
Cranberries, p qt., 8®10 Shorts p cwt.,
Clover Seed.
16 Sugar p ft,
64
40
Flour, p bbl., 6.25a7.25 Salt, T. I., p bu.,
H. G. Seed p bu.,
1.75 Sweet Potatoes,
6
10 Wheat Meal,
Lard, p ft,
3M
Retail

•

j|
<

>

]

HOW TO MAKE THE TRIP FREE.
This excursion is given under the auspices of the enterprising BENOIT
CEOIHING CO. OE' FANCOB, MAINE, who have chartered the boat
for this occasion.

<

>

JJ
<>

J\

;;
>

J;
>

J
1 !

Pui chase

Our$2.50 lowshoesfor$1.87 Our Famous
persistent demand
for certain styles which have established themselves in high faThrough

a

the whole of 3 cnr fare. These are the only condifions required, and npon
other condition can this trip be made free.

no

VERY SPECIAL EXCLUSION SALE
So

as

the trip more interesting and profitable to you we shall ingreat cut price tale cn all kinds of men’s, youths’ and children’s

to make
a

Ccmbine business with

pleatue and take advantage of this cheap exeur-

sion and sale.

Tickets for sale at the boat.

BENOIT CL0TKIKG CO., 20-22 Slat* St., Baiiser, Ma>
■1

a

celebrated $2.
not allowed to advertise this
shoe at a cut price) including
Dainty Patent Leathers, rich
Mellow Tans, beautiful dark
browns, all shapes from swagger pointed toes to the more
conservative medium and
broad toes. Collectively the
offer includes all sizes.

♦ ititHit'K i»11 f a i a i a i a i a t a

♦

|

|
9

4

?

T

for $\ h)
:

[

little knackfound at other m

the

j

a third to a half
more—with a record for service that is enviable. At the

present writing there is a very
good assortment of sizes and
styles, but the well-known
worthiness of these shoes,
coupled with the extremely
low price, will cause their
speedy removal—so you’d best

Shoes for

act

,

1

I

quickly.

the Children
The low shoe for children lias
struck twelve this seaThe demand has been phenomenal, and when you consider
that the hot weather has just
started you certainly cannot afford to let this opportunity pass.
An endless variety to choose from—dainty Latent Leathers
for dress, heavy serviceable Russia and Black Calf for every
day use—cool and summery white shoes for hot afternoons,
and the prices are decidedly in your favor.

certainly

Hot Weather 5hoes

I

son.

Ail our Children’s $1.50 Low Shoes for 98 cents.
«

1.00

u

«

fi

ft

73

ft

500

high

pairs of Men’s white canvas tennis sli
and low cuts, regular 00 and 7'>e values t

m

j

q

4v

15!) Pairs white Yachting (ixfords with heat
welted rubber soles, blucher cut, worth si.:..i

£10
30

v

I
■

:’.oo pairs Women’s. Misses'
and Children'.- v,
shoes, blucher cut, at
Women's
70 cents

Small Children’s Patent and Russia Calf Ties, formerly 65
and 75 cents, now 49 and 59 cents.

Misses'

60 cent..

Children’s

SO cents

Quality” Our Watchword,
Remember one thing, no matter how cheap we
an article, first of all the QUALITY HUST BE RIG
Our constant aim is to better the QUALITY oi
goods. If you have never traded here, better ge

quainted

with

methods.

“A TRUE BARGAI
MORE OFTEN IN THE QUALITY THAN IN
our

PRICE.”
Our $3.00 Shoes for $1.98

200

rather anxious
We
to sell every pair of
Men’s low shoes just
how anxious this extreme price reduction
are

demonstrates. By
the

time

pairs of MEIN’S RUSSET and
LOW
er

i

SHOES, of VICI KID,

cut, at

this

98

cents instead

shoes you
in the
have com-

bought earlier
season

menced to show signs
of wear—you wouldn’t
think of buying a new

One lot of Boys’ and Youth s ICALF, Blucher lace, excelleiu
ing shoes at 98 cents for boys,

regular price

pair

at

these
to us.

sweltering

but a pair of these S3
shoes at a dollar off
will tide you nicely over

89 cents for yout

hot days that “Old Soi” is sure to hand out
All leathers—all shapes—and nearly all sizes.

vci/ ^fi6biai

Our $1.49 Shoes

For

98

CtS

Shoes which are in contii udemand afford a basis for
The popucontinuous effort.
larity of the S3.50 shoe is stead-

ily on the increase so much so
jn fact that we have redoubled
our efforts to sell a shoe at this
popular price that would be dis-

Rather more to choose tiom in
this lot than in any of the others—
not from the fact of less value but

Rufthl'^prooTof^he1 pudding

because of too generous buying on
part. This shoe is rather a hob-

our

is in the eating” and unless we
had had the satisfactory indorse-

of ours—each season sees a little

ment ot increasing sales on this
shoe all of our painstaking
would have been for naught,
We have left about 200 pairs

more value squeezed into them until to-day they stand in a class that
elsewhere costs 50 cents more. Ten
styles to choose from—some with
lieaiy extension soles others thin
and flexible. I atent leather, Russia Calf, and Kidskin for the material—and at the price we shouldn’t
_i,.
have
a pan left by ..aturday night,
so you’d best hurry.
.....

including Patent Colt, Russia
varying from
pointed toe to

is most every size in some kind
and the price is only TWO
FIFTY NINE.

lUu

At the prnv )
ueh—neitla 1
ueh if they

lie regular

ateness in d<
hundred pan
left'on a niakm
than take then
tory he mad.
though we had
-•■o
we couldn't
portunity. Th«
Kidskii
soft
very
turned soles. Kid
just the thing f«>i
the price is oni\
Every size and v

:

_ii

caimui

the fashionable
the broader and

more comfortable shapes, with
light and heavy soles. Of course
the penalty is odd sizes but there

,.

nr.

Wi'i

ous

_......

by

i

n

| Our $3.50 Shoes for Men at $2.50

y

T

Sj^s

distinctiveness,

?
Y

t!

shoes costing

*

|

p

practising

Through the
tritles do om
women find the

this season, the sizes are
somewhat broken, it penalizes
several hundred pairs of our
vor

T

ticket at your place of starting, present this ticket at our store
at 20 State street, and make a purchase of $2.00, and we will refund
one-half
of your fare. Or, if ycu make a purchase of $3.00 or
over, we will refund

augurate
apparel.

|

are

ed at once, in good condition, and money will be refunded.

Hearts, Excuses

Dr. David Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY is not a disguised enemy of the human

knowing that’you

Positively goods charged during this sale will be charged
at regular price.
Anything not satisfactory can be return

no Crimes.

—

1

armful with the satisfaction of

CONDITIONS.

SI EW ER CASTINE

Excursion

or an

DR. KENNEDY’S

—

I

pair

economy to the limit.

Miss Almeda Moody has returned from
Stockton Springs, where she had been employed in a boarding house.
Frank McBarron of Boston, with two
friends, arrived by Saturday’s boat and are
boardiug with Capt. and Mrs. G. E. Chapin.
James H. Harriman has sold his store to
James Nichols, who will move the building Stubbs, Sedgwick.
near the residence of his father, Mr. John
Bath, July 13. Cld, sch. J. Manchester
Nichols.
Haynes, Philadelphia; 14, sld, sch. Ralph
M. Hayward, Washington, D. C.; ar, sch.
Miss Ella 31. coie oi t-rospect, wno has
been working for Mrs. Marion Mathews the Willis and Guy, Boston.
Fernandina, July 13. Ar, sch. Theoline,
past few mouths, is now at work for Mrs.
Boston.
G. E. Chapin.
\ownDFt Yews .Inlv 13
Ar enh
.lamoe
Miss Addle S. Mathews of Everett, Mass.,
who has been visiting friends in York W. Paul, Jr., Bangor; 17, ar, schs. FrouteBORN.
Boston
Edward
H. Cole, do.; Cora F.
;
Reach, arrived in town Tuesday to speDd nac,
the summer with her mother, Mrs. Marion Cressy, do.; Fannie Palmer, do; sld, sch.
Austin,
in South Hrooksville, June 26, to
James W. Paul, Jr., Boston.
Mathews.
Norfolk, July 17. Ar, schs. Eleanor A. Mr. and Mrs. James Austin, a son.
The danee at Maiden’s hall last Saturday
Cassens. In Chicago, 111., July 4, to Mr. and
Boston ; Martha P. Small, do.; Marie Mrs.
Percy,
R. H. Cassens, a daughter.
night was well attended. There will be an- Palmer, do.; Governor Ames, Bangor.
Collar.
In trail.Jin, June 30, to Mr. and
other in the same hall next Saturday night
14.
schs. D. H. Mrs. Nathan li. Collar,
Brunswick,
Cld,
July
a son.
Orchestra
of Stockwith music by Berry’s
Rivers, New York; Henry B. Fiske, BosCousins. In Sedgwick, June 29, to Mr. and
ton Springs.
ton; 15, cld, bark, Herbert Fuller, New Mrs John W. Cousins, a daughter.
Elwei.l. In Spruce Head, South Thomaston,
Several of our tow nspeople attended the York ; sch. Lydia M. Peering, Camden and
to Mr. and Mrs. a. F. El well, a son.
baptism at North Stockton Spriugs last Bath.
In Rockland, July 10, to Mr. and
Tifield.
San Francisco, July 13. Sld, ship Emily
Sunday. Those who were baptized were
Mrs. Stephen Pi field, a son.
Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Nickerson, Mrs. Lemuel F. Whitney, Honolulu.
Gardner. In Stonington, June 28, to Mr. aud
Burdeen, Miss Hattie Larrabee and Worth
Port Tampa, J uly 14. Sld, sch. Harry T. Mrs. Burpee C. Gardner, a son.
Lanabee.
Gray. In Deer lsie, July 8 to Mr. and Mrs.
Hayward, Baltimore.
Portsmouth, N. H., July 10. Ar, schs. Thomas G. Gray, a son.
J. Sumner Nickerson met with a fearful
Gray. In Sedgwick, June 12, to Mr. and Mrs.
L.
J.
Kate
while
last
week
for
Portland;
C. 0.
Pray,
Mary
Elliott, John C,
accident
haying
Gray, a son.
Fernald. While descending from a ladder Bangor for Boston.
Matthews. In Monington, June 23, to Mr.
Galveston, July 15. Cld, sch. C. P. Pixon, and Mrs. Willard M. Mathews, a son.
a round broke and he fell t*i the lioor a disHe is recovering from Philadelphia.
tance of thirty feet.
Nutt. In Stonington, June 21, to Mr, and
his injuries, but it w ill be some time beHyannis, Mass., July 15. Ar, sch. Kit Mrs. John A. Nutt, a daughter.
Robinson. In Cushing, July 4, to Mr. and
Carson, Hoboken, to discharge.
fore be will be able to be about.
John Robinson, a daughter.
Washington, P. C., July 10. Cld, sch. J. Mrs.
Dodge’s Coknek. Rev. C. W. Wallace,
Sargent. In Ellsworth, July 10, to Mr. and
C. Strawbridge, Boston.
Mrs. Ernest E. Sargent, twin daughters.
pastor of the 31. E. church in Searsport,
New Loudon, July 10. Ar, sell. Carrie A.
Staples. In Sedgwick, June 30, to Mr. and
with bis family, have been taking a few
Buck uam.
Mrs. Ernest C. Staples, a daughter.
days outing at Camp Matthews on the shore
Port
12.
sch.
Levi
Tex.,
Arthur,
Sld,
July
of Swan I.ake. 3!r. \\ allace tested his culS. Andrews, New York.
inary ability by preparing and cooking a
MARRIED.
July 13. Ar, sch. Jennie
large pot of beans in the ground and last G. Hallowell, Me.,
Pillsbury, Baltimore.
Thursday morning several neighbors and
Halls Quarry, Me., July 14. In port, sch.
Arnold-Brown. In Belfast, July 19. by Rev
friends were invited to share these beaus
A. A. Smith, " illisC. Arnold ot Springfield, Mass.,
Tables were spread on the E. Areularius, for New York, Idg.
at breakfast.
and Miss Edith L. brown of Belfast.
12.
sell.
Susan
Rockland,
Me.,
July
Ar,
shore and a merry, hungry party soon disN. Pickering, New York; 13, ar, sch. Ned
Black-Eaton. In Deer Isle, July 8, by Rev.
posed of them and declared the minister to
Miss Blanche Eaton and James
J. a.
be a capable cook. After breakfast 3frs. I1. Walker, Providence (for Jouesport and! W. Lawrence,
Black, both of Little Deer Isle.
New
York.
a
selection
on
Wallace gave
the guitar
Hamblin-Mukphy. In West Tremont, July
Philadelphia, July 17. Ar, sch. Adelaide 13, by Rev. D. M. Angell, Miss Bernice B.
and Miss Florence Cobb a reading which
Those present were Barbour, New York ; 18, ar, sch. Jacob M.
were enjoyed by all.
Murphy of M est Tremont, and Walter II. Hamblin of Southwest Harbor.
31 r. ami 3irs. Matthews, 3irs. E. 31. Chap- Haskell, Boston.
Sand Key, July 111. Ar, sch. Pendleton
Jackson-Linnikin.
In Centre Montville,
in, 31iss Clark, 3Iiss Cobb, Miss Slattliews,
[ June 27, by Rev. T. R. Pentecost, James Edgar
31 iss Stinson, Miss Delano, l’aul Bradford, Sisters, Port Arthur for Philadelphia.
Jackson of Belmont and Miss Nellie May
Cat! Howard and Rev. and 31rs. Wallace
Linnikin of East Knox.
John A. Morrison,
and baby Wardwell
Mills-Pkarson. In Farmington, July c,
Wm. R. Fitzgerald aud Frank J. McBanon
Havana, July 5. Ar, sells. Kate Feore, Hon. Sumner P. Mills of Stonington, and Miss
Flora A. Pearson of Farmington.
of Boston are boarding at Geo. E. Chapin’s. Alley, Gulfport.
Tibbetts-Blackington.
In
Thomaston,
Macoris, July 4. Ar, sch. Emma S. Lord,
New York (to sail about 8th for St. Domin- July ll, by Rev. E. M. Cousins, Ralph House
ITtOSl’KCT FEltliY.
Tibbetts of Rockport and Mrs. Jessie Lee
to finish discharging).
go
City
Mrs. Luella Sargent Edom visited 31rs.
of Thomaston.
St. John, N. It., July 15. Ar, sch. Harold Blaekington
Thompson-Kingman. In
Emma Luke last week—Air. and 3Irs. J.
July 12,
B. Cousens, Virginia; 17, ar, schs. Lucia by Rev. J. P. Simonton, MissEllsworth,
Inez Lura KingG. James and little son Wilson of Bangor
Porter, Richmond ; Estelle, Perth Amboy; man of Ellsworth, and Walter Irving Thompson
are visiting their aunts, the 3Jisses Ueagans
of Bangor.
W. E. & W. L. Tuck, New York.
and Mis. 31. A. Littlefield—Several of the
Anjer, June 30. Passed, ship Luzon,
young people around here made a surprise
for
Manila.
Philadelphia
DIED.
party tor 3Ir. and 3Irs. Alfred Frye last
Saturday night. Refreshments were served
MARITIME MISCELLANY.
and all enjoyed a good time... .Harry
Abbott. In Verona, July 10, Mrs. Augustus
Boston, July 18. Late yesterday after- Abbott,
Somes of Somesville called on triends here
aged 54 years.
31rs. Arthur noon the big refrigerating fruiter Limon,
last Sunday.Mr. and
Ames. In Stonington, July 6, Mrs. Patience
Grindle of Raugor visited 3ir. and 31r». Captain Frost, arrived from Port Limon, S. Ames, aged 76 years, 7 months, 26 days.
Bachelor. July li, Joseph F. Bachelor,
George Grindle several days last week_ Costa Rica. Capt. Frost reported passing
31rs. Sarah J. Glidden died at the home of the derelict schooner Edward L. Warren, aged 45 years, 7 months.
black, ln Sandypoint, July 17, Mrs. Dolly
her daughter, Mrs. George Gruby, July on the outward trip to Port Limon, on July
Black, aged 87 years.
14th, aged 78 years. Mrs. Glidden had been 1, in iat. 39° 40' N, ion. 69° 40' W. The wreck
Bartlett. In Winterport, July 16, Eben Bartwas
well
out
of
the
health
for
a
floating
in poor
water,
cabin, lett, aged about 35 years.
long time. She whs
Cook, ln Dixmont Centre, July 10, Amos Cook,
tenderly cared for by her daughter and wheel and both anchors intact. The wreck
other relatives. She was a good neighbor was a most dangerous obstruction to navi- aged 80 years, 3 months, 26 days.
The
Warren
Elis kin E. In Rockland, July li, Mary A.,
was
all
who
knew
her.
gation.
abandoned
severand liked by
Always
wife of William D. Erskine, aged 'll years, 7
ready and willing to help in sickness and al months ago in a waterlogged condition. j months,
5 days.
trouble she will be greatly missed in the Her crew was saved.
Farrington. In Rockland, July 7, Mary
The funeral services were
Rockland, July 17. Christened with flow- Elizabeth,
community.
widow of the late Silas Farrington,
held at her daughter’s home, July liith. ers by Miss Hattie Carver, the three-masted aged 80 years, 7 months.
3Ir. Hunter of Bueksport spoke words of schooner, Helvetia, was launched from the
Grindle. ln Bucksport, July 14, infant son of
comfort to the sorrowing family. 31rs. G. yard of I. L. Snow & Co., at noon, Monday. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Grindle, aged 11 months.
ln Prospect, July 14, Mrs. Sarah J.
The vessel has been two years building and
A. Avery aud 31rs. W. D. Hardman sang
is remarkable for the amount of heavy ms- Gudden, aged 78 years.
two selections and Ca.pt. J. S. Hardman
Berkeley, Cali!., July 1, Austin
had charge of the funeral arrangements. terial which has entered into its construcHills, formerly of Rockland, aged 82 years.
The liowers were profuse aud beautiful, tion. The dimensions are as follows: Gross
Kent.
In North Haven, July 11, Andrew
from relatives and friends.
The people tonnage, 499; net tonnage, 424; length of Kent, aged 75 years.
from out of town who attended the funeral keel, 157.4 feet; breadth of beam, 36.2 feet;
Lymburner. In Ellsworth Falls, July 20,
John Lymburner, aged 77
were Sir. George Gruby, Sirs. Bessie Haryears, 4 months, 7
depth of hold, 12.8 feet. The schooner is days.
vey of Boston, Slass., Sirs. Ella Harriman built for the lumber and stone trade, and
Moore.
and Oscar Thomas of Lynn, Mass., Mr. and will be ready for sea in about three days. wife of LeviInF. Rockland, July 10, Emmeline,
Moore, aged 68 years, 13 days.
Sirs. H. B. Cunningham, Sirs. Amanda The Helvetia will be commanded by Capt.
Parker.
In Bucksport, July 16, Maija a
Cunnimiham and Sirs. Ralnh T) Smith- John Bernet of this city, and is given the Bowles Parker, aged
77 years, 2 months, 12
Power. In Bucksport, .July 13, Joseph P. dav«
worth of Belfast, Mrs. James Nevins of ancient name of his native country—SwitzRower. aged 74 years, 2
months, 4 days.
Bucksport, Mr. and Mrs. John Glidden and erland.
John Glidden, Jr., E. K. Freeman, Alvah
and Eddie Batchelder of Frankfort. One
granddaughter, Marguerite, ol New York
was not present.
She leaves to mourn her
loss one daughter, Mrs. George Gruby of
Boston, Mass.; one son, Mr. John Glidden
of Frankfort, Me. ; one sister, Mrs. Amanda
Cunningham of Belfast; four grandchildren, Freeman and Alvah Batchelder and
John Gliuden, Jr., and Marguerite Glidden
of New York, and other relatives who have
the sympathy of a large circle of friends.
The burial was in the Prospect Ferry cemetery— Misses Lulu Avery and Faustina
Harding and Mildred Grindle attended the
course of lectures given at Hampden for
school teachers last week_Miss Evelyn
&
T
Thursday.
Avery is working at the Hersey Ketreat.
Albert Avery of Bangor spent last Satand
with
his
&
LKAVIXi TJME
urday
Sunday
parents_Mrs.
FAKES (lOUUd trip)
LEAVE BAKGOB tO return
V
Emma Moulton visited relatives in Orring8.00 a. m.
I Belfast,
$1.25
tou last week.

j
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Will it pay?
Step In And Investigate?
Yes, Handsomely,
a year’s time by investing $2 to $1 in any other
way? HARDLY. |

Miuugiy urge

me

promptness in taking advantage ot these ro
offerings in shoes—and remember—they are good shoes—not a lot of odds and ends
body wants—neither are the values inflated to make the reductions sound more coo\
You will find shoes here exactly like the ones
you paid a third to a half more for two n
ago. Of course there is not every size in all kinds—but if you will come early enou(e
will find your size in some kind—but remember come
early.
necessity or

X

|

THE 0IHSM0RE STORE

RELFAST, MAINE

